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ABSTRACT 

Private, church-related institutions are not immune to the challenges facing 

other colleges and universities today. Funding cuts, declining budgets, rising tuition, 

declining enrollments and increased calls for accountability led, for example, to the 

closure of Upsala College at the end of the 1994-1995 school year. These chal

lenges are of particular importance for the Student Services area, since it is often 

viewed as being on the periphery of an academic institution. If, in fact, the area is 

marginal to what higher education is all about, then it is a likely candidate for bear

ing the brunt of institutional cutbacks. The Student Services area must make its 

case as strategically as possible, both internally and as part of the larger institution, 

in order to defend its programs and to make them clearly part of an institution's 

mission and strategy. 

This study has three purposes. The first is to determine the status of strategic 

planning in the Student Services areas of Lutheran colleges and universities in 

Canada and the United States. The second is to survey the attitudes toward strate

gic planning of the Chief Student Services Officer (CSSO) in these institutions. 

The third is to validate the Jones-Hensley model for strategic planning for use in 

the Student Services area. To determine the status of strategic planning in the 

research population, the researcher analyzed documents submitted by the CSSO's, 

using a document checklist, to determine if they qualify as strategic plans and if 

they reveal a strategic-planning process. To survey attitudes, the researcher used a 

questionnaire to obtain demographic and other data and to determine their relation

ship to the practice and the perceived value of strategic planning. The questionnaire 

also asked for and gained disciplinary validation of the Jones-Hensley model for 

strategic planning. The researcher has also gained empirical validation for this 

model, based on field testing in a number of settings. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 

Purpose Statement 

This study has three purposes. The first is to determine the status of strategic 

planning in the Student Services areas of Lutheran colleges and universities in 

Canada and the United States, the majority of which are members of the Lutheran 

Educational Conference of North America (LECNA). The second is to survey the 

attitudes of the Chief Student Services Officer (CSSO) in these institutions toward 

strategic planning. The third is to validate the Jones-Hensley model for strategic 

planning for use in these areas. This model is based on another originally devel

oped by Hensley and Schoppmeyer (1992) for larger, research institutions. Some 

adaptation has been necessary so that a specific area within smaller, usually liberal 

arts institutions can use it advantageously. 

The research, then, is designed to meet three specific goals: 

1. To survey and evaluate the strategic plans presently in use by the Student 

Services areas in the Lutheran colleges and universities of North America; 

2. To survey the attitudes toward strategic planning of the chief administrative 

officers in these areas; and 

3. To test the validity of the Jones-Hensley model for strategic planning in 

these same areas, with a specific view to maximizing area participation in the plan

ning process and to making Student Services a key player in institutional planning 

in these schools. 

The research makes the following contributions to the study of planning and to 

the field of Student Services: 

1. It shows the military roots of planning, rather than the roots in business or 

in organization behavior cited by most researchers; 
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2. It provides a description of the plans and the planning processes currently in 

effect in the Student Services areas of the Lutheran colleges and universities of 

North America; and 

3. It provides a valid model for strategic planning in these areas. 

Problem Statement 

Private, church-related institutions are not immune to the challenges facing other 

colleges and universities today. In Alberta, for example, the province cut its fund

ing to private schools by 11% in 1994-1995, 7% in 1995-1996, and 3% in 1996-

1997, forcing the Student Services area at Concordia, Edmonton, to provide addi

tional services with a declining budget. In the United States, many of the colleges 

covered by this study must either raise tuition beyond what seems reasonable, or 

find other ways to meet declining enrollments and tighter funding. For example, 

one of the former members of LECNA, Upsala CoUege in East Orange, New Jersey, 

closed at the end of the 1994-1995 school year because it could not solve critical 

financial problems (Mercer, 1995). Across this population, increased calls for 

accountability have meant closer attention to what an institution does and how it 

does it. To use Alberta as an example once again, even the private institutions 

have been required by the provincial government to submit three-year business plans 

and to develop Key Performance Indicators to demonstrate accountability. 

These challenges are of particular importance for Student Services, since this 

area is often viewed as being on the periphery of an academic institution. If, in 

fact, the area is marginal to what higher education is all about, then it is a likely 

candidate for bearing the brunt of institutional cutbacks. Student Services must 

make its case as strategically as possible, both intemally and as part of the larger 

institution, in order to defend its programs. It must make its work integral to the 



institutional mission and strategy, which demands planning both within the area and 

as part of the larger whole. 

Thesis Statement 

The thesis of this study is that Student Services must develop its own model for 

strategic planning, whether as part of institutional planning or as an independent 

effort, both to encourage the maximum participation of those within the area and to 

develop partnerships with other areas of the institution. For many years. Student 

Services has been largely dependent on the "kindness" of the academic areas, which 

have received the greater portion of the institution's budget, facilities, and adminis

trative attention. While this study will not suggest that Student Services is more 

important than Academic Services, it is the researcher's contention that it is a part

ner in facilitating a student's successful completion of the college years. For 

Student Services to be or to become that partner, it must plan, and in that process 

demonstrate its clear connection with the mission of the institution. Ideally, this 

occurs in the context of an institutional commitment to planning; but even if that 

commitment is not present. Student Services must still plan. 

Some Student Services personnel may not appreciate the need for strategic 

planning. The analysis of the status of strategic planning in the Student Services 

areas of the Lutheran colleges and universities in North America helps indicate how 

widespread the process is and what processes are cunently in use in this population. 

The validation of the Jones-Hensley strategic-planning model demonstrates its spe

cific applicability to this area. Respondents should begin to see the value of 

strategic planning not only as a management tool, but also as a sign of leadership in 

the educational community. 

In the first stage of the research, the author asked the CSSO's of these Lutheran 

institutions to provide a copy of their strategic plans. These plans not only provide 



a picture of planning efforts to date, but also helped in the adaptation of the 

Jones-Hensley model. In the second stage, the adapted model was ckculated for 

validation along with a questionnaire about strategic planning. The researcher 

envisioned that the Student Services areas of these institutions would welcome 

and use this adapted model, both because of its emphasis on wide participation 

and because of its concern for the environment in which planning takes place. 

The end result is a synthesis of planning efforts and a new model to assist in 

future planning. 

Research Questions and Hypotheses 

The research sought to answer a number of questions related to its three 

purposes. The first purpose was to collect and, using a checklist for document 

analysis, to evaluate the plans presently in use in the Student Services areas of 

Lutheran colleges and universities. The second purpose was to gather data through 

a survey instrument about the attitudes of the CSSO's toward strategic planning. 

The third purpose was to determine if the Jones-Hensley model is valid for the 

strategic-planning process in Student Services. Based on these purposes, the study 

proposed a number of research questions and hypotheses. 

A. What are the demographic characteristics of the CSSO's in the Lutheran col

leges and universities of North America? 

B. What is the relationship between the practice of strategic planning and 

selected characteristics of the CSSO's and their institutions? 

Hypotheses: 

1. Ho The practice of strategic planning and the size of institution are 

independent. 

2. H„ The practice of strategic planning and the total years as CSSO are 

independent. 
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3. H„ The practice of strategic planning and the total years in Student 

Services administration are independent. 

4. Ho The practice of strategic planning and the age of the CSSO are 

independent. 

5. Ho The practice of strategic planning and the gender of the CSSO are 

independent. 

6. Ho The practice of strategic planning and the highest degree of the CSSO 

are independent. 

7. Ho The practice of strategic planning and the year of completion of the 

highest degree are independent. 

8. Ho The practice of strategic planning and enrollment in a program leading 

to an academic degree are independent. 

9. Ho The practice of strategic planning and a post-secondary course in 

strategic planning are independent. 

10. Ho The practice of strategic planning and a seminar/session on strategic 

planning are independent. 

11. Ho The practice of strategic planning and its perceived value are 

independent. 

12. Ho The practice of strategic planning and the percentage of time spent on 

planning are independent. 

13. Ho The practice of strategic planning and the existence of a written 

planning document are independent. 

14. Ho The practice of strategic planning and external mandates are 

independent. 

15. Ho The practice of strategic planning and internal mandates are 

independent. 

16. Ho The practice of strategic planning and crisis mandates are independent. 



17. Ho The practice of strategic planning and self-initiation are independent. 

18. Ho The practice of strategic planning and an accrediting agency planning 

criterion are independent. 

C. What is the relationship between the perceived value of strategic planning 

and selected characteristics of the CSSO's and their institutions? 

19. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and the size of institution 

are independent. 

20. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and the total years as CSSO 

are independent. 

21. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and the total years in 

Student Services administration are independent. 

22. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and the age of the CSSO 

are independent. 

23. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and the gender of the CSSO 

are independent. 

24. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and the highest degree of 

the CSSO are independent. 

25. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and the year of completion 

of the highest degree are independent. 

26. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and enrollment in a program 

leading to an academic degree are independent. 

27. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and a post-secondary course 

in strategic planning are independent. 

28. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and a seminar/session on 

strategic planning are independent. 

29. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and the percentage of time 

spent on planning are independent. 



30. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and the existence of a 

written planning document are independent. 

31. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and external mandates are 

independent. 

32. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and internal mandates are 

independent. 

33. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and crisis mandates are 

independent. 

34. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and self-initiated planning 

are independent. 

35. Ho The perceived value of strategic planning and an accrediting agency 

planning criterion are independent. 

D. Do the CSSO's consider the Jones-Hensley Model for Strategic Planning to 

be valid? 

36. Ho The CSSO's will rate the elements of the Jones-Hensley model 

(average face validity) as invalid. 

37. Ho The CSSO's will rate the overall Jones-Hensley model (average face 

validity) as invalid. 

E. Do written planning documents meet the criteria to be considered strategic? 

F. Do written comments offer additional guidance regarding strategic planning? 

Conceptual Framework 

The starting point for this study is the work of Hensley (1992) and others in 

describing and modelling the strategic-planning process. That work, however, 

focused on larger, research universities, and did not ask about the possible impact of 

strategic planning on a specific area within smaller, liberal arts institutions. The 

resulting models, while useful in their intended contexts, do not address the twin 
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challenges of hierarchy and collegiality in the planning process. This study is 

designed both to expand the theoretical foundations for strategic planning and to 

respond to questions from the field about its value and practical benefits. It will 

also address a number of issues suggested by the researcher's scan of the discipline 

(cf Chapter IH). 

Theoretical Foundations 

It is only fair to note, from the outset, that the planning sequence discussed here 

differs from that of a number of researchers. Hensley (1992), for example, and 

others who have built on his work in recent years have used a sequence-from the 

highest to the lowest levels-of strategic, tactical and operational planning. This is 

not the same sequence, however, as that used in the military, which has gready 

influenced the researcher's planning theory. An extended quotation from the U.S. 

Army's field manual on operations (Department of the Army, 1993, p. 1-3) demon

strates the point. It occurs in a discussion of the strategic context as one of the 

challenges for the United States Army: 

Fundamental to the Army's doctrine is an appreciation of the levels 
of war — tactical, operational, and strategic - that define the entire 
range of military operations and the links between tactical actions and 
strategic objectives. The levels of war are defined more by the conse
quences of their outcome than they are by the echelon of involvement, 
although, as a general mle, the higher the echelon, the higher the level 
of war. 

The levels of war apply not only to war but also to operations 
other than war. The strategic perspectives are worldwide and long-
range. Strategy is concemed with national or, in specific cases, alli
ance or coalition objectives. The operational level provides the vital 
link between strategic objectives and tactical employment of forces. At 
the operational level, military forces attain strategic objectives through 
the design, organization, and conduct of campaigns and major operations. 
Tactical battles and engagements are fought to achieve operational results. 

The tactical level of war is concemed with the execution of battles 
and engagements. On the battlefield, the primary focus of the tactical 
commander is winning battles and engagements in which he executes 
maneuvers and frres to achieve a specific objective. Tactical-level 
commanders are moved in and out of battles and engagements by 
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higher commanders. Successes and failures at the tactical level, as 
viewed by the operational-level commander, set the conditions for oper
ational maneuver. 

The strategic link between these three levels of war, in the sequence descending 

from strategic through operational to tactical, is the subject of more extended dis

cussion in Chapter 6 of this Field Manual. Suffice it to say that, for the military 

and for this researcher, this is the planning sequence. 

In the context of this study, then, strategic planning is a process to establish 

what a college or university, or a specific area within an institution of higher 

education, wants to be in terms of a mission statement: to determine the goals 

necessary to achieve that mission: and to determine the specific objectives necessary 

to meet these goals. It offers a common language and a frame of reference for all 

planning activities. Because it is a process rather than simply a document, it 

includes components to monitor progress, to assess or evaluate the plan, and to 

review the objectives, goals, strategies and mission statement (SACS, 1989). The 

process is sensitive to both internal and external contexts, and is concerned to 

identify the key players who will have an impact on the area. As a process, it is 

dynamic rather than static (Keller, 1983). Strategic planning is part of a hierarchy 

of planning, each level of which has different time frames, asks and tries to answer 

different questions and involves different numbers of people. 

Tactical planning, for example, deals with the day-to-day decisions of an 

institution, and may extend out as far as one year. Its scope is to determine the 

specific means to achieve area objectives. Operational planning deals with longer-

term decisions, extending from the length of a particular project out to two or three 

years. It deals with means, but its specific scope is to determine the objectives to 

achieve the goals and the mission of the area. Strategic planning deals on an 

almost visionary level with what the area wants and intends to be and/or to do. Its 

time frames may vary widely, but the most focused strategic planning seldom 



extends beyond five years; its specific scope is to identify the area's mission and to 

develop strategies to meet it (cf Keller, 1983; Bryson; 1988; Hensley, 1992). 

The three types of planning are not easily separated, and the terms describing 

them are used differently in different sectors of society. As soon as an area moves 

from mission to achievement, it begins to move into operational and tactical plan

ning. The two lower levels of planning inform the strategic-planning process, and it 

is reasonably safe to say that any operational and tactical planning which are not 

based on strategic planning will often be unfocused and reactive, rather than focused 

and proactive. 

New Disciplinary Directions 

Part of the incentive for this study was the response to the researcher's presen

tation of "Strategic Planning in Student Services" at the LECNA-sponsored Student 

Services Conference in November 1994 (Jones, 1994d). Both in plenary discussion 

and in private conversations, a number of peers expressed concerns about the plan

ning efforts on their own campuses, including how to deal with a new president 

who had handed the college his strategic plan, how to deal with a subset of the 

administration which acted independendy of collegial efforts to cany out the 

college's mission, how to plan in such a way that Student Services becomes a 

significant part of institutional planning, and how to make the transition from 

strategic to operational and tactical planning. 

International Support for the Project 

Educational representatives of four major Lutheran church bodies-the Evangel

ical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA), the Lutheran Church-Canada (LCC), the 

Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod (LCMS) and the Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran 

Synod (WELS)-have expressed their support for this research. Some of their 

comments are noteworthy. Naomi Linnell (1995, p. 1), former Assistant Director 
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for Colleges of the Division for Higher Education and Schools of the ELCA, writes 

as follows: 

Student Services, I believe, is an area where change has come faster than 
planning. To have a comparative model in place will save both time and 
energy as institutions examine cunent systems, attitudes, and performance 
...The yearly conference that we support supports efforts to plan, but to 
plan with the knowledge that change is always around the corner. To do 
this with expertise and information is a worthy goal. 

William Meyer (1995, p. 1), President of the Concordia University System of 

the LCMS, encourages the author's pursuit of the project and notes that it 

seems appropriate in a world in which most of us no longer plan for 
activities five to ten years out. I have personally restricted all of the 
strategic planning for higher education within a three year framework. 
Strategy for five years provides a focal point to mark direction but any
thing more than that ends up as a blur and too often useless...It would 
be interesting to note what strategic plans [the CSSO's] have on the 
table at this time at the individual institutions and how they are able 
to coordinate/collaborate ideas to serve the University System in general 
as well as individual campuses. My recommendation for their work has 
been "add value and/or make a difference"; otherwise, it may not be 
worth considering. 

David Boesch (1995, p. 1), former Chairman of the Board for Higher Education 

of LCC, comments that the project "sounds most interesting and certainly of value 

to our church colleges." 

The Board for Higher Education of Lutheran Church - Canada is much 
concemed with the implementation of effective strategies for "looking 
forward" as the church and its institutions deal with ever-changing 
social circumstances. 

As we move into more difficult financial times for education in Canada, 
it is clear that some institutions will not survive. I believe that the 
colleges and universities which survive will be either those which are 
large enough that their momentum will cany them forward or they will 
be institutions which have discovered the means which make them more 
friendly and supportive to their students. 

Wayne Borgwardt (1995, p. 1), Administrator for Ministerial Education at 

WELS, notes that the two educational institutions of his church body have only 
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used strategic planning on a larger scale: 

To my knowledge we have not done strategic planning per se for stu
dent services at the college level. Our strategic planning has been on a 
broader scale over the past seven years...Our church body's coordinat
ing council has encouraged the kind of strategic planning that looks for 
alternatives. In the ministerial education division of our synod we have 
utilized the book by John Bryson (Univ. of Minnesota), Strategic Plan
ning for Public and Nonprofit Organizations. I have found it useful, 
especially in the conscientious use of the SWOT analysis. Right now 
we are looking for ways to align our two-year budgeting cycle with 
longer range strategic planning. 

Personal Motivation for the Project 

In the 1989-1990 school year, the researcher worked with the President of 

Wayland Baptist University to gather institutional research and to develop a series 

of documents which were to become part of the institution's strategic plan. The 

external impetus for this planning was the 1988 reaccreditation visit of the Southern 

Association, which found serious weaknesses in the university's planning efforts. 

The President, Lanny Hall, determined to address the perceived weakness with a 

major, campus-wide effort. He assembled a Planning Council, made up of repre

sentatives from both academic and administrative areas. He brought in a number of 

consultants to offer advice on the process. He began to review and to refine the 

institution's mission, to articulate clear goals, to identify institutional strengths and 

weaknesses, and to link the broader mission and goals with those of academic and 

administrative divisions. He also arranged to offer and to pay for a graduate-level 

summer course in institutional planning, so that even more of his faculty, staff and 

administration would become knowledgeable about and involved in the planning 

process. Hensley taught that course in 1990; the researcher assisted with some of 

the course sessions. 

In 1992 the researcher was called to serve as Vice-President for Student 

Services at Concordia College in Edmonton, Alberta, now known as Concordia 
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University College of Alberta. One of his responsibilities is to coordinate all long-

range planning for Student Services in consultation with the President and the other 

Vice-Presidents" (Concordia University College, 1996). This responsibility includes 

serving on the Long-Range Planning Committee, which addresses institutional 

challenges, and on the Cabinet, which on several occasions each year meets off-

campus to consider strategic challenges and solutions. The researcher has also 

written articles for Inter-Connections, the campus ministry publication of the 

Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, which stress the importance of planning (Jones, 

1994a, 1994b). He has also addressed a LECNA-sponsored conference on "Strategic 

Planning and Student Services' (1994d). During this conference, for perhaps the 

first time, he discovered a link between personal interest and an expressed need 

from respondents for more work on the topic. 

The study is directed to Student Services personnel in Lutheran colleges and 

universities in Canada and the United States. The broad population should benefit 

from the synthesis of strategic-planning efforts in institutions which share a common 

denominational commitment. A narrower segment should benefit from the specifics 

of present planning efforts. Data from the questionnaire should assist those who 

wonder about the perceived benefits of planning: positive responses may even 

encourage some to increase their commitment to planning. Finally, the model for 

strategic planning should provide an alternative approach for some and a new 

approach for others. For the broad population, however, it will point to the 

importance of widespread participation, the identification of those who are partners, 

and the challenges of hierarchy and collegiality in the planning process. 

The value of the work for the researcher has already become apparent. His call 

to a vice-presidency at Concordia was based in part on his experience with strategic 

planning and his potential to help the College with its externally-mandated planning 

efforts. Already identified across Canada as one with planning expertise, he was 
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invited to facilitate the triennial meeting of the Planning Council of Lutheran 

Church-Canada in June 1995 and to lead the Board of Regents of Concordia 

Lutheran Seminary in Edmonton in its planning retreat in August 1995. .As a result 

of those experiences, he was invited in February 1996 to speak to the Edmonton-

area chapter of Lutherans for Life about planning and in March 1996 to speak to an 

inner-city Lutheran congregation about its changing mission. In May 1996, he 

worked with the staff of the Alberta Council on Admissions and Transfer to de\elop 

the Council's first strategic plan. 

Assumptions and Definitions 

There are still those institutions where a strategic plan is drafted by the chief 

executive officer and delivered to the rest of the campus community. While there 

may be a clear indication of this individual's power, there is an equally clear indi

cation of the failure of leadership. Ownership of a plan such as this is limited to 

the author; the absence of widespread participation in the planning process almost 

guarantees the failure of the plan. In other institutions, a larger number of people 

may work to develop a carefully crafted plan, but the completed document-like 

many family Bibles—will do little more than gather dust. As self-studies and 

accrediting visits approach, often on a ten-year cycle, the plans are dusted off and 

the mission statements, goals and objectives review ed. What has been lost is the 

distinction between planning as a document and planning as a process. 

Planning in Student Ser\ices may suffer from the same problems. The CSSO 

may participate in planning as one of the key administrators of an institution. 

Without more widespread participation from the area and ownership of the plan, 

however, the process is all but doomed from the outset. Others may have produced 

excellent plans, but never implemented the planning process, and so lost the benefits 

of the document for their areas. As the researcher has learned from his vears in the 
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field. Student Services personnel are well trained in reacting to crises: they are less 

well trained in taking a long-term view of their areas and in creating an integrated 

view of what they intend to accomplish. Planning becomes important in the context 

of the annual budget, as key administrators hover like vultures over a carcass which 

is never large enough to feed everyone. To have any long-term value, planning 

must be a process, not a document; must include widespread participation, not be 

written by a single hand; must focus on the longer-term mission of the institution, 

not simply on how to get the next dollar. 

In this context, several definitions are important: 

1. Strategic Planning is the broadest level of planning. It has the longest time 

frames and involves the greatest number of people. It is concemed with defining 

the mission of the institution and then with asking how to achieve it. To offer a 

simple explanation, it answers the question, "How do we do what we say we want 

to do?" Or, "How do we become what we say we want to be?" 

2. Operational Planning is the middle level of planning, with shorter time 

frames than strategic planning but longer than tactical. It is concerned with setting 

more specific goals and objectives to achieve the mission of the institution. It 

answers the question, "How do we organize this project?" The discussion of theo

retical foundations earlier in this chapter has noted the difference in sequence 

between this and some other models of planning, which place tactical planning 

second and operational planning last. 

3. Tactical Planning is the lowest level of planning, with the shortest time 

frames. It is concemed with the specific day-to-day steps to meet the goals and 

objectives which will achieve the institutional mission. Again, in practical terms, it 

answers the question, "How do we accomplish this step of the project?" Or, for 

more harried Student Services personnel, "How do we get through the day?" 
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4- The Lutheran Educational Conference of North America "was organized in 

1910 and now continues as the oldest existing inter-Lutheran organization in the 

United States and Canada." Its purpose "is to encourage, assist and promote coop

eration among Lutheran colleges, universities and seminaries by activities such as an 

annual meeting, public policy monitoring, and selected projects" (1994a, p. 2), 

including efforts to assist member institutions in globalizing their academic 

programs. 

5. The Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA), based in Chicago, is 

the largest Lutheran church body in North America. Its post-secondary educational 

system includes twenty-eight colleges and universities which are part of this study 

as well as eight seminaries. 

6. The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod (LCMS), based in St. Louis, is the 

second largest Lutheran church body in North America. Its post-secondary educa

tional system includes ten colleges and universities which are part of this study, all 

of which are now part of the Concordia University System, as well as seminaries in 

St. Louis and Ft. Wayne, Indiana. 

7. The Milwaukee-based Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran Synod (WELS) is the 

third largest Lutheran church body in North America. Its post-secondary system 

includes two colleges which are part of this study and a number of seminaries. 

8. The Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada (ELCIC) is based in Winnipeg, 

MB. It is the larger of the two Canadian Lutheran church bodies and has historical 

roots in the ELCA. Its post-secondary educational system includes two colleges 

which are part of this study, as well as a Bible institute and two seminaries. 

9. The Lutheran Church-Canada (LCC), also based in Winnipeg, has historical 

roots in the LCMS. Its post-secondary educational system includes the university 

college which is part of this study as well as two seminaries. 
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10. Each of two smaller Lutheran bodies has one post-secondary institution 

represented in this study: the Church of the Lutheran Confession (CLC), based in 

Minneapolis: and the Evangelical Lutheran Synod (ELS), based in Mankato. MN. 

The Lutheran Bible Institute of Seattle is an independent college, as is Valparaiso 

University, which has historical ties to the LCMS. 

11. Student Services is a marvelously nebulous term which describes what 

colleges and universities do to improve the quality of life for their students. In a 

more limited sense. Student Services includes residence life, guidance and counsel

ing, placement ser\ices, health services, student government and other areas. In a 

wider sense, the area may include such functions as recmitment, admissions, finan

cial aid, and campus ministry. While there may be a common core of functions in 

this area, the specifics often differ by institution. In something of a generalization, 

institutions with a more limited definition of Student Services will probably have a 

Dean for the area; those with a wider definition, a Vice-President. 

Scope and Limitations of the Study 

The research will evaluate the cmrent planning status in the Student Services 

area of the Lutheran colleges and universities of North America. The results will 

be generalizable only for this specific group of institutions, even if one suspects that 

similar results might be available from other church-related, liberal arts institutions. 

The first letter will request a copy of the cunent planning document from the 

CSSO's of these institutions. There is no guarantee that all institutions will 

respond, although-if necessary-follow-up efforts will try to achieve at least a 60% 

response rate. The questionnaire and model will be sent to all those who respond 

to the initial request and to all those who did not. Again, the self-selection of 

respondents or a low response rate may limit the results of the study: follow-up 

efforts will again try to maintain at least the 60% response rate. Data from the 
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questionnaire are dependent on the willingness of respondents to give an honest 

appraisal of the status of planning on their campuses; less-than-honest responses 

could limit the validity of the results. 

Study Justification 

The need for help with the planning process is clear from the comment of a 

Dean of Students at the Fall 1994 Student Services Conference sponsored by 

LECNA: "On our campus, strategic planning is a four-letter word." It is not 

difficult to understand the sentiment. Strategic planning requires an institutional 

commitment both to the process and to the costs. Planning requires time, and staff 

time costs money. To use a simple example, if a $40,000/year staff member spends 

thirty minutes a day in the planning process, the annual cost is $2,500. Strategic 

planning also requires significant follow-through. It is not enough for an adminis

trator to announce that the institution will plan strategically; leadership is also 

required to ensure that the process continues. Any process which requires leader

ship, commitment, time and money will not be easily embraced by any institution. 

Even institutions which begin the planning process may see it break down when any 

of the key elements of support is missing. 

To learn what similar institutions are doing with institutional planning may help 

ease some of the concerns. To have a model validated by peers in the Student 

Services areas of Lutheran colleges and universities may also enable concerned 

individuals to begin and to move forward with the strategic-planning process. 

External Demands for Strategic Planning 

In many respects, voluntary adoption of strategic planning is the easier road. 

Those institutions which do not do that, however, may find themselves faced with 

external demands which make it imperative. For example, the Southern Association 

of Colleges and Schools (SACS, 1984) changed from traditional standards to newer 
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criteria for accreditation. These criteria require considerably more attention to 

institutional planning than before, including a commitment demonstrated by 

documents, broad-based involvement and a planning process. 

To use a Canadian example, Concordia, Edmonton, has felt external demands in 

a number of ways. The Private Colleges Accrediting Board, in its 1987 review of 

the college's application to grant degrees, cited as a weakness the lack of a formal, 

structured planning process. The Introduction to the college's Strategic Long-Range 

Plan (Concordia, 1993, p. 1) notes the external mandate: 

Long before the Fall of 1991, the College had become aware of the 
fact that a better method of planning was needed if informed decisions 
were to be made on courses, programs, staffing, facilities, and services. 
Various attempts at planning on a departmental level had tended to pro
duce limited results that could not be measured effectively against other 
institutional priorities. External evaluators often reinforced the thought 
that the college had a need for better planning. 

In October 1991, the President appointed a committee to carry out 
the task of strategic long-range planning. He emphasized the fact that 
this would be the first phase of an ongoing planning process that would 
continue from year to year as the College expanded its offerings in 
response to its mission and purpose. The first meeting of the Strategic 
Planning Committee was held on November 1, 1991. Since then the 
committee has made steady progress in its efforts to develop a com
prehensive plan that would not only begin to address the expectations 
of external evaluators, but also the expectations of the campus commu
nity in response to an internal need for cohesion in planning and clarity 
of purpose. 

The college's attention to planning also assisted it in its application for ordinary 

membership in the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCC), the 

national organization of eighty-nine degree-granting institutions whose mandate is "to 

foster and promote the interests of higher education in Canada." More specifically, 

the AUCC (1987, p. 1) 

coordinates national initiatives undertaken by its member institutions... 
maintains a variety of centrally administered services...represents the con
cerns of the university community...provides a forum for the study and 
discussion of issues in higher education...facilitates the exchange of ideas 
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and information among its members...[and] acts as a national clearing house 
for information on higher education in Canada. 

Even the provincial government has required of funded institutions, which 

include the private colleges, three-year business plans which provide clear evidence 

of institutional planning. This has created an additional external demand for 

planning activities. 

Modeling the Strategic Planning Process 

A model, at best, provides a framework for strategic planning. No two institu

tions are identical. Student Services areas, in particular, differ in the complexity of 

their organizations and in what is included under this heading. Some are headed by 

vice-presidents and are at least one level more complex than others, which are 

headed by deans. Some include more traditional areas such as counseling, residence 

life, athletics and health services; others, additional areas such as recmitment, admis

sions, financial aid, and the Registrar's Office. The planning model suggested in 

this study "allows all who are involved to share a common frame of reference for 

their planning activities and permits the planners to check their progress toward the 

development of an agreed upon series of outcomes (Hensley and Schoppmeyer, 

1992, p. 189). 

Keller (1983) has suggested that "Strategic planning is not a collection of 

departmental plans, compiled and edited...[it] is for the whole institution and for its 

long-term stature and excellence..." (p. 141). While this study does not disagree 

with his premise, it also proposes that a given area within an institution can plan 

regardless of what the rest of the institution is doing. Ideally, planning is an 

institutional process; that it is not, does not preclude Student Services from plan

ning. At a minimum, however, a Student Services plan must be consistent with the 

mission of the institution. There is no separate mission for Student Services, other 

than to carry out the mission of the college or the university in this specific area. 
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What is perhaps most important is, very simply, that an institution plan. It is 

not that there are no obstacles to this process, including the failure of planning 

committees to reach consensus, the failure of faculties and departments to address 

critical issues, or the failure to bring expectations into line with available resources. 

It is, rather, "that successful institutions do not ignore significant environmental 

changes or pressing internal problems" (Schmidtiein and Milton, 1990, p. 1). Nor 

do successful areas within these institutions ignore these changes or problems; one 

purpose of the Jones-Hensley model is to help address them. 

The Jones-Hensley Model for Strategic Planning 

The Jones-Hensley Model for Strategic Planning in Student Services (Figure 1.1) 

contains all of the recommended elements of important researchers in the planning 

area. Based on an earlier six-stage model by Hensley and Schoppmeyer (1992), it 

includes three additional stages: reviewing the mission, implementing the plan, and 

assessing and revising the plan. As a nine-stage, linear process, it also suggests a 

return to whatever stage is necessary as a result of assessment and revision, and so 

differs from circular models of planning. While it retains the emphasis of the 

earlier model on the importance of positioning the architects and on adopting the 

strategic plan, it places greater emphasis on the hierarchical nature of planning and 

the need for a mandatory sequence in some stages. 

Positioning the Architects 

This stage of planning is considerably less complex in a Student Services area 

than across the institution. At an institutional level, for example, the President may 

establish a formal, hierarchical stmcture, perhaps following the traditional adminis

trative structure of the college or university. Often there is a planning team, with 

representatives of the major divisions of the institution and, perhaps, of major 
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impact areas. Below et al. (1987) view this planning role as the leader's "single 

most important function," and the formation of a planning team to assist in this 

function as "an absolute necessity" (p. 1). 

The Jones-Hensley model (Figure 1.2) suggests a much simpler, more collegial 

structure. One may assume that planning in Student Services is part of a larger 

whole; then the model becomes more complex, but at the institutional level. The 

required architects for planning in Student Services are relatively few: the visionary 

leader (Vice-President or Dean), risk-taking subordinates (dean-level or lower), and 

committed staff There is an implicit hierarchy in this structure. The CSSO must 

be committed to the process, just as the President is crucial at the institutional level. 

This person must provide authority and direction to the planning process. But there 

is also a collegial element. While one may establish a planning process, one does 

not dictate a plan. The input from subordinates and from staff-as they share their 

optimism and their vision for the area (Hempelmann, 1995b)-is cmcial, particularly 

to the overall ownership of the plan which is developed. To paraphrase Antoine 

Henri Jomini, the leader-even if he or she uses a framework for planning-must be 

open to the talents of subordinates in working towards a plan (Hittle, p. 105). 

Above all, leadership by the key administrator is essential. Commenting on the 

changing nature of institutional self-studies, the Resource Manual on Institutional 

Effectiveness (SACS, 1989, p. I l l ) makes the responsibility for leadership clear: 

"it is evident that presidential leadership is essential to initiate and sustain planning 

and evaluation efforts that extend beyond the bounds of the traditional period of 

self-study." In planning within Student Services areas, the leadership of the chief 

administrator is equally essential. 

One could expand the number of architects, but this model chooses not to. 

While the President, for example, is an architect for institutional planning, for 

Student Services planning he or she is a very important "impact area." So with 
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students. Carver (1995) discusses the crucial difference between "owners" and 

"stakeholders," between those from whom authority is drawn and those who use the 

product. This model considers students as "consumers" or "stakeholders." This 

does not reduce their importance; they are, in fact, one of the cmcial considerations 

in the environmental analysis. But they are not one of the architects for Student 

Services planning. 

Reviewing the Mission 

Some strategic-planning models include a consideration of mission as part of the 

environmental scan. This does not, however, give sufficient prominence to this 

highly significant step. The caution of Jonsen (1986) about the environmental 

context of higher education underlines the need for the separation of institutional 

mission from that scan (p. 18): 

To say that the institution must have the capacity both to understand the 
changing environment in a sophisticated way and to integrate that under
standing effectively into its decision-making process is not at all to say 
that an understanding of the environment and the suggested constraints 
or opportunities that it might present should dictate the institution's 
course of action. 

One cannot stress enough the importance of the mission statement in the plan

ning process. One reason is its overall significance (Schmidtiein, 1990, p. 89): 

"An institution's mission communicates its general character and the direction in 

which it intends to proceed. It creates a vision of its role within the higher educa

tion system and society. A mission statement sets bounds on appropriate program 

and activities and, when changed, implies new emphases and resource allocations." 

Reviewing this statement is even more crucial as accrediting agencies challenge 

institutions to demonstrate their effectiveness by assessing outcomes and objectives 

linked to the mission: "This requirement changes the mission or statement of 

purpose from a shelf-document with littie practical use to the basis for institutional 

action that it was intended to be" (Nichols, 1989, p. 11). A Student Services area 
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can plan apart from the institution; it does not, however, establish the mission 

statement. Nor is there a separate mission for the Student Services area; any of its 

goals must flow from the mission of the institution. 

The miUtary mandates a similar pattern in applying the estimate of the situation 

to combat operations. In either offensive or defensive operations, the tactical com

mander must review the mission from higher headquarters and apply it to his or her 

specific situation. There is no separate mission at lower levels; one analyzes the 

mission in a dynamic process to determine a restated mission for the unit (U.S. 

Army, 1983). The mission may be reviewed or changed; it cannot be ignored. 

Any area purposes which do not flow from the mission statement should be 

scrutinized carefully. While it is possible that the mission must change to reflect 

changing times and institutional responsibilities, it is also possible that some goals 

are inappropriate and should be discarded. 

Assuming that a mission statement exists, this step allows for its review, a 

consideration of its continuing applicability, and any necessary modification to 

reflect any changes in operating conditions or in institutional commitment. The 

review of the mission also helps an institution mle out those activities which are not 

consistent with it. Until 1994, for example, Concordia, Edmonton sponsored a 

highly successful Centre for Career Development Innovation (CCDI) through its 

Department of Continuing Education. The centre contributed substantial amounts of 

money to the operating budget each year, which made the institution increasingly 

dependent on a program which did not fit under its mission and whose directors, by 

their own admission, were not interested in it. Concordia's mission statement 

begins, "It is the mission of Concordia to offer a quality education in a Christian 

context while sharing the Gospel of Jesus Christ..." While interested in a quality 

education, CCDI was not concemed about the Christian context and was completely 

uninterested in sharing the Gospel. Only with difficulty could one look at their 
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materials and discover any connection with Concordia. The researcher consistently 

reminded the senior administration that Concordia needed either to change its own 

mission to incorporate the centre, or to admit once and for all that the centre was 

inappropriate. The resignation from the program of its two key people made the 

discussion moot. The department responded by restmcturing the program in such a 

way as to bring it within its own mandate and within the existing mission 

statement. 

Scanning the Environment 

One scans the external and internal environments in order to identify those 

factors which impact the planning process. The military has long recognized the 

impact of external environmental factors-including terrain and weather, nuclear and 

chemical weapons, electronic warfare, and smoke and obscurants-on the successful 

completion of the mission (Department of the Army, 1982, p. 4-1): 

...these elements will combine with the confusion of battle to create 
a stressful and difficult environment for leaders and their soldiers in 
battle, making combat violent and confusing. The combined effects will 
challenge command and control and stress human frailties, producing an 
atmosphere, in which, as Clausewitz said, "the simplest things become 
difficult." Commanders must recognize these effects and conduct their 
operations accordingly. 

External factors have had an equally significant impact on educational institutions 

(Folger and Harris, 1989, p. 6): 

External pressures on colleges and universities, including a scramble 
to maintain enrollments in the face of smaller high school graduating 
cohorts and uncertain economic conditions, caused many institutions, 
especially private ones, to begin new management procedures (often 
called strategic management) so that they could operate successfully 
in a more turbulent environment. 

Under a different structure and with a convenient acronym, scanning is also 

known as SWOT Analysis, used to describe the determination of Strengths, 

Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. One reason for scanning is to help the 
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Student Services area decide what it chooses to do and-equally necessary-what it 

chooses not to do. As Hensley and Schoppmeyer (1992, p. 197) have noted, 

"Strategic planning has the purpose of targeting areas for developing selected 

opportunities because it is impossible for a single institution to react successfully to 

all opportunities." The Suident Services area must be equally selective. Even more 

importantiy, "Envu:onmental scans should be made with the relevant university 

mission and the unit goals statements always in mind...The mission of the institution 

will direct the environmental scans to those target areas that can advance the current 

mission of the institution and the goals of the unit" (p. 200). 

The Jones-Hensley model (Figure 1.3) identifies five components to the external 

environment: strategic impact areas, governmental trends, economic trends, critical 

issues, and demographic and social trends. One can easily add others; technological 

and scientific trends, for example, have significant impact on the admissions areas 

of institutions in Alberta, where provincial transcripts of high school work will be 

transmitted electronically by January 1997, requiring not only computer facilities but 

a dedicated and secure line for transmission. 

In the internal environment, there are six components: the purpose, philosophy 

and procedures of the area; the Board of Regents and the President; students and 

staff; finances; equipment and facilities; and collegial relationships, including the 

faculty and any institution-wide planning group. As noted in the discussion of the 

first step. Positioning the Architects, the President is important at the institutional 

level as part of the internal environment, not as one of the area planners; and 

students are "consumers" rather than architects. 

Analyzing Strategic Options 

Based on the environmental scan, and perhaps linked to an analysis of the 

area's strengths and weaknesses and of both its opportunities and threats to its 
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planning, the Student Services area can now begin to identify and to analyze a 

number of scenarios to contribute to the institutional mission and to meet its 

purpose (Figure 1.4). For any given problem, there are a number of possible 

solutions. The purpose of this stage is to evaluate each solution and to determine 

which one best meets the needs of the area. Discussing the United States' national 

military strategy, Powell (1992) notes the "diverse spectrum of military options" 

required to meet unilateral and alliance responsibiUties and the resulting necessity of 

adaptive planning (p. 12): "Adaptive planning provides a range of preplanned 

options, encompassing all the instruments of national power (diplomatic, political, 

economic and military) to clearly demonstrate US resolve, deter potential adversar

ies, and, if necessary, to deploy and employ force to fight and win, quickly and 

decisively." 

In his approach to the art of planning. Sun Tzu places great emphasis on the 

skill of the leader "in making calculated, rational choices" (Handel, p. 72), leading 

to a decision informed by the circumstances. Each option must be evaluated in 

terms of the five components of this stage of strategic planning: its relevance to 

the institution's mission, its priority relative to other options, the resources required 

to carry it out, the desired products and outcomes, and how it addresses any 

external mandates. It is not as detailed as the next stage, since the purpose here is 

to identify the specific option which will receive further consideration. But it is 

crucial, nonetheless, as Cope (1986, p. 73) notes: "Strategic choice involves a 

major decision altering the relationship of the institution to its environment. Too 

often, any important decision is considered strategic. The key word is environment. 

A strategic decision alters the institution's resource-acquisition or resource-depletion 

relationship with the environment." His comments underline the relationship of the 

analysis of strategic options to the earlier scan of the environment and the impor

tance within this analysis of the consideration of resources. 
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Designing Unit Plans 

For Hensley and Schoppmeyer (1992, p. 217), "Unit plan design is the most 

demanding phase of strategic planning." Regardless of how demanding it is, it is 

also one of the challenges for leadership; institutional assessment, for example, 

remains impossible unless "the institution and each of its units has clearly articu

lated goals, means for evaluating those goals, and processes for using the results of 

evaluation in work toward institutional improvement" (SACS, 1989, p. iv). 

The Student Services area has identified its options and determined to focus on 

those with the greatest priority. Now each administrative unit must examine its 

current purpose in relation to the broader goals and to the institution's mission and 

decide on what to do, how to organize it, and how to fund it (Figure 1.5). 

Although one usually thinks of "vision" at an institutional level, this is also the 

stage in which the unit prepares and advocates its "vision". Even if a unit is 

following a model, this is a step which requires the art of planning, "using for each 

element the part subjective, part objective criteria of suitability, feasibility and 

applicability" (Jablonsky, p. 16). 

The steps to design unit plans are relatively simple; more complex is the 

articulation of these plans at higher administrative levels so that the goals are not in 

competition. The need for coordination places even greater demands on the CSSO, 

who must deal with units asking for more of the human and financial resources than 

is available and who must find a way to coordinate the area's efforts into a coher

ent whole. As Hensley and Schoppmeyer (p. 221) describe it, "It is the wish of 

every department head to have unlimited resources...that is a dream, not a plan. It 

is the duty of the...administrator to design plans, not to fantasize." 

It is also useful in this stage to share the unit plans with other areas of the 

college and to ask for suggestions, criticisms, and other responses. This may be of 

particular importance if an institutional planning group will review the unit and area 
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Figure 1.5: Designing Unit Plans 
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plans. Word changes may overcome some objections; simplifying the text often 

facilitates acceptance by external critics. The process of criticism now may forestall 

potentially disastrous criticism later, since wider ownership of the plan will already 

have been developed. 

There are six steps in this stage of planning: setting unit goals, linked directiy 

to the strategic options selected in the previous stage; evaluating the resources 

available to meet these goals; defining the expected outcomes, possibly in the more 

specific language of objectives; incorporating plans for evaluation; setting the budget 

to provide a plan for allocating the financial resources; and nesting the plans into 

the hierarchy of area and institutional plans. 

Accepting the Agenda 

The premise of this stage (Figure 1.6) is that neither the different units within 

Student Services nor Student Services itself exists in a vacuum. A carefully crafted 

unit plan becomes strategic only when it is coordinated with other unit plans from 

the area. The Student Services plan becomes strategic only when it is coordinated 

with other area plans of the college or university. One may, for example, devise a 

plan simply in response to budget directives. This is not strategic, however, in that 

it is reactive rather than proactive. The Army's discussion of staff activities under

lines the importance of coordinated efforts (Department of the Army, 1984, p. 4-3): 

Staff coordination is making certain that "pieces" fit together in an 
integrated whole. Most staff actions require coordination that extends 
beyond the headquarters and includes higher, adjacent, lower, and sup
porting headquarters as appropriate. Coordination is essential for three 
reasons: to ensure complete and coherent staff actions, to avoid conflict 
and duplications by making necessary adjustments in plans or policies 
before their implementation, and to ensure all factors are considered. 

As Hensley and Schoppmeyer state (1992), "Strategic plans are not an assem

bled mass of unarticulated unit summary plans." There must be an integration of 

goals and objectives, of financial resources, of institutional commitment. The earlier 
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movement down the hierarchy is now reversed; each higher level of authority in the 

institution must integrate the subordinate plan(s) into its level of responsibility. One 

may now see the value of having shared the unit plans with other areas of the insti

tution in the previous stage, during their design. The earlier process of criticism 

may help the final plan gain more ready institutional acceptance of the scope of the 

work, its costs and its time-frames. 

In the Jones-Hensley model, which focuses on the Student Services areas of the 

Lutheran colleges and universities, the process-on paper-is relatively simple. There 

is first area acceptance and coordination of the unit plans, then institutional accep

tance and coordination of the Student Services and other area plans, then governing 

board approval of the institutional plan. Each higher level deals with a different 

level of planning. The area may review the operational and tactical plans for the 

units. The institution may review the strategic and operational plans of the areas. 

Finally, the board reviews the strategic plan of the institution. 

Adopting the Strategic Plan 

The strategic-planning process has not been a short one; good planning requires 

significant investments of time and, therefore, money. What is attractive about this 

stage, however (Figure 1.7), is that much of it may have been completed during the 

earlier work. Architecture, for example, depends on a visionary leader who, both in 

the course of the process and in subsequent periods, conveys his or her vision to 

the planning participants. The wisdom literature of the Old Testament, while not 

addressing strategic planning, nonetheless underlines the importance of this aspect of 

leadership: "Where there is no vision, the people perish" (Proverbs 29:18, King 

James Version). Architecture also requires that the leader know the others who will 

be involved in planning, give them the responsibility for planning, and hold them 

accountable for the results. As Sun Tzu states, "A sovereign of high character and 
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intelligence must be able to know the right man, should place responsibility on him, 

and expect results" (p. 83). Advocacy requires that someone now champion the 

plans which are being and have been developed, so that implementation takes place 

and the process continues, or-in the words of Steeples-so that the institutions main

tain "the close connection between strategic planning and action" (1988b, p. 78). 

Awareness requires that the products of the planning process are widely dissemi

nated. Acceptance requires that the planners incorporate higher-level planning 

decisions into their own plans. Finally, adoption requires the commitment of 

financial and human resources necessary to begin the process of meeting the plan's 

goals and objectives and so to further the mission of the college or university. 

Without the necessary commitment to implement the plans, they are little more than 

academic exercises. Strategic planning requires a commitment to meet common 

goals. 

Implementation 

It may seem redundant, but the fact remains that the Student Services area must 

now implement its plan. The most significant failure of many planning processes is 

that, once the area has developed and published a plan, the process ends. Quickly 

forgotten are the goals, objectives and implementation measures. The plan quietly 

takes its place on a shelf, to be removed only when the area faces the next planning 

imperatives. The new criteria of the accrediting agencies make clear that an institu

tion, or an area, can no longer ignore this step (SACS, 1989, p. iii): "...as one of 

the cornerstones for accreditation, each member institution will be called upon peri

odically to demonstrate that the concepts of planning and evaluation are not merely 

acknowledged but actually implemented at all levels of the academic/administrative 

enterprise." 
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The four aspects of this stage (Figure 1.8) counter this design for failure. One. 

collective ownership of the goals and objectives gives widespread support for the 

plan. Two, the area makes operational and tactical decisions with the plan in mind; 

it gears its activities toward meeting the larger objectives and goals and so further

ing the mission of the college or university (cf Steeples, 1988b). Three, the area 

allocates its human and financial resources in order to meet objectives, attain goals, 

and carty out the plan. The result is an area which is focused on its plan, not on 

scattered approaches to meeting individual unit concerns. 

Assessment and Revision 

Any plan should include provision for assessment and revision (Figure 1.9). In 

the absence of internal provision, however, external mandates may force a review of 

the plan. Increasing governmental calls for accountability, for example, wiU require 

even Student Services to review what it does. The standards or criteria of most 

accrediting agencies require regular review of planning documents and-if standards 

change-will mandate a reassessment of the plan (SACS, 1984, 1989; Folger and 

Hartis, 1989). Student Services should also be sensitive to students, solicit regular 

input from its "consumers" and incorporate that input into its assessment process. 

The plan itself should establish a number of internal performance standards. 

Objectives, in particular, should include a time frame. Goals and objectives may 

also include the level of quality expected in their attainment. The Student Services 

area will also need to be sensitive to the expenditures of human and fiscal 

resources, in part to make sure that they are consistent with its plan and with any 

correlated budgets. 

The process of assessment may lead to no revision at all, or to revision at any 

point along the planning model. It is not necessary to go through all eight previous 

stages of planning during each assessment process. Planning participants may not 
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have changed. An environmental assessment may be reviewed and found adequate. 

The key in the planning process, based on assessment measures, is to make appro

priate changes at whatever stage is necessary. In fact, the longer-range the plan, the 

less it is likely to change on a short-term basis. What is most subject to change 

will be any operational or tactical plans designed to meet the area goals and 

objectives and so to carty out the area purpose and the institutional mission. 

Summary 

Chapter I has introduced the research problem for this study. The basic focus 

of the work is on strategic planning in the Student Services areas of the Lutheran 

colleges and universities of North America, in terms of (1) planning documents, (2) 

attitudes toward planning, and (3) the validation of the Jones-Hensley model. To 

place this study into a larger context, however, one must look at both military and 

civilian literature on strategic planning. This is the purpose of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Historical Perspective 

Scholars such as Keller (1983), Bryson (1988) and Hensley (1992) have devoted 

research efforts to a study of strategic planning and have written about its impor

tance for higher education. All of their work, however, views strategic planning as 

a development from business management. This Unk between planning research in 

higher education and management theory is rather consistent in subsequent research 

efforts. The background and experience of this researcher, however, suggests an 

earlier source for planning theory, strategic planning in the military. It does not 

appear that anyone has looked in any depth at the links between strategic planning 

in higher education and the development of strategic-planning theory in the military 

sciences. 

Strategic planning, in its military form, has existed for centuries. The work of 

Sun Tzu, one of the theorists still read in military schools today, is from the period 

extending from about 400-320 B.C.E. (Before the Common Era). The well-known 

classical theorists Clausewitz and Jomini wrote in the early nineteenth century C.E. 

Today, through its War College in Carlisle Bartacks, Pennsylvania, the United States 

Army conducts a number of schools related to strategy, including the Defense Strat

egy Course which the author has completed. One task of this chapter, then, is to 

look to the earlier, military antecedents for strategic-planning models and for the 

development of strategy. 

Literature on strategic planning with specific focus on either the smaller, church-

related colleges and universities or Student Services areas is quite limited. What 

continues to grow is the literature on strategic planning related to higher education 

in general. In addition to reviewing the military's use of strategic plannmg, the 
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chapter will also consider how strategic planning developed within systems of aca

demic governing, management and leadership and took the place of earlier forms of 

planning; look at the use of strategic planning in higher education: and review both 

military and civilian planning models. 

Related Fields of Study 

Strategic planning in the Student Services area is an integration of this research

er's background as a Student Services administrator in several institutions of higher 

education; as a reserve chaplain in the United States Army, with a current assign

ment as Mobilization Management Officer (Individual Mobilization Augmentee) in 

the Office of the Staff Chaplain at the Army Reserve Personnel Center, St. Louis, 

Missouri; and as one called on by various agencies in his church to lead and facili

tate planning efforts. The review of the literature, based on this background, most 

appropriately focuses on the development of strategy in the military and the devel

opment of strategic-planning models in higher education. 

Strategic planning in Student Services has usually taken place in the context of 

institutional planning, so that there is little literature on the special application of 

planning models to this area. Since the publication of Keller's work on strategic 

planning in higher education (1983), a work with only Hmited attention to a plan

ning model, a number of researchers have developed more extended models to apply 

to various areas in institutions of higher learning (Hensley, 1992; Birdsall, 1994; 

Berty, 1994). Roach (1994) has adapted the Hensley-Schoppmeyer planning model 

for use in hospice organizations, and has argued that hospice professionals need to 

be trained in planning theory. The military, by contrast, has a significant body of 

literature devoted to strategy and to strategic planning, including the basic and 

crucial field manuals on operations (Department of the Army, 1993) and battle 
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focused training (Department of the Army, 1990), and a whole series of articles 

cited and assigned as required reading in senior-level schools dealing with strategy. 

Roark (1994, p. 43), who looks to planning Uterature in management, health 

care and education, nonetheless notes the military source of strategic planning: 

Strategic planning originated with the military and has been widely 
developed by business. Planning is one of the four essential know
ledge elements of management - planning, organizing, directing, and 
controlling. While planning is a detailed description of the future work 
of the organization, strategic planning is the integration of operational 
and tactical plans into a framework which can result in the development 
of common understandings by partners and constituencies of the future 
purposes of the organization. In this process the organization positions 
itself to make decisions in the future based on curtent extant data. 

As this chapter wUl demonstrate, the source for his comments lies, in fact, with the 

development of strategy in the military. But, contrary to Roark's further discussion 

(p. 55), the military has long had structured frameworks for decision making, 

including the Commander's Estimate of the Situation, and a long history of concern 

for the mission and its implementation at all levels. It is to these points that the 

research now turns. 

The Development of Military Strategy 

Strategy and strategic planning are not new concepts. They have been integral 

to the art of war for centuries. Nor is it realistic for a contemporary planner to 

ignore the classical theorists, since much of what they have to say has continuing 

relevance. As one commentator has stated in reference to the works of Sun Tzu 

and Karl von Clausewitz (Handel, p. 73), 

From the point of view of the strategist who is not directiy concerned 
with Chinese or Prussian (or European) history as such, both works tran
scend the limitations of time and place. Strategists can, as a result, 
derive many valuable insights from these classics, which remain the 
greatest and most original studies ever written on strategy and war. 
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Sun Tzu and the Art of War 

An early theorist about the development of strategy is Sun Tzu, a Chinese 

philosopher of the third or fourth century B.C.E. His Art of War remains both a 

classic in the field of military strategy and a required reading in many of the 

courses offered by the U.S. Army War College. Sun Tzu recognizes the complexity 

of war, and so rejects the thought that one can easily predict "its shape and course 

through the mechanical application of supposedly immutable formulae" (Handel, p. 

7). He states this point, however, in more picturesque language in his discussions 

both of waging war and of capitalizing on strengths and weaknesses: "Now in war 

there may be one hundred changes in each step" (Sun Tzu, p. 73), or "And as water 

has no constant form, there are in war no constant conditions" (p. 101). His con

clusion, set in the context of thoughts about energy, or management, poses a 

challenge for one doing any sort of military or other planning: "In the art of 

war there are no fixed mles" (p. 93). 

The problem with waging war, as with developing strategic plans, is that there 

are many people with a vested interest in the process. Military strategists such as 

Sun Tzu recognize the significant role that the state plays in the decision to initiate 

war; educational strategists must also look to the role of external participants, 

including the state or government, in the planning process. Sun Tzu recognizes, 

however, that this role must sometimes be ignored in the execution of offensive 

strategy: "He whose generals are able and not interfered with by the sovereign will 

be victorious" (p. 83). He makes a similar point when discussing attack by fu:e: 

"And therefore it is said that enUghtened rulers deliberate upon the plans, and good 

generals execute them" (p. 142). 

Sun Tzu views war as a means to achieve political objectives. The challenge in 

attaining them, however, "requires the careful, continuous correlation of means and 

ends" (Handel, p. 18), or of matching resources to one's objectives, goals, strategic 
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options and mission. He also recognizes the importance of a leader in developing 

and cartying out strategy, a leader who "must draw upon his experience and intui

tion in exercising his creative, independent judgment" (Handel, p. 59). This 

interrelationship of experience and intuition is also clear in his classification of the 

types of ground on which a general may fight: "The tactical variations appropriate 

to the nine types of ground, the advantages of close or extended deployment, and 

the principles of human nature are matters the general must examine with the great

est care" (Sun Tzu, p. 133). Phrased negatively, "The wrong person cannot be 

appointed to command" (p. 82). Phrased more positively, "A sovereign of high 

character and intelligence must be able to know the right man, should place the 

responsibility on him, and expect results" (p. 83). 

From the perspective of the planning model, one finds in Sun Tzu a concem for 

leadership in planning, for the mission, for both intemal and extemal factors, for 

strategic options, for operational and tactical considerations, and for the imple

mentation of one's strategy with boldness and flexibility. There is also a major 

emphasis on the commander's awareness of the ever-shifting environment in the 

context of battle. 

Clausewitz on War 

A second, more recent theorist is Karl von Clausewitz. According to Brodie 

(1976, pp. 52-53), one continues to read his On War for at least two reasons: 

"first, he was striving always, with a success that derived from his great gifts as 

well as his intense capacity for work, to get to the fundamentals of each issue he 

examined, beginning with the fundamental nature of war itself; and second, he is 

virtually alone in his accomplishment." But a third, equally compelling reason-

addressed later in greater detail-deals with his efforts to stress the human aspect of 

warfare in contrast to a quantitative approach (Cronin, 1985). 
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One of Qausewitz' major contributions to the study of strategy was his empha

sis on the political character of war, the continuing interplay of military and state 

factors. In a letter of 22 December 1827, he emphasizes the largely political char

acter of every major strategic plan: "According to this point of view, there can be 

no question of a purely military evaluation of a great strategic issue, nor of a purely 

military scheme to solve it" (qtd. in Paret, p. 7). What Clausewitz espoused was 

the integration of planning at both military and political levels, not unlike the 

necessity of integrating unit plans with others in an institutional planning effort. 

Clausewitz also understood the vagaries of wartime planning, and even argued 

that chance was not only inevitable, but positive. He did not believe that one could 

master war by observing a fixed set of rules; in fact, he found any mle which did 

not allow an exception to be too obvious to discuss at any length (Brodie, p. 57). 

In an 1805 article in Neue Bellona, for example, he argued that strategy comprises 

"not only the forces that are susceptible to mathematical analysis; no, the realm of 

the military art extends wherever in psychology our intelligence discovers a resource 

that can serve the soldier" (qtd. in Paret, p. 10). One of the permanent character

istics of war was the free play of human intelligence, will and emotions, which 

along with violence and political impact led to the chaos of warfare. At the 

forefront of strategy in war was the human element, by which he meant not only 

originality and creativity raised to their highest power, but also the gifts of mind 

and temperament in general. 

From the perspective of the planning model, Clausewitz is highly concerned 

with the planning architects and in the application of genius to the task at hand. 

He simphfies the mission to a concerted effort to defeat the enemy, focusing all 

available resources on a decisive action to do this. The analysis of the environment 

helps the general decide on an offensive or defensive battle, the type of engagement, 

and the deployment of forces, each of which is a strategic option for the military 
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leader. There are also more immediate objectives and a concern for the resources 

available to carty out the mission. If the military and political objectives are in 

agreement, acceptance and adoption are somewhat given. Implementation occurs in 

the context of warfare itself, and assessment is limited to success or failure in 

battle. 

Strategy as an Informed Art 

Jones (1994e) has argued that the development of strategy is an informed art 

rather than a science, a contention supported by Cronin (1985, p. 40) in his intro

duction to selections from Karl von Clausewitz: 

Mihtary strategy may be classified as lying between two opposite end-
points on a spectrum. On one end lies the strategy which idolizes 
individual human courage and skill, perhaps best exemplified by medi
eval jousting. On the other end lies the strategy which seeks to reduce 
the elements of war to numbers and quantified analysis. The search for 
a sophisticated military strategy should confine itself to the middle 
ground, to a perspective which recognizes the essentially human nature 
of war and yet is sober enough to calculate the hard, cold facts. 

Sun Tzu supports this argument to some degree, but Jones has based his conten

tion on the work of two other classical and two more modern theorists. Strategy as 

an informed art makes use of all available resources, including the contributions of 

science and technology. The first classical theorist who supports this contention is 

Karl von Clausewitz. He, as did Sun Tzu, understands the complexity of war, but 

views it more as an art than a science (Clausewitz, p. 140): 

Given the nature of the subject, we must remind ourselves that it is 
simply not possible to constmct a model for the art of war that can 
serve as a scaffolding on which the commander can rely for support at 
any time. Whenever he has to fall back on his innate talent, he will 
find himself outside the model and in conflict with it; no matter how 
versatile the code, the situation will always lead to the consequences 
we have already alluded to: talent and genius operate outside the 
rules, and theory conflicts with practice. 
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Like Sun Tzu, Clausewitz also recognizes the political dimension of determining 

strategy and the need on some occasions to ignore external interference on the 

battlefield. In one of his most quoted statements, he suggests such key planning 

elements as mission, strategic options, goals and objectives, resource allocation, and 

the congruence of even the smallest detail with the overall strategy (p. 579): 

No one starts a war-or rather, no one in his senses ought to do so-
without fu-st being clear in his mind what he intends to achieve by that 
war and how he intends to conduct it. The former is its political pur
pose; the latter its operational objective. This is the governing principle 
which will set its course, prescribe the scale of means and effort which 
is required, and make its influence felt throughout down to the smallest 
operational detail. 

Clausewitz also understands the key role of the military leader, but may overem

phasize the role of intuition at the expense of accurate intelligence: "The most 

potentially damaging consequence of [his] reliance on the intuition/role of the 

military genius is that if carried to an extreme, it weakens the incentive to try to 

collect the best possible intelligence and replaces the systematic search for informa

tion with intuition alone" (Handel, p. 59). Necessary for successful leadership on 

the battlefield are intuition, courage and boldness. 

One lesson a modern researcher can learn from both Sun Tzu and Clausewitz is 

that strategy, particularly in waging a war, cannot rely solely on scientific principles. 

They "would probably agree on the fundamental methodological assumption that war 

is an art not a science - that each military problem has many potentially cortect 

solutions (not just a single optimal solution) which are derived from the imagina

tion, creativity, and intuition of the military leader" (Handel, p. 6). Yet there is a 

difference in emphasis. Sun Tzu prefers to rely on the leader's skill "in making 

calculated, rational choices." Clausewitz, on the other hand, "emphasizes the artistic 

intuition of the miUtary genius" (Handel, p. 72). Yet both make clear that the 

leader must face often uncertain situations and make decisions informed by the 

circumstances. 
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Antoine Henri Jomini, a second classical theorist, also supports the idea that 

strategic planning is an art. He suggests, for example, that tactics may be the only 

part of war subject to fixed rules: "war is a great drama, in which a thousand 

physical or moral causes operate more or less powerfully, and which cannot be 

reduced to mathematical calculations" (Hittle, p. 104). Natural genius is crucial in 

applying any fundamental principles: "Of all theories on the art of war, the only 

reasonable one is that which, founded upon the study of mihtary history, admits a 

certain number of regulating principles, but leaves to natural genius the greatest part 

in the general conduct of a war without trammeling it with exclusive rules" (p. 

105). Or again (p. 118), 

War in its ensemble is not a science, but an art...The passions which agi
tate the masses that are brought into collision, the warlike qualities of 
these groups, the energy and talents of their commanders, the more or 
less martial spirit of nations and epochs - in a word, everything that can 
be called the poetry and metaphysics of war - will have a permanent 
influence on its results. 

Yet Jomini also recognizes that the art of strategy is an informed one. In addition 

to his acknowledgement of a certain number of regulating principles, he also notes, 

"It is true that theories cannot teach men with mathematical precision what they 

should do in every possible case, but it is also certain that they will always point 

out the ertors which should be avoided" (p. 120). 

B. H. Liddell Hart (1967), a more recent theorist, also supports the view that 

the making of national strategy is art, rather than science. For example, he notes 

two defects in Clausewitz' definition of strategy. First, it intmdes on the sphere of 

policy, which is the responsibility of government rather than of military leaders; 

and, second, it nartows the meaning of strategy to the use of battle as the only 

means to the strategic end. National, or grand, strategy requires an expanded defini

tion, which Hart provides: "For the role of grand strategy - higher strategy - is to 

coordinate and direct all the resources of a nation... to wards the attainment of the 
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political object of the war" (Hart, p. 29). This strategy, even at the military level, 

is art rather than science: "however far our knowledge of the science of war be 

extended, it will depend on art for its application...This complicates calculation, 

because no one can exactly calculate the capacity of human genius and stupidity, 

nor the incapacity of will" (p. 29). Hart supports strategy as an art, but also 

indicates clearly that it must be informed by knowledge. 

For David Jablonsky (1992), a second, more modern theorist, students of strat

egy know from experience that the human element limits the scientific approach: 

"As a consequence, they can also appreciate the art of mixing ends, ways, and 

means, using for each element the part subjective, part objective criteria of suit

ability, feasibiUty and applicability-the essence of strategic calculation" (p. 16). 

Jablonsky distinguishes between the product and the process of science. The smdy 

of strategy will not result in a true scientific product. What is possible "is the 

logical and systematic treatment of acts and evidence-the very essence of the sci

entific process" (p. 20). He quotes J. C. Wylie to support this point: "while 

strategy itself may not be a science, strategic judgment can be scientific to the 

extent that it is orderly, rational, objective, inclusive, discriminatory, and perceptive" 

(p. 29). For Jablonsky, strategy remains principally an art rather than a science, in 

spite of increasingly scientific approaches to formulation and implementation. He 

also believes that the "creative activity" of blending the strategic elements has 

become progressively more difficult. The strategic art lies not so much in wissen 

as in koennen, in knowing how rather than in knowing that. National strategy is 

also an art for Jablonsky, and the interplay of its specific elements has made "the 

formulation and implementation of strategy at every level more difficult" (p. 38). 

Jablonsky, as well as the three previous theorists, supports the thesis that strategy is 

an art. But it must be an informed art; one can apply only what one knows. 
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Strategic Planning Perspectives in the Military 

Strategy Defined 

Even the etymology of the word strategy supports the military source for plan

ning theory. In its Greek roots, strategy suggests the art and science of being a 

general; it is a word used regularly in military contexts to describe the campaigns 

cartied out by various military leaders. Military strategy today, in the definition 

approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, is the "art and science of employing the 

armed forces of a nation to secure the objectives of national policy by the applica

tion of force, or the threat of force" (Joint Chiefs of Staff, 1987, p. 232). It is one 

part of the all-encompassing national, or grand, strategy, which is the "art and sci

ence of developing and using the political, economic, and psychological powers of a 

nation, together with its armed forces, during peace and war, to secure national 

objectives" (p. 244). Military strategy considers ends, or objectives; ways, or 

courses of action; and means, the resources or instruments by which the end can be 

achieved. It is, then, "the establishment of military objectives, the formulation of 

military strategic concepts to accomplish the objectives, and the use of military 

resources to implement the concepts" (Lykke, 1989b, p. 7). 

As noted in Chapter I, the planning sequence in the military differs from that in 

use in much of the literature in higher education, strategic-operational-tactical rather 

than strategic-tactical-operational. One of the fundamentals of combat is the discus

sion of the levels of war (Department of the Army, 1982, p. 2-3): 

War is a national undertaking which must be coordinated from the high
est levels of policymaking to the basic levels of execution. Strategic, 
operational, and tactical levels are the broad divisions of activity in pre
paring for and conducting war...Military strategy employs the armed forces 
of a nation to secure the objectives of national policy by applying force 
or the threat of force. Mihtary strategy sets the fundamental conditions 
for operations...The operational level of war uses available resources to 
attain strategic goals within a theater of war...Tactics are the specific 
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techniques smaller units use to win battles and engagements which sup
port operational objectives. 

It is also tme that the operational and tactical levels of military planning are not 

clearly separable: "An operation designed to defeat an enemy force in an extended 

area does so through operational maneuver and a series of tactical actions" (p. 2-3). 

The Theory of Military Strategy 

Lykke (1989a) has offered a method for the development of military strategy, in 

part to suggest the importance of moving from strategy to objectives to the point of 

specific application in planning and operations. His relationship between strategy 

and planning is important. While they are closely related, strategy is a "master 

plan" and is "the essential first step in developing military plans, which are pre

determined courses of action designed to accomplish future tasks or to confront 

future contingencies" (p. 11). 

The close relationship between strategy and planning is clear in his creation of a 

Strategist's Estimate of the Situation, based on the more familiar Commander's Esti

mate of the Situation. The furst paragraph in this model defines the mission, which 

may change in response to alterations in the environment. The analysis of the envi

ronment takes place in the second paragraph. Situation. Here one reviews both 

extemal and internal factors, including the area of operations and the relative com

bat power of both enemy and allied forces. Of note relative to this paragraph is the 

observation that "We should be on the alert for opportunities to advance our inter

ests and to take the initiative" (p. 10). The third paragraph. Course of Action, 

considers alternative ways to address the mission and the situation. This leads to 

the fourth paragraph. Decision, in which one chooses the best combination of spe

cific objectives, concepts and resources to meet three tests: suitability, whether 

achieving the objective will lead to the desired result; feasibiUty, whether the 

resources to achieve an objective are sufficient to overcome possible bartiers; and 
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acceptability, whether the operation can achieve the objective at reasonable cost. 

Within this brief model are a number of key planning elements, including a review 

of the mission, a scan of the environment, an analysis of strategic options, and a 

concem for decision-making which leads to further planning. 

As the military has used strategy and strategic planning through the years, it has 

realized that different kinds of warfare, throughout the spectrum of conflict, require 

the development and the execution of differing strategies. Some of the different 

types of warfare may make the point clear: guerrilla warfare, insurgency, revolu

tionary war, war by proxy, limited war, low-intensity warfare, nuclear warfare. In a 

guerrilla war or insurgency, for example, the military strategy will differ from that 

of conventional warfare, but the purpose of each remains the same: realizing a 

political aim by force (Stotser, 1973). The aim in a revolutionary war is also 

political, but it is gained by a bitter and total effort to overthrow an existing gov

ernment (Thompson, 1970). Limited war tries to achieve the political objective with 

an economy of force, avoidance of superpower confrontation, geographical confine

ment, avoidance of nuclear weapons, restraint in the use of psychological efforts, 

and on-going negotiations to end the conflict (Brown, 1973; O'Brien, 1979). 

Responding to low-intensity warfare, an ambiguous form of conflict often in the 

form of tertorism, requires a clear response policy, the maximum use of nonmilitary 

weapons such as economic assistance, and the coordinated and effective efforts of 

the military to address new forms of conflict (Schultz, 1986). 

To respond to the different types of conflict and the differing strategies needed 

to address them, former Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger (1985) developed 

six major tests which one must apply in weighing the use of U.S. combat forces: 

1. The particular engagement or occasion must be deemed vital to national or 

allied interests. 

2. The decision must be wholehearted, with the clear intention of winning. 
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3. There must be clearly defined political and military objectives. 

4. There must be a continual reassessment and adjustment, as required, of the 

relationship between the objectives and the size, composition and disposition of the 

committed forces. 

5. There must be some reasonable assurance of the support of the American 

people and of Congress. 

6. The commitment of forces should be a last resort. 

In terms of the planning process, the six-part test emphasizes the mission, the scan 

of the internal and external environments, clear goals and objectives, and assess

ment. Additional parts of the process are carried out by the field commander. 

As the nature of military strategy has changed to meet the whole spectrum of 

conflict, there has been an increased focus on the stakeholders and on the environ

ment. The "National Military Strategy of the United States" (Powell, 1992) 

recognizes the environmental changes faced by the military, including the new 

international order and both intemational and domestic needs. The document also 

identifies national interests and objectives, and-based on strategic foundations and 

principles—indicates the planning and the employment of a new base force designed 

to meet current realities. Of note is the emphasis on a flexible response to envi

ronmental factors, but always with the basic "mission" in mind (p. 6): "The 

fundamental objective of America's armed forces will remain constant: to deter 

aggression and, should detertence fail, to defend the nation's vital interests against 

any potential foe. Detertence remains the primary and central motivating purpose 

underlying our national military strategy." 

The Business Use of Strategic Planning 

Because of the researcher's background, this study has focused on the miUtary 

roots of planning. Others, by contrast, have written extensively on the business use 
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of long-range and strategic planning. Business management is one of the fields 

which has adopted and adapted military planning models; this chapter will review 

the planning model of Bryson (1988), developed specifically for public and non

profit organizations. Chapter I has akeady referted to the work by Below et al. 

(1987), which describes strategic planning as a key management technique for the 

chief executive officer of an organization. 

While it is not the purpose of this study to treat in depth strategic planning in 

business, it will note the thoughts of a key management figure about it and his 

direct influence on a seminal work on the use of planning in higher education. In 

his work on management and organizational behavior, Drucker (1974) stresses the 

importance of planning. In his words, "Management has no choice but to anticipate 

the future, to attempt to mold it, and to balance short-range and long-range goals" 

(p. 121). He offers a number of qualifications about long-range planning. One, 

strategic decisions address short, intermediate and longer time frames. Two, the 

effective time span of a planning decision determines whether it is short or long 

term; even a decision which takes only a few months to carty out may influence a 

company for a number of years. Three, strategic planning addresses simultaneously 

the questions of what a business is, will be and should be. He concludes that the 

necessary management skill is not long-range planning, but strategic decision mak

ing, or strategic planning. 

For Dmcker, there are a number of things strategic planning is not (pp. 123-

125): (1) "It is not a box of tricks, a bundle of techniques." It is, rather, "the 

application of thought, analysis, imagination, and judgment. It is responsibility, 

rather than technique." (2) It is not forecasting. It is "necessary precisely because 

we cannot forecast." In fact, "forecasting is not a respectable human activity and 

not worthwhile beyond the shortest of periods." (3) It is not concerned with future 

decisions, but with "the futurity of present decisions." One makes a decision not in 
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the future, but in the present. (4) It "is not an attempt to eliminate risk," but to 

understand risk and to take the right ones, along with the necessary commitment of 

present resources to highly uncertain expectations. 

Drucker also defines what strategic planning is (p. 125): "It is the continuous 

process of making present entrepreneurial (risk-taking) decisions systematically and 

with the greatest knowledge of their futurity; organizing systematically the efforts 

needed to carty out these decisions; and measuring the results of these decisions 

against the expectations through organized, systematic feedback." This requires 

focused work on attaining objectives, the abandonment of "the no-longer-productive, 

the obsolescent, and the obsolete" (p. 126), new and different ways to attain objec

tives rather than maintaining the status quo, and the determination of when to begin 

to get the results when expected. This work impUes responsibility, accountability, a 

deadline, and the measurement of results. 

KeUer (1983) refers to Drucker at a number of key points in his work on aca

demic strategy. One, he notes that management is no longer limited to business, 

but has become a key concern for all contemporary organizations, including the 

nonprofit sector and its colleges and universities; he quotes Drucker's comments on 

the change in institutions to be managed, the change in human resources from man

ual to knowledge workers, and the need for a new management model. Two, he 

notes that management-along with its planning models-came to higher education 

only slowly; he quotes Drucker's discussion of the lack of management in many 

colleges and universities, and the development of programs to rectify the situation, 

such as Harvard's advanced management course for university presidents. Three, he 

quotes Dmcker on the need for effective executives not to make many decisions, 

but to make those which are vital, strategic, and essential. 

In assessing higher education's need for "business" management techniques, 

KeUer notes the change from an authoritarian style to a leadership in determining 
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objectives, strategies and long-term goals. He further notes the development of 

programs to train key administrative personnel in the techniques of leadership, 

decision making, the setting of priorities, planning and monitoring, all key com

ponents of the strategic-planning process. In Keller's own words, higher education's 

new management style "is a belated recognition that universities too are organiza

tions and that management is no longer a tool exclusively for large profit-making 

corporations but a body of knowledge and techniques indispensable for any complex 

organization" (p. 57). 

The Need for Strategic Planning in Higher Education 

A number of researchers have recognized the need for strategic planning in 

higher education. This section will consider a number of insights they have offered 

for those in the post-secondary sector responsible for planning. It wiU also discuss 

both the barriers to planning which they have identified and the management imper

atives which necessitate it. It will then consider the development of strategic 

planning in academe, review a number of strategic-planning case studies, and look 

to a number of philosophical responses to the challenges of planning. 

New Insight for Higher Education 

The new planning requirements from accrediting associations in both the United 

States and Canada have made it almost impossible for administrators to ignore stra

tegic planning. So has the work of researchers such as KeUer (1983), who has been 

highly influential in challenging academic leaders to apply strategic planning to their 

institutions. As Cyert writes in the forward to Keller's work (p. vii). 

Strategic planning deals with a new artay of factors: the changing exter
nal environment, competitive conditions, the strengths and weaknesses of 
the organization, and opportunities for growth. Strategic planning is an 
attempt to give organizations antennae to sense the changing environment. 
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It is a management activity designed to help organizations develop greater 
quality by capitalizing on the strengths they already have. 

The first, "descriptive" half of Keller's work reviews the state of planning 

theory and practice and discusses the nature of the revolution which forces colleges 

and universities to adopt new management approaches. There he proposes the spec

ter of decUne and bankruptcy which would potentially force from 10-30% of U.S. 

institutions to close or merge by 1995, a specter which would have a greater impact 

on many of the smaller private colleges, such as those considered in this study, and 

state and community colleges which are not strong academically. He suggests six 

major forces and shifts which would transform the stmcture of American higher 

education: 

1. change in the ethnic, racial, national, age and enrollment patterns of students; 

2. a loss of the liberal arts curticulum and a failure to develop liberal teaching 

with a greater emphasis on developing and organizing concepts; 

3. increasing competition for students, for minority faculty and students in par

ticular, for faculty in general, and from higher education provided outside traditional 

academic settings by museums, the military, professional associations and corpora

tions; 

4. the technological imperative, including computer use in higher education, the 

renewed links between higher education and industry, and the changing nature of 

extension services; 

5. the aging of faculty, their shifting compensation patterns, and the priority of 

institutional values and needs over those of the academic profession; and 

6. increased external control. 

KeUer's summary of the trends in both the extemal and internal envUonments 

leads to his main point: "Colleges and universities clearly need to plan for these-

and other-upheavals and to construct a more active, change-oriented management 
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style. The era of laissez-faire campus administration is over. The era of academic 

strategy has begun" (p. 26). 

KeUer is not the only person who notes the need for colleges and universities to 

respond to the impact of external factors. Jonsen (1986), for example, suggests that 

while the impact of the environment should be self-evident, it is not: "the environ

ment, the circumstances and conditions external to colleges and universities, now 

plays a much more active role in the institutions' life and affairs" (p. 6). He 

identifies six major components in the extemal environment: demographic, eco

nomic, political, organizational (or competitive), technological, and sociocultural. 

Each of these is explicitly Usted or otherwise discussed as part of the environmental 

scan of the Jones-Hensley Model. Jonsen also suggests that today's context for 

higher education is different from that of previous years (p. 7): "I believe that the 

pace of environmental change is so rapid as to constitute a qualitative difference in 

the need for institutions to understand these envuronmental factors and to prepare to 

adapt to their challenges and opportunities, and that institutions must be structured 

to do just that." Interestingly enough, he does not indicate that strategic planning is 

a way to address this challenge. What he does indicate, however, is the importance 

of this step of strategic planning as part of the overall effort. 

Kaufman (1986) calls particular attention to the demographic shifts which insti

tutions must address. Two historical examples are the influx of veterans after 

World War 11 and the incremental growth in the numbers of women. Of concem 

today are the general aging of the population, regional variations in the numbers of 

eligible students and their racial and ethnic mix, the educational and economic aspi

rations of the target group, and public poUcy regarding access. That these factors 

will affect institutions differently leads to the following conclusion: "One of the 

key tenets of postsecondary planning in the next twenty years is the need to develop 

data tailored to the needs and circumstances of individual institutions, rather than 
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relying on broad-brush general profiles" (p. 27). This will necessitate the clear 

identification of mission and clients, the development of programs to address target 

audiences, data bases with aU appropriate variables, and a careful analysis of the 

behavior of competing institutions. In short, it will require planning. 

Bartiers to Planning 

One barrier to the implementation of strategic planning in higher education, in 

spite of its necessity, is a "progressive breakdown of governance and leadership," 

seen most dramatically in the illusory balance of power between presidents and theU 

faculties (Keller, 1983, pp. 29-30): 

...a large part of the standoff between faculty and presidents is a histori
cal peculiarity. The participants stand on a soft sandstone block permeated 
with myths, outmoded positions, biases and naivete about organizational 
necessities, surprising ignorance about political and institutional authority, 
and neglect of the curtent realities of the academic profession. 

The basic myth, with roots in three historical beliefs, is that each institution is like 

"an Athenian democracy of professional scholars who know each other and share a 

bundle of values and aspirations, which they practice in their institutional lives" (p. 

30). This is based, first, on a belief in a Golden Age in the history of U.S. higher 

education when faculty control and self-government existed on most campuses; this 

belief ignores long-standing control by outside groups. It is based, second, on a 

belief that American faculties should enjoy the self-control of England's university 

faculties; this ignores the reality that only two EngUsh universities ever followed 

this model, at times to their detriment. It is based, third, on the belief that in the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries German professors controlled and ran 

their universities and enjoyed both Lern- und Lehrfreiheit, the freedom to conduct 

research and to teach on topics of their choice; this ignores the fact that German 

universities were state controUed and that professors were civU servants, or that the 

increasing size of American universities makes faculty control all but impossible. 
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A second barrier to strategic planning is the bias of American professors against 

business and commercial activities and their naivete about curtent operating styles, 

organization theory and practice, management and planning (Keller, 1983). Any 

dual leadership of both faculty and president creates an authority problem at a time 

when "Leadership is imperative." A thud barrier is the ignoring of curtent realities, 

including the changing scale of university life, the fact that many colleges and 

universities have never practiced faculty governance, and the decreasing power of 

the faculty as a whole while that of individual faculty memt)ers may have increased. 

Again, Keller issues a challenge (p. 39): 

Retrenchment, constricting finances, new competition, marketing and rapid 
changes in the academic and demographic areas all spell the end of the 
traditional, unobtrusive style of organizational leadership on campuses 
...American higher education needs to transcend the curtent faculty-
administration stalemate, to take its own management more seriously, 
and to create new forms of institutional decision making if it is to cope 
with and help shape the new environment in which it finds itself. 

For Keller, this means that institutions of higher education must develop a new form 

of management and adopt strategic planning. 

Although he uses a model focusing on the development of a different type of 

plan, Nichols (1989, p. 23) also notes potential barriers to the planning process: 

"The problems wiU, of course, vary from campus to campus, but three of the most 

lUcely are (a) gaining the genuine commitment of the institution's administrators, 

(b) dealing with faculty resistance, and (c) maintaining momentum during the period 

of implementation." Administrative commitment may develop as personal ownership 

increases and as adverse effects develop for non-participants. Overcoming faculty 

resistance requires patience above all else, coupled with on-going training about the 

necessity and the value of the process. External mandates may help maintain com

mitment and momentum on some campuses; others may need ways to address the 

continuing importance of the process, progress to date and tasks which Ue ahead. 
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Management Imperatives 

Management has become a core concern for all contemporary organizations, 

including colleges and universities. These institutions need an authority not based 

on giving orders, but "one that decides on realistic objectives, devises shrewd strat

egies, and defines long-term goals toward which the members of the fum can agree 

to work" (Keller, 1983, p. 44). There are nine ingredients of the new management 

style: 

1. a more active, interventionist and decisive role for administrators: 

2. more attention to finances; 

3. new forms of campus govemance; 

4. a more open communications process; 

5. the increasing importance of personal ttaits such as abiUty, character and 

performance along with credentials; 

6. the integration of technology into the management process in order to deal 

"with forecasting, reallocations, financial planning and retrenchment"; 

7. the importance of the future and the rise of management along with admin

istration, so that presidents are aware of external forces and address "long-range 

stability, public support and the quality of the institution"; 

8. more attention to the external environment and the market; and 

9. the essential nature of planning "attuned to the external conditions as well as 

internal strengths and traditions" (Keller, pp. 58-71). 

CoUeges and universities often muddle their way to strategic planning as a 

response to intemal or extemal duress (Keller, p. 75): 

Any organization with competitors, with aspirations to greatness, or 
with threats of decline has come to feel the need for a strategy, a 
plan to overcome...To have a strategy is to put your own intelUgence, 
foresight, and will in charge instead of outside forces and disordered 
concems...Strategy means agreeing on some aims and having a plan 
to defeat one's enemies-or to artive at a destination-through the 
effective use of resources. 
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In spite of planning imperatives, however, colleges and universities also face a 

number of dilemmas while attempting to develop "a clearer sense of [their] educa

tional goals and objectives and better means of allocating resources in order to get 

there" (Keller, p. 97). One is that planning is vital when extemal threats are great 

and change is rapid, yet-if the future is uncertain-any plans wUl Ukely be inade

quate or insufficient. A second is that a college or university is subject to decUne 

and decay, yet any development, renewal or growth requires people to bring new 

imagination to counter it. A third is that true transformation takes place through "a 

steady accumulation of changes over longer periods," yet slow organizational change 

in the face of rapid environmental change usuaUy leads to disaster. The chaUenge, 

nonetheless, is to face the dilemmas and to begin planning. 

Management science and incrementalism were the two forms of planning domi

nant prior to the rise of strategic planning. The former was based on the premise 

that "rational, farsighted, methodical planning and administration would replace the 

acquisitive, day-by-day stumbling forward of capitalist politics and administration" 

(p. 102). It was empirical, using time-studies and efficiency engineering. It 

required mathematical data and found the computer indispensable because it could 

handle vast quantities of data and analyze complex systems. It failed to take hold 

on most campuses, however, because administrators viewed management as a matter 

of experience and "feel" rather than of careful analysis and quantification. 

Another reason management science had such difficulty on campuses was the 

highly entrenched adherence to incrementalism. This method assumed that the 

world and people are not rational. It dodged values and theories in a search for an 

"enlightened partisanship." In incrementalism, "Organizational change is the art of 

the possible, often ignoring costs, consequences, and new developments in the envi

ronment" (p. 106). 
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Management science suffered from a number of problems: the gaps between 

planning and implementation; the dismal record of forecasting; the need for vision

ary leaders to champion ideas; and the fact that a mathematical model is static, 

internally driven and ignores the ever-shifting nature of academe and the role of 

extemal forces. Incrementalism depended on bargaining, which "usually results in 

drift and purposelessness, and in dangerous ends which no one intended or exam

ined" (p. 112). Many incrementaUsts inconsistently used long-range plans in some 

areas but not others. They downplayed the use of models, yet found them neces

sary. They lacked imagination. They tended to be nonintellectual, faiUng to use 

the best from social science and history while playing games within their organi

zations. In focusing on the short term, their method proved unsuitable for periods 

of drastic change and competition. 

In the world of business, by contrast, one had to be concerned with both ratio

nal and irtational aspects of planning. Strategic planning was a convergence of 

previous methods driven by a growing tension between short-term performance and 

long-term viabiUty. It was responsive to change and alert to the future. Coming at 

a time when "money, markets, competitors, and extemal forces matter as well as 

traditions, academic freedom, devotion to ideas, and internal preferences" (p. 118), 

strategic planning offered colleges and universities the chance to use the latest in 

management techniques. 

The Development of Strategic Planning in Academe 

Rudolph's history of the American college and university (1962, p. 491) sug

gests something of the dilemma in moving toward serious institutional planning: 

"This was also, except on rare occasions, the historic policy of the American college 

and university: drift, reluctant accommodation, belated recognition that while no 

one was looking, change had in fact taken place." Yet through the years more and 
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more institutions have begun to plan, based in part on the "sense of purpose, direc

tion, and control" reflected in their governance, management and leadership. 

Peterson and Mets (1987, pp. 3-4) give the following definitions for these key 

terms: "By governance we refer to both the structure and the process of decision 

making...By management we refer to the structure and process for implementing or 

executing these broad decisions...By leadership we refer to the structures (positions, 

offices, and formal roles) and processes through which individuals seek to influence 

decisions." 

The two authors trace the evolution of governance, management and leadership 

through four periods. The first was a period of growth, expansion and optimism in 

the 1950's and 1960's; the second, a period of dismption and revolution in the late 

1960's and early 1970's; the third, a period of constraint and consolidation in the 

early and mid-1970's; and the fourth, a period of reduction and redirection by the 

late 1970's. 

During this final period academic leaders began to consider their institutions 

from a strategic point of view. They began to use proactive behavior to revise their 

purpose and priorities by focusing declining resources on a few selected emphases, 

to change their missions by emphasizing new clientele and program mixes, and to 

change their strategies to compete as well as cooperate. Colleges and universities 

which adopted strategic planning were forced to make "major decisions about insti

tutional mission, direction, and priorities in the context of an examination of 

environmental opportunities and constraints, internal capabilities and limitations, and 

the lUcelihood of attracting resources to make desired changes" (Peterson and Mets, 

p. 17). Key elements of strategic planning already appear: the development of a 

mission statement, the internal and external environmental scan, and a focusing of 

resources to implement desired strategic choices. 
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As strategic planning began to develop w ithin systems of academic governance, 

leadership and management, it took the place of earlier forms of planning. This 

strategic development depended in part on concepts bortowed from other disciplines, 

notably business and the military, and enabled educational leaders interested in 

taking initiative to assess an institution's position, deal effectively with changing 

environments and establish organizational goals. 

Nortis and Poulton (1987) trace the development of institutional planning 

through a number of eras: the Age of Authority in the 1950's, when institutions 

used less sophisticated planning methods: the Age of Developing Quantitative Tech

niques in the 1960's, which focused on master planning and when institutional 

research and planning began to emerge: the Age of Pragmatic Application in the 

1970's, with comprehensive master plans and the late emergence of strategic 

management; and the Age of Strategic Redirection in the 1980's, when suategic 

planning grew in popularity and when master planning reemerged. 

As the two authors point out, the early era used incremental, non-participatory 

styles of planning and decision making. In the 1960's, large numbers of new and 

different students and the growing size and complexity of institutions required a 

more participatory style and some decentralization of power. Colleges and univer

sities faced selective growth and retrenchment in the 1970's. By the beginning of 

the 1980's, "strategic management" had been adopted as a way of addressing the 

environment. ChaUenges for planning included "changing student characteristics, 

investments in new information and telecommunications systems, joint economic 

development efforts with industry and government, and faculty shortfalls in growth 

areas such as business and engineering" (p. 165). 

The impact on planning was significant. "Information and its analysis remain 

critical, but less importance is now placed upon technique, while more emphasis is 

given to distilling information to a manageable level and limiting its use in a 
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manner appropriate for the given application" (p. 165). The state of institutional 

planning was impacted by three main areas: the changing environment, including 

internal and external factors, sources for funding and demographic changes: expand

ing experience and development in the practice of planning and in the literature 

available to the professions; and on-going developments in other disciplines, such as 

business and corporate planning, policy studies and corporate administration, organi

zational behavior, and operations research and management science (pp. 172-173). 

Both internal and external factors forced colleges and universities to consider 

more proactive ways of planning and more responsive methods of management, both 

possible with a commitment to strategic planning. There are a number of examples 

in the literature of those institutions which have implemented strategic planning and 

which have reported on the results. Their efforts have consistently been in response 

to environmental challenges, many of which threatened the very existence of their 

institutions. It is to these case studies that the research now turns. 

Strategic Planning Case Studies 

A number of administrators have reported on strategic planning at their institu

tions through the publication of case studies, albeit with minimal or no references to 

Student Services areas. Brown (1988), for example, presents the results of strategic 

planning at the University of North CaroUna at AshevUle. The planning efforts 

there responded to the opportunities identified by the academic community and a 

sense of intentionality to meet them. A key element of the planning effort was 

leadership which understood and articulated a vision, and inspired others to achieve 

it. Brown's basic concepts (pp. 24-27) suggest a number of the key elements in 

strategic planning: 

1. Meander Toward a Dream. This suggests the process nature of planning. It 

further allows the institution to focus on elements of the plan about which planning 
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participants agree, and only later to discuss and make decisions about more disputed 

elements. 

2. BuUd on Strengths. This suggests a careful selection of strategic options, an 

allocation of resources in key areas, and a striving toward a competitive advantage 

in select areas. 

3. Pursue the Comparative Advantage. This again looks to the "marketable dif

ference" in a number of select areas. 

4. Ensure Broad Ownership of the Vision. This suggests widespread partici

pation both in the planning process and in the acceptance of the results. 

5. Aim High. This suggests both selectivity in what an institution undertakes 

and a commitment to do "distinctively weU" at what it chooses. 

6. Maintain Integrity with Basic Educational Convictions. This crucial concept 

suggests that the planning effort must remain consistent with the institution's 

mission. 

The specific strategic options selected at UNCA included an identification of 

"thmst areas" for program development, the development of a master plan for land 

use, the publication of "guiding concepts" to help shape resoiuce aUocation, the 

broadening of the ambition and support for the university, and the development of a 

resource flow plan. While the specific options are not cmcial. Brown's conclusions 

about the process are (p. 32): "The risks, of emotion and career, are high, but so 

are the rewards and satisfactions of strategic planning. With such planning, a 

university can in fact undergo rapid enhancement while enriching the education of 

present students." The reference to the education of students is instructive, since-

with the exception of one of ten guiding concepts-there is almost no reference to 

traditional Student Services areas in this case study. 

MortUl (1988) presents the resuUs of strategic planning at Centre College in 

DanvUle, Kentucky. The planning effort addressed a number of institutional 
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challenges, including decUnes in applications, enrollments, test scores and class 

ranks; an accumulated fund deficit and increasing financial aid requirements; a shift 

of endowment investments to produce curtent rather than long-term income; and low 

salaries impacted by infiation. Centre's planning process included institutional data 

gathering and research, widespread participation, and an awareness of the envi

ronmental challenges and opportunities. WhUe the process required significant 

leadership, it also demanded a commitment to collegiaUty, both important aspects of 

planning (pp. 35-36): 

Academic strategic planning proves to be a long and somewhat 
cumbersome task. One must build in from the start the opportunity 
for various constituencies to influence the outcome and to express 
their concerns. When openness and initiative, discussion and action 
are in proper balance, a whole series of shared assumptions is formed 
across the institution that can help create a unified and focused com
munity. 

The planning process helped identify as key issues the pride of place, the smallness 

of the institution, the necessary congmence of size and goals, and "the strategic 

implications of an institution's self-understanding" (p. 37). Another key was the 

determination of Centre's national role: "One of the most significant decisions, 

then, was to try to voice Centre's level of aspiration in a way that was both realis

tic and inspiring. Above all, the description of institutional aspiration had to be 

useful in guiding other strategic choices" (p. 39). Involved in this determination 

were Centre's vision and mission, and the selection of strategic options in agreement 

with them. Centre developed a series of fifty goals to help it reach its vision of 

national prominence, implemented its plan, and included assessment measures. The 

president Usted a number of tangible results and drew conclusions about the process 

(p. 42): 

Results at Centre and elsewhere have also revealed that the outiook 
for higher education, and especiaUy for strong and selective colleges, is 
much more positive than was expected. Strong national and regional 
emphases on improvement in the quality of education, a need for 
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competitiveness in the world marketplace, the extraordinary loyalty of 
alumni and friends, renewed interest in liberal education, and other fac
tors have created a positive niche within an environment that continues 
to be negative and threatening in many fundamental ways. 

Again, however, one must note that—with the single exception of a reference to new 

residence facilities-there is almost no mention in this case study of the traditional 

areas of Student Services. 

Swain (1988) has reported on strategic planning at the University of Louisville. 

One of his first observations, based on his experience, is on the difference between 

long-range academic planning and strategic planning, since the latter addresses the 

entire institution and its mission. ChaUenges the university faced included coming 

to terms with a new "urban mission," as mandated by the Kentucky Council on 

Higher Education, learning to behave like a major institution of higher learning, 

developing focus and momentum, emphasizing its role as a research university, 

broadening its support, and developing a strategy for coping with change and for 

filling a distinctive niche in the state system. Swain identified many of the key 

elements of strategic planning, including leadership; the widespread participation of 

the faculty; an analysis of the environment to discover opportunities, pitfalls and 

constraints; and the need for unit-level plans to integrate with the institutional plan. 

Swain's eleven conclusions (pp. 53-54) again identified a number of key elements in 

the planning process: 

1. Strong, personal leadership; 

2. An open and accessible, but decisive process; 

3. An ambitious, but flexible schedule; 

4. A willingness to be flexible and adaptive, and to modify the planning 

process as necessary; 

5. CarefuUy chosen planning participants; 

6. Board support; 
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7. Brief and pointed written materials: 

8. Rhetorical assurances where soothing is needed: 

9. Integrated computer planning and services: 

10. Well-chosen consultants; and 

11. A talented planning staff 

Once again, however, the focus of the strategic planning was on the academic, and 

there were no references to planning in the Student Services areas. 

The decision to implement strategic planning at West Texas State University in 

Canyon (Roach, 1988) was based both on internal weaknesses and extemal require

ments, including the criterion of the Southem Association of Colleges and Schools 

that a candidate for reaccreditation have in place a comprehensive planning process. 

This case study identified a number of the key elements in planning, including pres

idential leadership, a SWOT-analysis, the implementation of strategic decisions, unit-

level planning, and a review process. The final document included a mission state

ment and goals; an organizational plan for the university; academic and administra

tive priorities: a new athletic affiUation; ways to address the human implications of 

changes; implementation timetables; plans for enroUment, admissions and recruit

ment, for human resources development and for faciUties; unit-level planning and a 

discussion of the financial implications. In this case study, at least, there are 

references to the admissions and athletics areas, two departments often Unked to 

Student Services. Roach places a repeated stress on the need for presidential 

leadership, perhaps even overemphasizing this role (pp. 63-64): 

Strategic planning recognizes and emphasizes the fact that a college 
or university is a system. It is a system that acknowledges that faculty 
and facilities, students and staff aUiletics and academics, custodians and 
cashiers aU must work together in harmony to achieve institutional goals. 
Leadership fumishes the impetus and lubrication necessary for successful 
planning within the system. Leadership must inspire and focus strategic 
planning in the college or university setting in a manner that recognizes 
the decentraUzed and coUegial elements that are present in every institu
tion of higher education. Presidential leadership must also ensure the 
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continuation and improvement of the planning process after it is under
way. Finally, the president must ensure that resources are actually allo
cated on the basis of the priorities established through strategic planning. 

Planning at Westminster College in Salt Lake City (Steeples, 1988b), as has 

been true of the other case studies, grew out of a series of crises. Operating 

deficits had become a long-standing tradition; financial controls were poor, as were 

academic records for both students and faculty; growth had not been managed. By 

1976, Westminster was near bankruptcy. In 1979, the tmstees invoked the financial 

exigency clause of the college manual and began to retrench. An outside consultant 

made eight recommendations, "based on a study of demographic, economic, and 

market factors and of Westminster's strengths and weaknesses" (p. 70). The college 

began to implement these recommendations, but again faced bankruptcy in 1982. 

At this point a serious strategic-planning effort began. It included a review of the 

mission statement, an assessment of intemal strengths and weaknesses and of the 

external environment, adoption by the trustees of a plan which reorganized the 

college, and implementation of the plan by a new president. Steeples' conclusion 

suggests the value of strategic planning (p. 78): 

Westminster's experience illustrates important characteristics of stra
tegic planning. It shows how external threats or opportunities can work 
as potent incentives for strategic action. It points to the valuable contri
butions that consultants can make. It Ulustrates the close connection 
between strategic planning and action. It indicates how changing condi
tions require ongoing revision where planning is tmly strategic. It 
emphasizes the focal role of strong administrators and the need to per
sist amid adversity. Most of all, it shows how strategic planning can 
be a powerful instmment for rescuing an institution from crisis. 

The only reference to Student Services in this case study, however, is to the 

unidentified losses experienced in this area because of the budgetary cuts in 1979. 

Strategic planning at the University of Miami (Foote, 1988) again responded 

both to intemal and external crises, the former related to stretched resources, the 

latter to urban problems which led to an enrollment shortfall and an emergency 
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budget cut of $5-million. Foote chose a form of "top-down" planning to bring "to 

the process an ordering of university priorities, institutional support, including the 

data necessary for the entire process to work and as much broad vision about the 

overall direction of the university as possible, in addition to the inevitable sobering 

fiscal realities" (p. 82). The key elements of the planning process for both the 

entire university and for each school and college included inquiry into the mission, 

the external and intemal environments, priorities, goals, action plans, the status of 

earlier action plans, and the financial plan. Foote identified both advantages and 

risks of the planning process. The advantages were several (p. 87): 

Its openness promotes an honest exchange among the university's leaders 
and conversely minimizes mmors, posturing, and paranoia. It helps plan
ners focus on the university's reality, rather than on untested perceptions. 
The process itself provides and improves relevant information. The uni
versity becomes more responsible to the real needs of students, faculty, 
and society. Decisions, especially controversial ones, achieve more credi
bility because of wide participation in their shaping. 

The risks included jealousy and bickering because of published decisions about pri

orities; publishing too much, since some data are confidential; an overemphasis on 

weaknesses or difficulties; an over-reUance on data; and over-sensitivity to the 

market rather than to the basic reasons for the university's existence. Once again, 

there were no references to Student Services, although the planning process at the 

University of Miami does suggest much of the model proposed in this study. 

Strategic planning at Carnegie Mellon University (Cyert, 1988) served as a 

major method to improve the quality of the institution. To make it effective, 

however, there were several keys: (1) convincing key personnel that strategic 

planning was both necessary and an effective way of improving quaUty; (2) recog

nizing it as a continual process; (3) integrating plans and budgets; (4) remaining 

flexible; and (5) understanding the value of the process. For Cyert, strategic 

planning helps an institution seek a special and distinctive plan among its peers, 

develop a comparative advantage "from the ability to analyze discipUnes and 
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determine future directions" (p. 92), and use strengths to achieve uniqueness. In 

terms of models for strategic planning, Cyert places the most emphasis on the role 

of the president as the necessary leader and as the one who must educate others 

about the value and the need for planning. He also views strategic planning in 

universities as "an overlooked and underutiUzed resource," often implemented only 

under the diuess of crisis. It has greater potential, however (pp. 91-92): 

...strategic planning is far more important than mechanical planning 
for the long-run quality of the university. Strategic planning is neces
sary in order to identify the areas in which the university should be 
doing research and offering educational curricula, to specify the goals 
of the institution, and to determine the kind of university that is desired 
by the community...Thus, strategic planning is really a method for deal
ing with and making decisions about the basic nature of the institution. 

The focus of planning at Carnegie Mellon, at least in terms of the article, is again 

on academic matters. There were no references to Student Services, although-once 

again-key elements of the planning model appeared. 

Understanding the Strategic Planning Process 

Many administrators have recognized the need for strategic planning in higher 

education. One overview suggests that its purpose is "to articulate clearly a vision 

for the future and to specify the means by which the vision is to be reaUzed." If 

the planning is successful, the results wiU include a "clarity of purpose and direc

tion, and the specification of action steps requued to accomplish the overall 

purpose" (Shirley, p. 5). The vision attempts to find the optimal balance between 

"institutional capabilities and values" and "envuonmental needs and opportunities," 

not unlike the addressing of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in a 

SWOT-analysis. According to Shuley, "The acid test of presidential leadership is 

the extent to which the vision both serves as the unifying force for individual and 

group behavior within the institution and generates strong support in the local 

community" (p. 6). 
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Shirley also suggests both benefits and pitfalls in strategic planning. The 

benefits include, first, the communication of a strategic vision which both presents 

appropriate challenges and is reaUstically attainable. Second, a clear articulation of 

vision normally leads to increased extemal support. Third, members of the organi

zation have increased certainty about the consistency of future actions with the 

institution's mission. Fourth, planning provides a context for resource allocation 

and, if necessary, reallocation. FinaUy, planning improves an institution's image. 

The pitfalls include, fust, a failure to remain decision oriented and to achieve 

closure on major issues. Second, planning should not overemphasize data collection 

and analysis. Third, it should not become too "bureaucratized." Fourth, it must 

have adequately widespread participation. Fifth, planners must keep external constit

uents informed of progress. Sixth, implementation strategies must be in place. 

FinaUy, planners should not be timid. 

Lisensky (1988) offers similar comments about strategic planning. For him, 

healthy institutions share "a clearly articulated and widely shared vision of what the 

institution wants to accomplish; a plan with which to move the institution where it 

needs to go: a means for collecting and using information for self-assessment; and a 

willingness to engage in self-cortective action" (p. 15). EquaUy important are the 

development of a mission statement which addresses strengths, goals and values; and 

a widely participatory planning process which is generally understood and supported 

by the campus community. Lisensky's key contribution is his understanding of bud

geting as a control mechanism to prioritize allocations to meet identified goals. 

Steeples' (1988a) has provided a useful summary of the reasons strategic plan

ning has become important and of its key elements. It is important because it helps 

an institution balance needs and resources. It also helps an institution address the 

demographic changes which have led to an increased sense of competition for stu

dents. Yet it differs from previous planning efforts (p. 100): "UnlUce earlier 
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versions of planning in academia, ...variously described as mechanical, deterministic, 

theoretical, and concerned to build mathematical models, strategic planning is practi

cal, flexible, and action-oriented." For Steeples, "The foundation of all strategic 

planning lies in the development of a specific vision for an institution" (p. 100), a 

vision which includes a number of key components. He identifies five in his initial 

list: mission, target audience, program priorities and offerings, comparative advan

tage, and key objectives. His further discussion, however, also includes an analysis 

of intemal strengths and weaknesses and of external opportunities and threats; the 

matching of internal strengths with external opportunities; a broadly participatory 

process; implementation; precise statements of goals, objectives and resource aUoca

tion: control systems; evaluation and assessment; regular scanning and continuous 

revision. One of strategic planning's greatest advantages is "a clarification of the 

mission and identity of a college or university that wiU, in turn, aUow a focused 

deployment of resources" (p. 102). But Steeples does not overlook the limits of 

strategic planning. It must often overcome institutional inertia. It must address the 

risks of an ambiguous future. It requires presidential leadership of the highest 

order. It must, in an academic setting, have faculty consent. Its change is often 

likely to be evolutionary. It is most likely to gain acceptance "where there are real 

and perceived extemal threats or opportunities" (p. 104). 

Some Student Services practitioners have also pointed to the importance of plan

ning, but with no specific indication of its strategic nature. Bart (1988b), for 

example, points to a number of internal and external factors which may influence 

student affairs management, which she defines as follows (p. 9): "Management in 

student affairs is the process of organizing avaUable human and fiscal resources to 

meet institutional and program goals in an efficient, effective, ethical, and fiscally 

responsible manner." She suggests that a Student Services area should develop a 
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mission statement clearly linked to the goals and the mission of the institution, but 

views planning as but one of eight organizational methods (p. 15): 

Broad goals wUl never be reached without meticulous attention to the 
planning process. Good planning is not a solitary activity; it involves 
the people who must live with any decision that is made. Each manager 
must develop a planning process that works in his or her setting. What
ever process is chosen, however, must be linked to a commitment that 
planning is important and is a priority for the organization. A serious 
management ertor is made if planning is not made a priority within the 
organization. 

Bart also points to planning in the management of money (1988a, p. 34): "Most 

fiscal questions in student affairs can be handled efficientiy if you have a plan. 

This requires developing alternate proposals and involving others in the planning 

process to ensure that you are making the best decisions based on the best available 

information." While Bart does not point to a specific type of or model for plan

ning, she nonetheless touches on planning participants, mission, environmental 

scanning, strategic options, goals and objectives, accountabUity and assessment. 

Considerations in the Process of Developing Models 

The Role of Stakeholders or Partners 

Any planning effort must remain aware of an often significant number of stake

holders who have a vested interest in the results of the process. Hensley (1992), 

for example, uses a federal perspective for planning in the research university and 

identifies the foUowing potential partners, his preferted term for these stakeholders: 

Congress 

The President 

Executive Agencies 

Office of Management and Budget 

Governmental Accounting Office 

Congressional Committees 
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Patent Office 

The Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Education, Energy, 
Health and Human Services, Housing and Urban Development, 
Interior, Justice, Labor and State 

Environmental Protection Agency 

National Aeronautical and Space Administration 

National Science Foundation 

Smithsonian Institution 

Veteran's Administration. 

Interesting about this list is that it is analogous to the conceptual framework of 

the military in developing national, or grand, strategy. Since miUtary strategy is but 

one part of a larger whole, namely national strategy, and since a number of signifi

cant players have a role in setting it, the mUitary dare not plan in isolation from 

these other groups. Jones (1994c) has discussed the interlocking roles in determin

ing national security strategy of the President; the Congress; the National Security 

Council, specificaUy through the Assistant National Security Advisor; the Secretaries 

of Defense and of State; and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. But even 

this officially designated group cannot overlook the American pubUc, whose support 

for policy can be very dramatic, who may disagree about a number of issues, but 

who nonetheless expect elected leaders to work for the good of the nation. 

Others have also recognized the significant number of stakeholders in the plan

ning process and recognized them in their formal planning documents. In its 

strategic plan, for example, the Alberta CouncU on Admissions and Transfer (1996c) 

lists the foUowing specific persons or agencies: Alberta College and Technical 

Institute Student Executive CouncU; Council of Alberta University Students; Public 

and Private Institutions of Advanced Education; Universities Co-ordinating Council; 

CouncU of Presidents of the Public Colleges and Technical Institutes; Private 
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CoUeges Coordinating Council; Vice Presidents Academic/Senior Academic Officers 

Group; Advanced Education and Career Development; International Qualifications 

Assessment Service; Alberta Education; Auditor General; Provincial and Federal 

Governments; Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada; Association of 

Community Colleges of Canada; Canadian Information Centre for International Cre

dentials; Council of Ministers of Education, Canada; Association of Registrars of the 

Universities and Colleges of Canada; Western Association of Registrars, Universities 

and CoUeges of Canada. While the list seems exhaustive, it is instructive to note 

that individual members of the Council were able to suggest significant additions for 

the revised plan. 

The point is that agencies, institutions of higher education and even areas within 

colleges and universities such as Student Services do not plan in a vacuum. The 

significance of strategic planning lies not only in its helping a specific group to 

focus on its task, but also in its allowing others to see the work to which this group 

is committed and to indicate their support for that commitment. 

The Fundamentals of Models 

One of the keys to strategic planning, as Hensley (1992) has noted, is that aU 

participants share a common frame of reference for their planning activities. One 

way to provide it is to use an agreed-on planning model. The military, for exam

ple, uses planning and training models to make the decision-making process more 

uniform. The Hensley-Schoppmeyer model also provides a common, conceptual 

framework for planning in the research universities. OUier researchers have refined 

this model for use in Ubraries, community colleges, and the health-care professions. 

The first element in the Hensley-Schoppmeyer strategic planning model is "posi

tioning the architects" (Hensley, 1992, p. 192). He believes that the best resuUs 

depend on getting the best minds to do the planning. While it is difficuU to 
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disagree with his statement, one must also note that smaller institutions do not have 

the widespread level of selectivity possible in larger universities. One of the chal

lenges in many Student Services areas is to train those who must do the planning to 

reach the best possible results. He also suggests that planning should include repre

sentatives from aU major constituencies either impacting the university or impacted 

by it. This, again, is more crucial at an institutional level. While a Student Ser

vices area should not overlook the "impact population," its intemal planning is less 

dependent on some of these. Nonetheless, the planning process should overlook no 

stakeholder (cf Carver, 1995). 

Whether one calls them stakeholders or partners, researchers such as Hensley 

(1992) and Roark (1994, pp. 93-94) have suggested that 

an organization conducting a strategic planning process identify those 
individuals and groups which have an influence upon the operation of 
the university...today, and into the future. It is important that key 
leaders among these groups be invited to participate in the strategic-
planning process and that their ideas and inputs are obtained. 

It is one thing to invite ideas and input; it is quite another to include representatives 

from these groups in the planning process. The provincial government in Alberta, 

for example, has significant impact on the planning process for Student Services. 

Various mandated projects require significant investments of time and money, partic

ularly to develop the information technology to handle electronic applications for 

admissions, financial aid and high school transcripts. The planning process does not 

require representatives from Advanced Education. It is clear, however, that the 

Student Services area cannot overlook them. 

Nature and Direction 

Strategic planning provides a framework to guide the choices an institution 

makes to determine its nature and direction. As an area moves through the plan

ning process, its members become more and more committed to the mission of the 
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college or university and to the goals and objectives they have developed to reach 

it. Strategic planning also provides a framework in which to make future decisions. 

Its common frame of reference allows an area to place anticipated or unanticipated 

events into the context of the planning process. Its participatory style allows a 

wider range of persons to examine the curtent envuonment and to define and con

tribute to the achievement of realistic goals and objectives. 

The proposed Jones-Hensley model for strategic planning, which modifies and 

applies the earlier Hensley-Schoppmeyer model to the Student Services areas of the 

Lutheran colleges and universities of North America, also seeks to provide a frame

work for planning in a collegial, yet necessarily hierarchical, setting. To understand 

this model, one must look to a number of antecedents. 

Strategic Planning Models 

This study will review four existing models for strategic planning: the Training 

Management Cycle in the United States Army, Keller's non-graphic "prescription" 

for strategic planning, Bryson's strategic-planning process, and the Hensley-

Schoppmeyer Model. It will compare and contrast these models with the proposed 

Jones-Hensley model. 

Training Management in the U.S. Army 

The Army stresses the need to derive peacetime training requirements from war

time missions, a concept termed "battle focus." Figure 2.1 Ulustrates the Training 

Management Cycle used to implement this focus. Several points are noteworthy: 

(1) this is a continuous process; (2) feedback is cmcial; and (3) assessment is 

conducted throughout the cycle. There are four major components: 

1. the development of the Mission Essential Task List (METL); 

2. planning; 
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The training management cycle is a continuous process. METL development is 
shown outside the cycle reflecting a requirement only to review, after the METL has been 
initially approved. 

Battle focus drives METL development allowing the commander to narrow the scope 
of his training challenge to make it manageable. Careful planning, based on assessment, 
allows scarce resources to be used to sustain training strengths and correct weaknesses. 
NCOs identify soldier training needs to the commander. Throughout the training 
management process, feedback is essential. It enables the commander and subordinate 
leaders to focus on executing tough, challenging, realistic training to standard. 

This manual has provided techniques and procedures to plan, execute, and assess 
training. The success of a unit's training, however, depends on competent, dedicated 
leaders who are personally involved in ensuring training is vigorously executed to 
standard. Through battle focused training, leaders ensure that their soldiers and units 
are combat ready and prepared to execute their wartime mission in defense of our nation. 

TO LEAD A.N UNTRAINED PEOPLE TO WAR IS TO THROW THE.M AWAY. 
CONFUCIUS 

r\ 

/f 

Figure 2.1: Training Management Cycle (Department of the Army, 1990) 
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3. execution; and 

4. assessment. 

The Army places the METL development process. Step 1, outside the training 

management cycle. After the METL has received initial approval, a commander 

only reviews it in preparing his training assessment. The planning process. Step 2, 

includes the preparation of long-range, short-range and near-term plans to carry out 

the necessary training. The Army uses the term "planning" to describe the prepara

tion of these plans. This process "is based on the commander's assessment and 

focuses on identified strengths and weaknesses which enable the commander to 

determine which soldier, leader, and collective tasks require additional uaining" 

(Department of the Army, 1990, p. 1-11). These plans lead to Step 3, execution, in 

which the unit carries out initial, refresher or sustainment training on those tasks 

which cannot be performed to standard. The assessment process. Step 4, is used 

both as an evaluation tool and as a means to develop subsequent training. 

The key elements of the Training Management Cycle are also apparent in the 

model for collective training to meet the battle focus (Figure 2.2). The model 

begins with the battle focus, based on the wartime mission. The commander selects 

the mission essential tasks based on a concern for both internal and external factors. 

The conduct of training assessment addresses the strategic training options necessary 

to meet these tasks. The determination of training objectives defines unit plans. 

The determination of training strategy and plans includes their acceptance by the 

appropriate hierarchy. The conduct of pre-execution checks include the necessary 

components of the adoption phase, including leadership and its delegation, clear 

indications of who will advocate the plans, dissemination of the plans to the 

appropriate levels, the incorporation of approved training management into unit 

plans, and the aUocation of necessary resources. The execution of training is 

analogous to the implementation of a plan. The conduct of after-action reviews 
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BATTLE FOCUS 

Battle focus is a concept used to derive 
peacetime training requirements from wartime 
missions. Units cannot achieve and sustain 
proficiency on all possible soldier, leader, and 
collective tasks. 

Commanders must selectively identify and 
train on those tasks that accomplish the unit's 
critical wartime mission. The METL serves as 
the focal point on wliich commanders plan, exe
cute, and assess training. This is critical 
throughout the entire training process and aids 
commanders in allocating resources for train
ing. It also enables the commander to tailor 
the unit development training for those leader 

competencies required to execute Army 
warfighting doctrine. 

Critical to the battle focus concept is under
standing the linkage between the collective 
mission essential tasks and the leader and sol
dier tasks which support them. "The CSM and 
NCO leaders must select specific soldier tasks 
that support each collective task to be focused 
on during training. NCOs are primarily re
sponsible for training soldier tasks. Leaders at 
every level remain responsible for training to 
established standards during soldier, leader 
and unit training. Figure 1-4 depicts the influ
ence of battle focus on the integration of 
collective and soldier training. 

Integration of collective and soldier training 
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Figure 2.2: Battie Focused Training (Department of the Army, 1990) 
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enables the commander to evaluate the training against the established standards. 

The process comes fuU cUcle with a return to training assessment. 

The overall Training Management Cycle approximates the Jones-Hensley model 

for strategic planning: 

1. Positioning the Architects. In a military setting, the key architect is the 

commander, whose position in a hierarchical stmcture dictates his role in the pro

cess. Since any commander may be required to plan, the Army also invests a great 

deal of time and money in training commanders to develop ways to meet the mis

sion. It is the commander's responsibiUty to develop the Mission Essential Task 

List. 

2. Reviewing the Mission. The wartime mission for a given unit dictates the 

allocation of resources and the development of training tasks. A commander who 

does not train to meet the mission faces the possibUity of taking the troops under 

his charge into situations for which they are not prepared. 

3. Scanning the Environment. In a wartime situation, the commander begins 

planning to meet the mission by analyzing METT-T, or mission, enemy, time, ter

rain and troops. In a peacetime setting, he establishes the METL to identify those 

tasks crucial to meeting the mission: "Commanders must selectively identify and 

train on those tasks that accompUsh the unit's critical wartime mission. The METL 

serves as the focal point on which commanders plan, execute, and assess training" 

(Department of the Army, 1990, p. 1-10). 

4. Analyzing Strategic Options. Concurtent with the commander's analysis of 

METT-T, he must also analyze the various options to achieve the mission and 

choose the most appropriate one based on METT-T and any other, available con

siderations. When the Training Management Cycle speaks of "Prepare Training 

Assessment," it is not addressing that assessment which comes later in the 
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strategic-planning process, but an identification of the training options necessary to 

meet the mission. 

5. Designing Unit Plans. The development of long-range, short-range and near-

term plans is "based on the commander's assessment and focuses on identified 

strengths and weaknesses which enable the commander to determine which soldier, 

leader, and collective tasks require additional training" (Department of the Army, 

1990, p. 1-11). While the hierarchical nature of this process remains clear, a 

number of others are also involved: "The CSM [Command Sergeant Major] and 

NCO [Non-Commissioned Officer] leaders must select specific solider tasks that 

support each collective task to be focused on during training" (p. 1-10). 

6. Accepting the Agenda. Here the hierarchical nature of the military is also 

clear. Those whom the plan may most impact have minimal input into whether or 

not they wish to accept it. On the other hand, the commander's training plan is 

reviewed at the next two higher levels to ensure both its congruence with higher-

level plans and its battle focus. 

7. Adopting the Plan. Given approval of the training plan by higher head

quarters, the commander now conveys his vision to his troops, disseminates the final 

documents, assigns responsibility for implementation, and allocates unit financial and 

human resources to carty out the identified tasks. 

8. Implementing the Plan. The execution phase of the Training Management 

Cycle allows for initial, refresher or sustainment training on the subtasks which keep 

the tasks from being performed to standard. 

9. Assessing and Revising the Plan. After executing the training, the com

mander conducts after action reviews to document the training results and evaluates 

them against established standards. This evaluation leads to further preparation of 

training assessment. 
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Keller's "Prescription" for Strategic Planning 

It is somewhat ironic that the person perhaps most responsible for alerting col

leges and universities to the need for strategic planning did not provide a graphic 

planning model for his readers. Yet the second half of Keller's work (1983) pro

vides a sort of prescription for how to introduce strategic planning. Contained 

within it are a number of the elements of the planning model, as this section will 

discuss. 

Keller poses a devastating question but also provides an answer (p. 121): 

"Given a declining number of students, the acute financial situation, intensifying 

competition, and the need for changes in the content, distribution, and style of 

delivery of the academic offerings, what should a college do?" His answer, "Col

leges need to strengthen their managements and shape academic strategies for 

themselves," asking quite candidly about the businesses they are in. The first 

requirement is for the college to be certain that it is well managed, a concept 

with four components, three of which have been discussed as a group elsewhere (cf 

Peterson and Mets, 1987): (1) administration, "the provisioning and coordinating of 

activities for the principals of the campus"; (2) management itself, seeing that the 

right things are done and searching for effectiveness through an improved structure; 

(3) leadership, "the poetic part of the presidency"; and (4) governance, remembering 

the partnership of the faculty in the academic enterprise. 

In addition, any institution wantmg to begin strategic planning must bring 

together three critical factors: information, quality and people. The first requires 

improving the management information system and determining the necessary data 

about the internal operations of the campus, the curticula and programs, market 

research and analysis of students and of student outcomes, cross analyses of edu

cational and cost data, trends in the extemal environment and information about 

competitors. Quality requires a concern for "taste, care, and thought" (p. 134), often 
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through incisive questioning or through suggestions solicited from those involved. 

People requires a concern for appointments, along with the recognition that "a good 

college is a meritocracy" (p. 137). 

Keller is careful to distinguish between what strategic planning is and what it is 

not. Strategic planning is not (pp. 140-142): 

1. "the production of a blueprint"; 
2. "a set of platitudes"; 
3. "the personal vision of the president or board of trustees"; 
4. "a collection of departmental plans, compiled and edited"; 
5. "done by planners," by which he means institutional planners; 
6. "a substitution of numbers for important intangibles": 
7. "a form of surtender to market conditions and trends"; 
8. "something done on an annual retreat"; 
9. "a way of eliminating risks"; or 

10. "an attempt to read tea leaves and outwit the future." 

What it is, and what distinguishes it from other kinds of planning, are the fol

lowing features: (1) A college and its leaders are proactive rather than reactive. 

(2) It focuses on the environment, what Keller calls its "single most important 

contribution to organizational decision making" (p. 145). (3) It recognizes the 

impact of economic market conditions, of competition from the vast number and 

variety of American institutions, and of the need for comparative advantage. (4) It 

concentrates on decisions, not documents. (5) It is "a blend of rational and eco

nomic analysis, political maneuvering, and psychological interplay," and "is Uierefore 

participatory and highly tolerant of controversy" (p. 148). (6) Its highest priority is 

the fate of the institution, its long-term viability, excellence and survival. 

KeUer comes closest to offering a formal model for strategic planning when he 

discusses how to shape an academic strategy through an organizational and an envi

ronmental analysis. The three elements of the organization are (1) traditions, values 

and aspirations; (2) academic and financial strengths and weaknesses; and (3) lead

ership abilities and priorities. The three elements of the environment are (1) 

environmental threats and opportunities; (2) market preferences, perceptions and 
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directions; and (3) threats and opportunities in the competitive situation. One sees 

in this prescription the elements of the traditional SWOT-analysis, often part of the 

environmental scan. This analysis is imperative for shaping an academic strategy: 

"In short, you need to know what your college or university can or cannot do, and 

what it wants to do. Then you need to discern what it might do, and should do. 

Last, you need to decide what it wiU do" (p. 153). 

Strategies work best when they are not in conflict with the traditions and ambi

tions of the institution (Keller, 1983). The president and other key leaders must 

provide the initiative. The college must analyze technological, economic, demo

graphic, political-legal and sociocultural trends. It should sell less and market more, 

looking for discrete blocs of clients, trying to discover external perceptions of the 

institution, and positioning itself for the right group of clients. It must understand 

where it stands in relationship to its competition and try to establish a competitive 

position based on providing good quality at lower cost, on offering a distinctive 

product or service, or on providing a special product for a particular segment of the 

market. If it works through both the internal and external analyses, a form of envi

ronmental scanning, it is weU on its way toward determining its own future through 

the determination of an academic strategy. 

Strategic planning requires change. There are three sources for change stimu

lants in academe (Keller, 1983): a major internal crisis, strong external pressure, or 

a vigorous and farsighted leader. Most campuses are more familiar with the first 

two than with the third. A college begins moving toward strategic planning when 

the president changes his or her focus to the long-term, competitive needs of the 

institution, or when it changes presidents. 

Strategic planning is unique to each institution: "As there are many different 

kinds of institutions of higher education, there need to be many different kinds of 

strategic planning processes and styles of management. You wiU need to analyze 
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your own situation and devise a tailored process" (Keller, p. 165). While this 

seems to speak against the use of a stmctured model, his previous comments have 

suggested at least a minimal structure. In addition, the use of a model to provide a 

framework for planning does not dictate the "process," which must remain flexible 

enough to allow for institutional or area differences. 

Strategic planning requires a "forcible champion," preferably the president, and 

"clever adaptation, alert changes, daring innovations" (pp. 165-167). The faculty 

will probably be one of the strongest obstacles to strategic planning, yet an institu

tion must address them and whatever other obstacles appear: "What is needed is a 

rebirth of academic management, one that combines educational policy and planning 

with financial administration, one that shows passionate concem for the long-term 

health of America's best colleges and universities, one that has an agreed-upon 

strategy for an institution's role and objectives for action" (p. 176). 

The elements of the planning model which are most clear in Keller's pre

scription are the need for visionary leadership, a careful selection of planning 

participants, and a close analysis of both the internal and the extemal environments. 

There are implicit references to an analysis of strategic options, but little about unit 

goals and objectives, accepting and adopting the agenda, or implementing, assessing 

and revising the plan. There is surprisingly little reference to institutional mission, 

unless one places it into his discussion of traditions, values and aspirations. By 

KeUer's own admission, his "prescription" only provides a beginning to the develop

ment of academic strategy, a point which is clear when considering other models 

which take the process further. 

The Bryson Process for Strategic Planning 

Bryson (1988) discusses the strengths and weaknesses of a number of corporate 

planning approaches and then offers his own Eight-Step Strategic Planning Process 
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for both public and nonprofit organizations: 

1. Initiate and agree on a strategic-planning process. 

2. Clarify organizational mandates. 

3. Clarify organizational mission and values. 

4. Assess the external environment: opportunities and threats. 

5. Assess the internal environment: strengths and weaknesses. 

6. Identify the strategic issues facing an organization. 

7. Formulate strategies to manage the issues. 

8. Establish an effective organizational vision for the future. 

In his view, this process is "more orderiy, deliberative, and participative" than some 

others and should lead to "actions, results and evaluation," which should also 

emerge at each step of the process. 

The first step is to initiate and agree on a strategic-planning process. The key 

agreement is not on what model is used, but that a process wUl take place. This 

may include agreement on specific planning steps and may involve external decision 

makers. The role of the leader(s) is cmcial in this step in identifying the key 

decision makers and who should be involved in the planning effort. The agreement 

itself, in Bryson's words, "should cover the purpose of the effort; preferted steps in 

the process; the form and timing of reports; the role, functions, and membership of 

any group or committee empowered to oversee the effort; the role, functions, and 

membership of the strategic planning team; and commitments of necessary resources 

to proceed with the effort" (pp. 48-49). 

The second step is to clarify organizational mandates. In this step, the institu

tion determines both formal and informal mandates which define what it must and 

must not do. Bryson's concem is that organizations which do not do this will 

either feel more constrained than they should or assume that they cannot do some

thing unless explicitly told to do so. 
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In the third step, planners clarify the organizational mission and values. This 

step looks at the social justification for the institution's existence and for the iden

tifiable social or political needs the organization tries to fill. This means that an 

institution is always a means to an end, not the end itself In addition to justify

ing the organization's existence, however, clarifying purpose "can eliminate a great 

deal of unnecessary conflict in an organization and can help channel discussion and 

activity productively" (p. 49). For Bryson, a stakeholder analysis precedes the 

development of a mission statement. A stakeholder is "any person, group, or orga

nization that can place a claim on an organization's attention, resources, or output, 

or is affected by that output" (p. 52). This step is crucial because "the key to suc

cess in public and nonprofit organizations is the satisfaction of key stakeholders." 

Following the stakeholder analysis, the development of the mission statement 

requires answering six questions, the answers to which may serve as the basic 

outline for the "vision of success" in the final step: 

1. Who are we? 

2. What needs do we exist to fill or problems to address? 

3. What do we do to recognize or anticipate and respond to them? 

4. How should we respond to key stakeholders? 

5. What is our philosophy and what are our core values? 

6. What makes us distinctive or unique? 

The fourth step is to assess the extemal environment. As part of what is else

where known as SWOT analysis, this step identifies the external opportunities and 

threats as factors which the institution does not control. One way Bryson suggests 

doing this is by monitoring PESTs: political, economic, social and technological 

forces and trends. The organization should also monitor various stakeholder groups, 

including clients and competitors. 
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The fifth, related step is to assess the internal environment. In the second half 

of the traditional SWOT analysis, the institution identifies the intemal strengths and 

weaknesses by monitoring resources, present strategy and performance. According 

to Bryson, most institutions have a great deal of information on resources or inputs, 

a less clear idea of present strategy, and almost nothing about performance or out

puts and their effects on the client. That many states or provinces are beginning to 

demand more output "data" simply underUnes Bryson's point. 

In the sixth step, the planning group identifies the strategic issues facing the 

organization. Strategic planning, according to Bryson (p. 56), "focuses on achieve

ment of the best 'fit' between an organization and its environment." In searching 

for this fit, the organization may discover that what it has learned in previous steps 

now presents itself as strategic issues. These issues will often involve conflict about 

ends, means, philosophy, location, timing, and groups advantaged or disadvantaged 

by different ways of resolving the issue. The statement of a strategic issue should 

contain three elements: a succinct description, factors that make the issue a funda

mental policy question, and a definition of the consequences of faUure to address 

the issue. 

The seventh and penultimate step formulates strategies to manage the issues. A 

strategy, according to Bryson (p. 59) is "a pattern of purposes, policies, programs, 

actions, decisions, or resource aUocations that define what an organization is, what it 

does, and why it does it." Bryson favors a five-step strategy-development process: 

(1) identify practical altematives, and dreams or visions for resolving the strategic 

issues; (2) list the bartiers to their achievement, to assure that any strategies deal 

directiy with them; (3) develop major proposals to achieve them either directiy or 

indirectly, by overcoming the bartiers; (4) identify actions needed over the next two 

to three years to implement the major proposals; and (5) spell out a detailed work 

program for the next six to twelve months to implement the actions. For Bryson, 
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"an effective strategy must meet several criteria. It must be technically workable, 

politically acceptable to key stakeholders, and must accord with the organization's 

philosophy and core values. It should be ethical, moral, and legal. It must also 

deal with the strategic issue it was supposed to address" (p. 60). 

The eighth and final step requires the organization to establish an effective 

vision for the future. Here, "the organization develops a description of what it 

should look like as it successfully implements its strategies and achieves its full 

potential" (p. 60). Designed to help the members understand what is expected of 

them, a typical vision statement includes the mission, basic strategies, performance 

criteria, important decision mles and ethical standards. The vision comes last 

because it must balance what the organization wants to be and what it can achieve. 

In Bryson's Strategic Planning Process, as was tme in the Army's Training 

Management Cycle, there are both similarities with and differences from the Jones-

Hensley Model: 

1. Positioning the Architects. The leadership role is explicit in Bryson's first 

step, which is to initiate and agree on a strategic-planning process. This researcher 

agrees that the process is more important than any specific model, even with his 

commitment to the model forming the basis for this study. The model provides the 

framework for the process. 

2. Reviewing the Mission. In Bryson's third step, one clarifies the organi

zation's mission and values. He conducts a stakeholder analysis prior to the 

development of the mission statement; this researcher places that analysis within the 

environmental scan, which comes after the review of, but which may necessitate a 

return to, the mission statement. 

3. Scanning the Environment. Bryson's fourth and fifth steps address the 

opportunities and threats of the external environment and the strengths and 
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weaknesses of the internal environment. His model uses the traditional elements of 

a SWOT-analysis. 

4. Analyzing Strategic Options. Bryson's sixth and seventh steps address the 

identification of strategic issues and the formulation of strategies to manage them. 

5. Designing Unit Plans. Tied into Bryson's seventh step, the management of 

the strategic issues, is the determination of proposals to address the issues and of 

special longer-term actions and shorter-term work to implement them. 

6. Accepting the Agenda. Bryson's seventh step, formulating strategies, 

touches on acceptance only in terms of the necessary institutional consistency of any 

plan. 

7. Adopting the Plan: Bryson's model places less emphasis on the necessary 

architect and advocacy roles than does the Jones-Hensley Model. In his eighth step, 

establishing an effective organizational vision for the future, he does suggest aware

ness in terms of the dissemination of the vision, acceptance in terms of internal 

consistency, and adoption in terms of resource allocation. 

8 and 9. Implementing and Assessing the Plan: Bryson's model does not spe

cifically include these two elements. There is a sense in which the completion of 

the document is the final step in the process, one even to be celebrated. The 

question of implementation seems to be left to a commitment generated by the com

pelling nature of the vision, as if a Ust of benefits will induce people to plan. 

There is a process of review in the development of the plan, but not in terms of 

coming back to it at a later date. 

The Hensley-Schoppmeyer Model 

Hensley and Schoppmeyer (1992) have proposed a six-stage process for strategic 

planning for university research: 
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1. Positioning the Architects; 

2. Scanning the Environment: 

3. Analyzing Strategic Options: 

4. Designing Unit Plans; 

5. Accepting the Agenda: and 

6. Adopting the Agenda. 

Step 1 is to position the planning architects. At a university level, the president 

must give the planners the necessary dUection and delegate to them the necessary 

authority for planning. These planners must, in turn, both design a planning stmc-

tiu-e and select the best planners, the latter of which is the more important: 

"Regardless of the efficacy of the organizational planning structure, the planning will 

be only as good as the selection of people to lead in the planning and the success 

of the planning will rest on the cleamess and authority of the charges" (p. 193). 

The planning stmcture requires a hierarchy appropriate to the institution, following 

either the existing administrative or an ad hoc structure. The planning team should 

reflect the impact areas identified more formally in the environmental scan. The 

selection of planners is cmcial, in part because of the nature of the academic enter

prise (pp. 196-197): 

Academic and business staff frequently occupy their positions because 
they conform to established ways and reflect the thinking of the majority. 
They form the university bureaucracy. They are not eager to lead in 
changes. Their rewards come from maintaining the status quo. They 
consistentiy perform the duties in established systems, but they have 
little time for planning and development activities. 

To balance this phenomenon, the president must choose planners who are visionary, 

risk-taking, imaginative, facUitating, entrepreneurial, innovative and inventive. 

The second step in the Hensley-Schoppmeyer model is to scan the environment. 

The purpose of the scan is to identify "the major impact areas and the principal 

performers and sponsors that may assist in the development of university research" 
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(p. 197). The external component of the scan includes the identification of strategic 

impact areas, following the Killoren Impact Model, and an analysis of the relevancy 

of the institution's mission from the perspective of the key players in the external 

environment. The mission also informs the further development of the scan: "Envi

ronmental scans should be made with the relevant university mission and the unit 

goals statements always in mind," and "The mission of the institution will direct the 

environmental scans to those target areas that can advance the curtent mission of 

the institution and the goals of the unit" (p. 200). The external scan also looks at 

critical issues and a whole series of trends: poUtical, scientific and technological, 

economic, demographic. The internal component of the scan also begins with the 

mission statement, particularly in terms of reviewing it to determine its continuing 

relevance for the institution's work. Also of great importance are the data generated 

by institutional research, which now become the base for further decision making. 

The third step is the strategic analysis of unit options. This phase maintains a 

strong focus on the institutional mission: "Each project is considered for its merit 

for advancing the unit purpose and the mission of the university under certain 

goals" (p. 207). Reviewing the various options requires consideration of the human 

and financial resources needed to develop the program, the specific niche the unit 

wants to occupy, the program benefits in terms of products or output, the conse

quences of internal and/or extemal threats to the program, funding opportunities, and 

a rating of the options in terms of priority and value for the institution. Although 

these analyses are difficuU, they are important because of their long-term impact. 

They must address two things: the present mission of the institution and the long-

term goals of the unit. 

The fourth step is to design unit plans, deemed "the most demanding phase of 

strategic planning" (p. 217). The challenge lies not so much in designing the plans, 

although one must address purpose, goals, mission, priorities, program organization 
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and funding. The challenge lies, rather, in bringing together a broadly-based group 

of participants to work towards a common statement, in hearing some criticisms 

which are legitimate and some which are not, in demonstrating the flexibility neces

sary to modify or limit goals. It also lies in reconciling a number of diverse goals 

with fiscal and other realities, cutting those which are not congruent with the larger 

goals of the institution, and giving support to those which are. This step, in the 

middle of a structured framework, may involve the most emotions. People with 

vested interests in their work wUl see it either affu-med and supported or rejected. 

In many respects, this may be the finest moment for the planner. 

The fifth step, accepting the university agenda, "requires that planning teams 

affirm old goals or establish new ones for institutional associates, prioritize the plans 

under consideration, pledge their resources to specific plans, and advocate the accep

tance of their plans to their partners" (p. 229). This step distinguishes strategic 

from operational and tactical planning. The former is proactive; the latter two, 

reactive. The former "is the process of establishing the future purposes of a unit 

considering common understanding for developing its agenda with its chief partners 

and major constituencies" (p. 229); the latter look to estabUshed goals or budgets. 

What makes the "mass of unarticulated unit summary plans" a strategic plan is its 

endorsement by chief partners and major constituencies. On a research level, three 

forms of acceptance are necessary: institutional, sponsor and affiUate. Of most 

importance for this study is institutional acceptance, including support for the 

operational and tactical plans and a commitment of human and fiscal resources to 

carty them out. Without a meshing of the unit plans into the larger plan of the 

university, they remain at best-no matter how valuable-only a long-range plan for 

the unit. 

The sixth, final step in die Hensley-Schoppmeyer model is to adopt the uni

versity strategic plan. This is an integrative step which begins to take place during 
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the process of planning, which suggests that "the planning process may be more 

valuable than the planning document itself (p. 238). Of note in this step are the 

five adoption stages: architecture, advocacy, awareness, acceptance and adoption. 

Architecture requires that someone conceive and project the vision for change to the 

university's constituencies. Advocacy requires a leader who wiU champion the 

plans. Awareness requires the dissemination of the planning results. Acceptance 

requires the incorporation of the plan into area activities. Adoption requires the 

commitment of financial and human resources to accomplish the goals either explic

itly stated in the plan or implicitiy stated in the mission. There is a passing 

reference in the discussion of this step to the need for implementation: "Well-

drafted plans are academic exercises if there is no resolve to implement them" (p. 

245). 

Because the Jones-Hensley model for strategic planning is based directly on the 

Hensley-Schoppmeyer model, there are obvious simUarities. Each of the six steps, 

in fact, is part of the newer model. But there are differences both in the stmcture 

and in the philosophy of planning. As noted earlier, the President at a smaller insti

tution may not have the luxury of selecting the best and most visionary planners. 

At the Student Services level, this may be even more of a challenge, so that the 

need is to train those who must do the planning. 

The Jones-Hensley model lifts the review of institutional mission out of the 

environmental scan and gives it a more prominent place. It is particularly true of 

church-related colleges and universities that they know what they want to do, in 

spite of the many extemal and internal challenges which join forces to keep them 

from doing it. The envUonment does not dictate the mission; it may seriously 

impact it. 

The analysis of strategic options, the designing of unit plans, and the acceptance 

and adoption of the agenda are quite sunilar. The Jones-Hensley model, however. 
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adds the additional steps of implementing the plan--certainly implicit in other 

models, though not always stated—and providing for review and assessment. These 

tv. 0 steps move the results of the model av\ ay from a published plan to an on

going process. The primary goal of strategic planning is not a document, but an 

institutional commitment to a process. 

Further Research 

To determine the status of strategic planning in the research population, the 

researcher requested and received a number of planning documents and letters of 

interest in the project. To determine the attitudes of Chief Student Services Officers 

and the validity of the Jones-Hensley model for strategic planning, he conducted an 

international survey of the forty-seven Lutheran colleges and universities in North 

America. The review of the documents and letters, and the results of the survey, 

are reported in Chapter V. The study wUl turn fu-st, however, to a discussion of 

methodology in Chapter EI and to the empirical vaUdation of the Jones-Hensley 

model in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

The purposes of this study are (1) to determine the status of sttategic planning 

in the Student Services areas of the Lutheran coUeges and universities of North 

America: (2) to survey attitudes of CSSO's in these institutions about strategic plan

ning; and (3) to test the validity for Student Services of the Jones-Hensley model 

for strategic planning. The first purpose requires either an analysis of those plan

ning documents submitted by the CSSO's or a statement that this document does 

not exist. To gain these documents or disclaimers, the researcher sent two letters, 

followed by phone caUs to those who had not responded; the final response rate 

exceeded 70%. In the second stage, a questionnaire to the CSSO's surveyed theU 

attitudes about strategic planning and asked for their validation-through mean scores 

of scaled responses-both of the elements of the Jones-Hensley model and of the 

model itself; the final response rate to this stage exceeded 60%. Others who have 

worked with Hensley have developed similar questionnaires for other populations, 

including major research universities and libraries. These questionnaires, as well as 

another devised and piloted by the researcher with the Presidents of a portion of the 

research population, were reviewed and revised for the specific population of this 

research. Each participant will receive an Executive Summary of the research. The 

research assumed that many Student Services areas would be involved in some type 

of planning, often in the context of the development of an institutional plan, but that 

a comprehensive approach to planning would be lacking. The analysis of planning 

documents and the responses to the questionnaire helped determine the strategic 

nature of curtent planning. 
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Research Design 

The research is descriptive. The first purpose of the study is to analyze the 

state of strategic planning in a given administrative area of a select group of col

leges and universities, as reflected in existing planning documents. This becomes, 

in a sense, a "photograph" of existing planning documents and of the planning pro

cess. The questionnaUe will survey opinions about strategic planning; results will 

lend themselves to frequency data, with some opportunity to review the significance 

of the responses. So with the validation of the adapted strategic-planning model; 

there will be a tabulation of the results, with some opportunity to discuss the signif

icance of the expert opinions. 

There is no attempt to place any of the data into a historical context, which 

would require a different design. Nor is there any experimental treatment of vari

ables, which would also require something quite different. In some cases the 

responses may be less quantitative than qualitative; the questionnaire wiU try to 

minimize this possibility. Very simply, this is a descriptive study of existing 

planning documents, using the Jones-Hensley model as a template, of attitudes 

toward strategic planning and of responses to a planning model. 

The Development and Validation of a Model 

In the development of the Jones-Hensley model, the researcher worked with an 

eariier approach by Hensley and TunstaU (1993) for use in higher education, based 

on the model for the development of an expert system created by Harmon, Maus 

and Mortissey (1988) for use in the computing sciences. In the key steps, the 

"expert" (1) perceives or identifies a need and provides a problem-solving process 

which the novice can use to artive at practical solutions to everyday problems other

wise difficult or impossible to solve; (2) formulates a disciplinary research question, 

identifies options for deaUng with the issues, and applies practical knowledge from 
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his or her repertoUe of problem-solving solutions; (3) and develops a method to 

communicate his or her special knowledge to others, including the abUity to explain 

the reasoning behind the proposed solutions and to help the user understand the 

expected outcomes. WhUe this approach threatens to become overly technical and 

to ignore the "personal" elements of any planning process, a model provides a 

framework, and it is up to the practitioner to tailor it to meet the very human needs 

of an area such as Student Services. 

"The Process for Validating System Models" (Figure 3.1) gives the nine stages 

of the process developed by Hensley and TunstaU. In Stage 1 of the model, the 

researcher addresses the disciplinary research question, "Can one create a model to 

guide this field?" The answer depends on the structure of knowledge within the 

field, the conceptualization of the research question, and the development of a 

generic model which the researcher will later refine to fit the specific area of the 

research. Given the existence of planning models for other areas of the educational 

enterprise, the challenge is to ask and answer whether one can be developed for use 

in the Student Services areas of the Lutheran coUeges and universities. There are 

four prerequisites for this stage: 

1. Expertise both in the field and in the ability to constmct the model. 

2. Professional training, successful work, and knowledge of curtent develop

ments in the field. 

3. Familiarity with literature in the area. 

4. A sufficient body of knowledge to wartant the modeling of the field. 

In Stage 2, given the identification of the conceptual question, the researcher 

creates a shell or model for validation. 

In Stage 3, the researcher scans the discipline from three different, but comple

mentary, perspectives: (1) his own repertoUe of problem-solving solutions, (2) the 

environment, and (3) the literature. In this process, he gives intensive thought to 
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I 

Asking the Conceptual Question 

II 

Creating the Model 

III 

Scanning the Discipline 

IV 

Identifying the Infrastmcture of the Model 

V 

Constructing the Prototype 

VI 

Pilot Testing the Model 

VII 

Field Testing and Modifying the Model 

VIII 

VaUdating the Model 

IX 

Adopting and Enhancing the Model 

Figure 3.1: The Process for Validating System Models 

the knowledge system under study; identifies the common activities or functions and 

the commonly accepted terms of the profession; identifies major processes; defines 

specialty areas: and defines dominant technologies and guiding modes of inquiry. 

As with Stage 1, there are certain prerequisites for this stage (Hensley and TunstaU, 

1993, p. 5): 
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1. The abiUty to view the discipline as a general system. 

2. Sufficient knowledge to begin to establish the conceptual framework and to 

develop a mental constmct of a model. 

3. The ability to identify the appropriate knowledge elements as defined in the 

literature. 

4. The ability to find other experts who can confirm similar models. 

In Stage 4, the researcher moves from the mental process of model development 

to the physical act of placing the potential infrastructure on paper. This further 

sharpens one's thinking about the model and allows for more focused evaluation. 

In Stage 5, one continues the more physical process by constructing the pro

totype of the model. This is also the stage in which one moves from the more 

theoretical consideration of the model to the very practical questions of how the 

\ arious components fit together. 

In Stage 6, one conducts a pUot test on the prototype. To begin the process of 

expert critique and sharpening, one seeks the evaluation of other experts and practi

tioners. The pilot test may lead to revisions of the prototype. 

In Stage 7. one conducts a field test of the model. The researcher uses input 

from a representative sample of otiier researchers and practitioners to critique the 

model for relevancy, appropriateness and user-friendUness. The field test may lead 

to further modifications of the revised prototype. 

In Stage 8, the researcher validates die model in one or more of three ways 

(Hensley and TunstaU, 1993, p. 6): 

1. Simulation validation. One tests the proposed model in a series of trials in 

a simulated environment. 

2. DiscipUnary validation. One asks experts in the discipline to review the 

model and to validate its elements, then incorporates appropriate suggestions 

received from them to strengthen or improve it. 
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3. Empirical validation. One uses case studies or other methods of application 

m a practical, real-world setting to develop evidence verifiable by experience or 

observation. 

In Stage 9, the researcher adopts, maintains and enhances the model. This stage 

includes the dissemination of information about the model to the field, and on

going updating of the model as changes occur in the mode of inquiry and as the 

discipline implements new applications. 

The Development and Validation of the Jones-Hensley Model 

Stage 1: Asking the Conceptual Question 

The question the researcher must answer at this point is whether or not he can 

create a strategic-planning model for the Student Services areas, specifically in the 

Lutheran colleges and universities of North America. The need for this model is 

clear. Conversations with a number of CSSO's have indicated that many of their 

areas-in fact, many of their institutions-have little or no strategic planning. A 

cursory review of the planning documents and letters submitted to the researcher 

further demonstrates that many Student Services areas have moved littie beyond 

operational and tactical planning, if at all. Many planning documents are little more 

than goal statements or "wish lists." Many of those who have responded have spe

cifically indicated the potential value of a planning model for Student Services, 

helping to establish the disciplinary imperative. 

The researcher has also met the four prerequisites for Stage 1. One, he has 

more than eleven years of senior administrative experience in the Student Services 

area of two Lutheran colleges and has worked extensively with the Hensley-

Schoppmeyer planning model. Two, his on-the-job training has been supplemented 

by pastoral education and by three pastoral ministries, one on a college campus; he 

has worked successfully with students as professor and administrator for more than 
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twenty years; and has now worked with strategic planning on several college and 

university campuses. Three, he is famiUar with literature on planning not only in 

higher education, but also in the mUitary. Four, the recent work of others has 

demonstrated the versatiUty of the strategic-planning model: the disciplinary 

imperative is that it now be applied to Student Services. 

Stage 2: Creating the Model 

Given a positive answer to the conceptual question, both in terms of the dis

ciplinary imperatives and in terms of the requisite qualifications, the researcher 

(1) reviewed several planning models derived from the Hensley-Schoppmeyer model, 

including that of Hensley (1992) for research universities, BirdsaU (1994) for 

research Ubraries, and Berry (1994) for community colleges; (2) considered the 

nature of military planning models, which often reflect a more hierarchical mind-set 

and which are more concerned with "feedback loops"; (3) devoted further reflection 

to the Student Services areas of Lutheran colleges and universities, which are usu

ally smaUer, Uberal arts institutions; and (4) began formulating a new model for 

further evaluation and testing. 

Stage 3: Scanning the Discipline 

The researcher cartied out three types of scan in this stage of the work. In the 

scan of literature, he reviewed existing strategic-planning models in the military and 

in higher education, searched for any work done on planning in Student Services 

areas, and reviewed the development of planning as part of the discipline of man

agement in higher education. In the scan of the envUonment, he reviewed the 

documents and other materials submitted by thirty-four of the forty-seven CSSO's to 

develop an understanding of the status of planning in their areas and in their insti

tutions; he also had a number of conversations with peers in other institutions about 

their planning needs. In the scan of his own repertoire of problem-solving 
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solutions, he reviewed the planning work he has been able to complete as a Student 

Services administrator, supplemented by his analysis of the use of the proposed 

model in church-wide and seminary settings. 

This stage, as did the fu-st, has a number of prerequisites. One, the researcher 

is able to view Student Services as a general system, although he is completely 

aware of the flexible nature of this area across institutions. Two, he has developed 

both a conceptual framework and a model for strategic planning in the Student Ser

vices areas. Three, he has reviewed and discussed the knowledge elements defined 

in the literature, and has contributed to that literature which integrates planning and 

campus ministry (Jones, 1994a, 1994b). Four, he is aware of a number of experts 

who can confirm simUar models or comment on the usefulness of his developing 

model. 

The three-fold scan of the discipUne has suggested a number of issues to be 

addressed in the further research: 

1. the importance of leadership; 

2. the importance of collegiality; 

3. the necessary investment of time and money; 

4. the misunderstanding of "strategic"; 

5. the sense of being "marginalized"; 

6. the challenges of "smallness"; 

7. the importance of foUow-through; 

8. the importance of planning; and 

9. the importance of broad participation. 

Stage 4: Identifying the Infrastructure of the Model 

This study of strategic planning has developed from a number of experiences: 

(a) higher-education course work; (b) an intemship focused on planning at Wayland 
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Baptist University: (c) preUminary research into the state of planning at the church-

related. Liberal Arts II (now Baccalaureate) Colleges of the Carnegie Classification: 

(d) the researcher's own work with long-range and strategic planning: and (e) his 

specific experience in and familiarity with the Lutheran colleges and universities. 

The second experience requUes more extended comment. During the 1989-

1990 academic year, the author worked in a paid research intemship at Wayland 

Baptist University. In the fall semester, he helped the Director of Institutional 

Research develop a data base for the institution, with special attention to students 

and to the academic programs. In the spring semester, he worked closely with the 

President in taking minutes of planning meetings, and in drafting and editing docu

ments which would become part of Wayland's strategic plan. The process-and the 

documents-provide a useful Ulustration of how one institution began to tackle its 

problems through a new, strategic-planning process. 

The impetus for the planning effort was the reaffirmation visit of the Southern 

Association in 1988. This accrediting agency had pubUshed new criteria for evalu

ation (SACS, 1984), replacing the more traditional standards. Section IE of these 

criteria deals with institutional effectiveness; it speaks of the obligation of each 

college or university "to evaluate effectiveness and to use the results in a broad-

based, continuous planning and evaluation process" (p. 13). The sub-section on 

"Planning and Evaluation" (pp. 13-14) addresses the requirement more specifically: 

Although no specific format for this planning and evaluation process is 
prescribed, an effective process should include: 

1. broad-based involvement of faculty and administration; 
2. the estabUshment of a clearly defined purpose appropriate to col

legiate education; 
3. the formulation of educational goals consistent with the institu

tion's purpose; 
4. the development of procedures for evaluating the extent to which 

these educational goals are being achieved; and 
5. the use of the results of these evaluations to improve institutional 

effectiveness. 
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One can note, in passing, that in spite of the disclaimer about "specific format," the 

criteria all but spell out a model for planning, including "broad-based involvement," 

a mission or purpose statement, institutional goals, evaluation and the use of the 

evaluation in further planning. 

As part of its self-study in preparation for the reaffirmation visit (Wayland, 

1988), the university addressed the criterion on Institutional Effectiveness and 

directed its attention to both research and planning. Wayland admitted that it did 

not have any plan for research, that whatever research it did focused on student 

assessment, and that it had an inadequate data base. The self-study spoke of a 

"master plan" linked to a previous administration and of planning largely in the area 

of curticulum review and change. It did, however, speak of the possibiUties of 

planning. It noted that planning at any given institution is dependent on the unique 

"executive management style, purpose and phUosophy of the institution, size of the 

faculty, and smdent body." It spoke of a broadly-based, flexible and progressive 

"strategic planning model" focused on specific educational goals and on the needs of 

constituents. It even recommended a "plan for planning," based in part on the study 

of other models. 

Suffice it to say that the visiting team did not find the program of research and 

planning satisfactory. Its recommendation-reflecting what it considered to be a 

failure to meet the criterion for evaluation-reads as foUows (Hall, 1990, p. 1): 

"SACS Reaffirmation Committee recommends that a planning and evaluation process 

which includes a broad-based involvement of faculty and administration be estab

Ushed immediately." 

When the new president took office at Wayland, he moved immediately and 

aggressively to develop a strategic plan. Part of his impetus was extemal, the need 

to respond to die recommendation of the Southern Association. Part was intemal, 

the need to address an accumulated deficit and the expenditure of restricted 
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endowment funds for operating purposes. His first action was to form a Planning 

Council, made up of representatives not only from both academic and administrative 

areas, but also from external constituencies. He brought in a number of consultants 

to offer advice on the process. He began to review and to refine the institution's 

mission, to articulate clear goals, to identify institutional strengths and weaknesses, 

and to link the broader mission and goals with those of academic and administrative 

divisions. He also arranged to offer and to pay for a graduate-level summer course 

in institutional planning, so that his faculty, staff and administration would become 

even more knowledgeable about and involved in the planning process. Oliver 

Hensley served as the instmctor for this course: the researcher assisted with a 

number of class sessions. 

Wayland's president used a model which focuses on institutional effectiveness 

and outcomes assessment (Nichols, 1989), based on the requirements of accrediting 

agencies. The four critical elements are as foUows (p. 9): 

1. establishing an expanded statement of institutional purpose; 

2. identifying educational, research, and service outcomes and administrative 

objectives: 

3. assessing the accompUshment of these outcomes and objectives: and 

4. adjusting the purpose, outcomes, objectives, or activities based on assessment 

findings. 

During his intemship, the researcher participated actively in the fUst two steps 

of the process, an experience which helped shape the development of the Jones-

Hensley model. Relative to this strategic-planning model, one notes the concem for 

the mission statement, environmental opportunities and goals in the first element; the 

development of more specific objectives in the second, along with a linking of these 

objectives to the goals and to the expanded statement of purpose; an on-going 

concem for acceptance, adoption and implementation throughout the process: and 
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clear assessment activities in the fourth element, leading to revision where 

necessary. 

Based on this internship and other experiences, the issues suggested in Stage 3 

have become even more clear to the researcher. Much of the work in Student Ser

vices is reactive, rather than proactive. From a planning perspective, this means 

that the administrator is likely to spend much more time on operational and tactical 

planning than on strategic issues. One of the goals of this research is to determine 

-through a survey instrument-the nature of the planning actuaUy taking place. The 

existing planning documents also help address this issue, since they quickly reveal 

\\ hether an institution is engaged with shorter-term or longer-term issues. The 

Jones-Hensley model for strategic planning has developed from these experiences, 

plus (a) die work of coUeagues in higher education on strategic planning and (b) the 

researcher's awareness of military models for planning and other uses. The model 

has undergone considerable revision during the course of this study, based on the 

researcher's reflection on the nature of Student Services, the input from others in 

the field, and the empirical use of the model in various settings. 

Stage 5: Constructing the Prototype 

The strategic-planning model proposed in this research has been adopted from 

the Hensley-Schoppmeyer model (1992) and its successors. This model, designed 

for university research, is a six-stage, linear process which concludes with the 

adoption of the plan, as discussed in Chapter II. It is considerably more complex 

than is necessary for the Student Services areas of the Lutheran colleges and 

uni\ ersities; the researcher has simplified its elements. Birdsall (1994) has applied 

this model without modification to university Ubraries. Berty (1994) follows the 

same basic format, but adds two additional stages: implementation, and assessment/ 

revision. The result is a circular, eight-stage process. Because this researcher is 
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convinced that 'circular" is not an adequate description of the planning process, he 

has used a nine-stage, linear model with an additional step. Reviewing the Mission, 

and with "feedback loops" to whatever individual stage must be repeated. He has 

also indicated the hierarchical, yet collegial, relationship of the planning architects, 

and has moved a number of institutional groups from this stage to the scan of the 

internal environment in the next. The survey will try to determine the appropriate

ness of each of the nine stages and of the total process for the research population. 

To help in the development of the survey, the researcher met with John 

Jayachandran (1996a), Assistant Professor of Sociology at Concordia, who has 

considerable experience and expertise with demographics and research instmments. 

The researcher has also applied this prototype in a number of "real-world" set

tings to develop further evidence for the validity of the model. Specifically, he has 

worked with the Planning CouncU of Lutheran Chiu-ch-Canada; the Board of 

Regents of Concordia Lutheran Seminary, Edmonton; the Edmonton Chapter of 

Lutherans for Ltfe; and the Alberta Council on Admissions and Transfer. The 

significance of these experiences and the researcher's observations are sufficient to 

wartant an additional chapter. Empirical Validation of the Model, to present the 

resuUs. This wUl be the fourth chapter of this study. 

Stage 6: Pilot Testing the Model 

After fine-tuning a number of research hypotheses and the proposed survey 

instrument, the researcher met a second time with Jayachandran (1996b) to review 

the consistency among survey questions and research hypotheses and to review the 

statistical treatment of the data. Of note in this meeting was the decision to use the 

mean scores as an indicator of the face validity botii of the elements of the Jones-

Hensley model and of the model itself 
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One goal of die pilot test is to seek the evaluation of other Student Services 

experts and practitioners to begin critiquing and sharpening the model and the 

instrument. On December 5, 1996, the researcher met with David Boesch (1996). 

Boesch served as Dean of Students at Luther College in Regina, SK from 1982-

1995 and has 21 total years of experience as a Student Services administrator. Had 

he remained in his position as CSSO at Luther, he would have been part of the dis

ciplinary validation in Stage 8. 

Boesch had reviewed both the model and the proposed survey in advance of this 

meeting, and had actually filled out the survey to duplicate the experience in Stage 

8. He believed (1) that the model has face validity and (2) that the survey would 

serve as a valid tool for obtaining information on the status of strategic planning in 

the research population. He appreciated the overall presentation of the survey and 

the straight-forward natiu ê of the questions. He did find that the appended defini

tions and model forced him to go back and to review some previous answers. The 

proposed solution was to move the definitions and the model to a place immediately 

after the cover letter. Other suggested improvements dealt with the item on reasons 

for the area's strategic planning. The researcher revised this item to include a value 

line for each of the possible reasons, so that there would be data from all respon

dents. In addition, the researcher moved "personal commitment" from the internal 

mandates and Usted it as a fourth reason, "Self-initiated." 

On December 11, 1996, the researcher met with Erhard Pinno (1996). Pinno 

served as Vice-President for Student Services at Augustana University College in 

Camrose, AB from 1988-1996 and has 17 total years of experience as a Student 

Services administrator. Had he remained in his position as CSSO at Augustana, he 

would have been part of the disciplinary validation in Stage 8. 

Pinno had reviewed both the model and the proposed survey in advance of this 

meeting, and had filled out the survey. He believed (1) that the model has face 
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validity and (2) that the survey wUl serve as a valid tool for obtaining information 

on the status of strategic planning in the research population. He found the survey 

to be user-friendly, although it does ask for serious thought from those who partici

pate. Most of his comments dealt more with the planning process. He noted, for 

example, how some steps in the process may require more time than others, partic

ularly at different points in an institution's history. From his perspective, the 

environmental scan may be the most important and clearly the most time-consuming 

step. This also means that institutions must be willing to make the time com

mitment, and that commitment to the process must begin at the top. He cited no 

specific weaknesses in the survey, and agreed with the researcher that question 

identifiers should be sequential from A to W, rather than begin with A in each 

section. 

Stage 7: Field Testing the Model 

On December 20, 1996 the researcher sent the proposed survey materials to 

twelve CSSO's from the research population based on expressed interest in the proj

ect and/or strategic-planning documents previously submitted. He received eight 

responses from this group (66.7%). In addition, he met with his dissertation com

mittee on Febmary 7, 1997 to defend the dissertation proposal. Both the CSSO's 

and the committee offered suggestions about the materials, a number of which have 

been incorporated into the revised documents, and a number of others which point 

to further research possibilities. 

There is a fuller discussion of the field-test responses in Appendix A. AU of 

the respondents believed that the questionnaUe would serve as a valid tool to obtain 

information on the status of strategic planning in the research population. They 

found a number of strengths, no particular weaknesses, and offered a number of 

suggestions for improvement. In summary, these suggestions led to the foUowing 
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modifications: (1) a revised definition for "Positioning the Architects," adding an 

information-gathering component; (2) a revised definition for "Evaluating the Mis

sion", allowing for the possibiUty of an area mission statement; (3) a revision in 

Question O to incorporate both administrative and support staff into the reporting 

line; (4) the addition of a second part to Question K to discover how long some 

institutions have been using strategic planning; and (5) an adjustment of the scale 

descriptors in Question U to make them consistent with Questions S and W. The 

most important change, however, stemmed from the researcher's realization that the 

draft survey did not require all participants to answer all questions, a process 

essential for the proposed statistical tests. This led to a number of editorial 

changes, notably the deletion of an instmction moving some respondents from 

Question K to Question U. 

Stage 8: Validating the Model 

On February 18, 1997, to gain disciplinary validation of the model, the 

researcher mailed the "Student Services Planning QuestionnaUe" (Appendix B) to the 

CSSO's of the forty-seven Lutheran colleges and universities of North America. 

The instrument requested information about their planning processes, their use and 

the perceived value of strategic planning, and the perceived value of the Jones-

Hensley model for strategic planning. Uicluded with the instrument were definitions 

of the three types of planning and brief descriptions of the stages in the planning 

model. The study will present the results of this survey in Chapter V. 

Stage 9: Adopting and Enhancing the Model 

Based on the responses to the survey, the researcher wiU make any necessary 

revisions in the model. On completion of doctoral studies, he is committed to shar

ing a summary of the results with all those who participated in the study. He wUl 

approach one or more of the major Lutiieran church bodies for financial and other 
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assistance in pubUshing the results. He will also explore pubUshing one or more 

articles based on the research in higher education journals in Canada or the United 

States. On-going feedback from those who use the model will allow for further 

modification and enhancement. He also anticipates further empirical validation of 

the model in "real-world" settings. 

Procedures for Analyzing Data 

Quantitative Analysis 

The survey instrument used questions which produced primarily quantitati\e 

results. Chapter V first presents the descriptive statistics for each of the questions 

in the survey, using frequency distributions to summarize the basic data. To answer 

the first 35 research hypotheses, the researcher used the chi-square test of 

independence to determine significant relationships between two dependent variables 

—the practice and the perceived value of strategic planning-and a series of indepen

dent variables. In the final two research hypotheses, he looked for mean ratings 

higher than the mid-point of the applicable scale. 

The chi-square test is particularly appropriate in dealing with categorical data, 

such as age or gender. It is also valuable as a test of independence to determine 

"the significance of a difference between two or more groups" (Spence et al., 1983, 

p. 243). The researcher used SPSS to calculate the statistical data. In the case of 

the chi-square test of independence, if X" exceeds the critical value, one rejects the 

null hypothesis of independence, and the categories are related in some way. If the 

calculated X' does not exceed the critical value, then the scores are insufficient to 

reject the null hypothesis. 
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QuaUtative Analysis 

The analysis of the planning documents presentiy in use by the Student Services 

Areas of the Lutheran colleges and universities of North America produced qual

itative results. The goal was to determine if strategic planning is in use or if what 

has been produced is, in fact, a strategic plan. Chapter V and Appendix C deal 

with the planning documents. Of the nine elements of the Jones-Hensley model, six 

deal specifically with a plan: 

1. Reviewing the Mission 

2. Scanning the Environment 

3. Analyzing Strategic Options 

4. Designing Unit Plans 

5. Accepting the Agenda 

6. Adopting the Plan. 

The remaining three steps deal more with the planning process: 

1. Positioning the Architects 

2. Implementing the Plan 

3. Assessing/Revising the Plan. 

While a strategic-planning process is an integrated synthesis of all its parts, this 

study classified as strategic those documents with at least four of the six elements 

indicated above, and those processes with at least two of the additional three 

elements. Overall qualification required at least six of nine elements plus quali

fication both as a plan and as a process. 

Methodology for Answering the Research Questions 

There are hypotheses for three of six research questions: the relationship 

between the practice of strategic planning and selected characteristics of the CSSO's 

and their institutions; the relationship between its perceived value and these same 
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characteristics; and the validity of the Jones-Hensley model. In the first two ques

tions, if one-half or more of the hypotheses showed a relationship, the research 

question received a positive answer. In the third question, if the majority of the 

means for each of the elements, the grand mean for the elements, and the overall 

mean for the model all exceeded 3, the research question received a positive answer. 

Participants 

To be described as strategic, the planning process must show some evidence of 

widespread participation within the Student Services area. While this is rather 

imprecise, it addresses both the differences in the size of the institutions and, there

fore, of the Student Services staffs, and the fact that any plan pubUshed by a single 

author is not likely strategic. Specific questions on the survey which addressed this 

issue are N, 0, and P in the Planning Process. 

Study Type 

This study surveyed the Student Services areas in the entire population of forty-

seven Lutheran colleges and universities in North America. The small size of this 

population makes a random sampling both unnecessary and, from a statistical stand

point, less useful. To have some confidence about the responses, the study tried to 

achieve at least a 60% response rate. The target population, the research popula

tion and the goals of this study were congruent. 

Basis for Assumptions 

Discussions with peers in Student Services suggest that many planning processes 

and documents are far from strategic. In some cases there is a single author, pre

cluding widespread participation. In others, a plan is a document which has never 

been implemented and which, therefore, has no on-going value for the area. The 

survey of CSSO's provided evidence about their attitudes toward strategic planning, 
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about the documents they have produced to date, and about the value of a stmctured 

framework for planning, the Jones-Hensley model. 

Population Characteristics 

The subjects for this study were the CSSO's of the forty-seven Lutheran col

leges and universities in North America: 

Augsburg CoUege; Minneapolis, MN 

Augustana University College; Camrose, AB 

Augustana College; Rock Island, IL 

Augustana College; Sioux Falls, SD 

Bethany College; Lindsborg, KS 

Bethany Lutheran College; Mankato, MN 

California Lutheran University; Thousand Oaks, CA 

Capital University; Columbus, OH 

Carthage College; Kenosha, WI 

Concordia College: Ann Arbor, MI 

Concordia College; Austin, TX 

Concordia College; BronxvUle, NY 

Concordia University College; Edmonton, AB 

Concordia University; Irvine, CA 

Concordia College; Moorhead, MN 

Concordia College; Portiand, OR 

Concordia University; River Forest, IL 

Concordia College; St. Paul, MN 

Concordia College; Selma, AL 

Concordia College; Seward, NE 

Concordia University; Mequon, WI 
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Dana College; Blair, NE 

Gettysburg CoUege; Gettysburg, PA 

Grand View College; Des Moines, lA 

Gustavus Adolphus College; St. Peter, MN 

Immanuel Lutheran College; Eau Claire, WI 

Lenoir-Rhyne College; Hickory, NC 

Luther College; Regina, SK 

Luther College; Decorah, lA 

Lutheran Bible Institute; Seattie, WA 

Martin Luther College; New Ulm, MN 

Midland Lutheran College; Freemont, NE 

Muhlenberg College; Allentown, PA 

Newberty College; Newberty, SC 

Pacific Lutheran University; Tacoma, WA 

Roanoke College; Salem, VA 

St. Olaf College; Northfield, MN 

Suomi College; Hancock, MI 

Susquehanna University; SeUnsgrove, PA 

Texas Lutheran College; Seguin, TX 

Thiel College; Greenville, PA 

Valparaiso University; Valparaiso, IN 

Wagner CoUege; Staten Island, NY 

Waldorf College; Forest City, lA 

Wartburg College; Waverly, lA 

Wisconsin Lutheran CoUege; Milwaukee, WI 

Wittenberg University; Springfield, OH. 
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Four of these institutions are two-year colleges; one, Concordia University Col

lege in Edmonton, had been a three-year institution but has also begun granting a 

limited number of four-year degrees; the remaining forty-two are four-year colleges 

and universities. Forty-four of these institutions are in the United States; the 

remaining three are in Canada, where one is a Federated College of the University 

of Regina. Two of these institutions are independent: the remainder represent seven 

different chiu-ch bodies: 

Church of the Lutheran Confession (1) 

Evangelical Lutheran Chiu-ch in America (28) 

Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada (2) 

Evangelical Lutheran Synod (1) 

Lutheran Church-Canada (1) 

Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod (10) 

Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran Synod (2). 

Forty-two of these institutions are members of the Lutheran Educational Conference 

of North America, which publishes an annual Lutheran Higher Education Directory 

(LECNA, 1994, 1995, 1996) providing the most comprehensive listing of this popu

lation. Because of the relatively small number of Lutheran higher educational 

institutions in North America, the study considered the entire population at every 

point. 

Source of Respondents 

The annual dUectories of Lutheran college and university administrators 

(LECNA, 1994, 1995, 1996) were used to identify both the forty-seven institutions 

in the population and the CSSO in each. Since a Vice-President or Dean is respon

sible for the area, including its planning efforts, the research was directed to this 

administrator. 
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Limitations 

Given the smaU size of the research population, a high retum rate was required 

both for the survey and for planning documents, and too low a rate would call any 

results into question. However, thirty-four of the forty-seven Student Services 

administrators (72%) either submitted planning documents or indicated written inter

est in the project. Since the study deals with the use of strategic planning in the 

Student Services areas, it asked these specific administrators for their responses. 

The study did not ask respondents to compare planning models, other than in 

terms of that which may aUeady be in use at theu- institutions and the Jones-

Hensley model. It was concerned with die validity of this model, not with others, 

and there was no need to create confusion about which model was under review. 

On completion of the research, there is no guarantee that respondents will use 

this planning model or even implement strategic planning in their areas. The Exec

utive Summary provided to each participant will, however, offer the data in support 

of planning efforts and of the Jones-Hensley model. 

Organization of the Research Findings 

The disciplinary validation appears in Chapter V, which presents the results of 

the 30 responses to the survey instmment and the analysis of 26 planning 

documents. A series of tables present the frequency data for the questions, followed 

by a presentation of the research hypotheses and the results of statistical testing. 

Then follows the analysis of the planning documents and of any additional, written 

responses to the survey. Ffrst, however. Chapter IV presents the empirical valida

tion of the model, based on its use in four settings. 
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CHAPTER IV 

EMPIRICAL VALIDATION OF THE MODEL 

The next chapter presents the disciplinary validation for the Jones-Hensley 

Model for Strategic Planning, based on a review of the model by the CSSO's of the 

forty-seven Lutheran colleges and universities in North America. The researcher has 

also used the model, however, in a number of other settings. This chapter presents 

the results of the model's use with four different groups: the Planning Council of 

Lutheran Church-Canada; the Board of Regents of Concordia Lutheran Seminary, 

Edmonton; Lutherans for Life, Edmonton Chapter; and the Alberta Council on 

Admissions and Transfer. 

Planning Council, Lutheran Church-Canada 

In May of 1995, the researcher received a phone call from Ian Adnams, Direc

tor of Communications for Lutheran Church-Canada (LCC). The church's President 

had asked him to organize the triennial meeting of the synod's Planning Council. 

In the course of the conversation, he invited the researcher to serve as Planning 

Leader for that meeting. In a follow-up letter to the researcher (Adnams, 1995b), 

he included a document on writing mission statements for local parishes, which he 

felt might offer a useful process. Later in the month (Adnams, 1995c), he mailed a 

series of reports from the constituent groups in the Planning Council and a draft 

report from the LCC Task Force on Mission and Ministry, whose mandate was to 

develop a mission statement for the church. 

On June 1, Adnams met with the researcher to review the mission-statement 

document and to develop a schedule and process for the Planning Council (Adnams, 

1995a). The results of this meeting helped to shape the final schedule (LCC, 1995, 

pp. 2-3), which followed the Jones-Hensley model as much as possible. From the 

outset, both men were aware of a number of challenges. One, the Planning Council 
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is a diffuse group of individuals representing a number of different areas in the 

church, creating potential problems for group cohesion. Two, there was no clear 

mission statement for the church, nor did the Planning Council have authority to 

determine it. In fact, the LCC had created a separate task force to address the 

question of the church's mission and to report back to die next convention. Three, 

as an advance assignment, each of the major areas drafted a planning document 

which included its own mission statement. This obviously challenged the question 

of the LCC's mission. Four, the large number of participants necessitated breaking 

into smaller groups. This affected the cohesion of the total group and required a 

great deal of time between group sessions summarizing and printing their conclu

sions for use by the larger group. Five, there is no clear line of authority between 

and among the groups. Some are responsible to the President; others, to the church 

in convention. This makes "leadership" difficult. 

It was not possible to address all of these challenges. The schedule for the 

Planning Council, however, attempted to address at least some of them and to pro

vide an opportunity for significant planning (LCC, 1995). After the researcher 

introduced the planning process, each of those who had prepared planning reports 

presented them to the larger group. These reports were submitted by the following: 

1. the President of LCC; 

2. the Presidents of each of the three districts of LCC; 

3. the Board for Communications Services; 

4. the Board for Higher Education; 

5. the Board for Mission and Social Ministry Services; and 

6. the Board for Parish Services. 

Since there was no clear mission statement for Lutheran Church-Canada, 

Adnams and die researcher provided one. They copied it from the preamble of the 
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LCC's constitution, which says that "Lutheran Church-Canada exists as an organiza

tion which facilitates our witness to the Gospel of Jesus Christ in our country and 

throughout the world" (LCC, 1993, p. 1). The first session asked the smaller 

groups to consider how each of the reports agreed with or differed from the basic 

premise, in part to give a sense of a single mission which each group tried to carty 

out. 

In the second half of this session, the participants scanned the envUonment, with 

specific focus on the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats which face the 

LCC. The written documents from this session were collected and compiled for 

distribution die next morning. On Saturday, die groups received the environmental-

scan report and then developed a vision statement for the LCC. These documents 

were compiled for use in the next session, which considered and prioritized goals 

for the church. After lunch, the smaller groups were reconfigured into structural 

groups, which looked at the goals and considered their impact on ciurent plans, on 

the deployment of financial and human resources, and on cortesponding boards and 

groups in synod. The day concluded with a discussion on implementation, in which 

the synodical President exercised a great deal of leadership by agreeing to assign the 

goals to specific groups. He did this by a letter of August 22 (Lehman, 1995b), in 

which he asked for (1) the specific steps the group was taking or would take to 

implement the assigned goals and (2) the anticipated results, quantifiable where 

possible. The responses were due by December 15. 

The researcher drew a number of conclusions from this meeting. One, planning 

participants must reflect some sort of coherence. While all die members of the 

Planning Council represented the LCC, they were responsible to different places 

within the church. Two, diere cannot be eight different mission statements. A 

Planning Council, of all groups, should be able to work with one statement and to 

review and to suggest revision in it where necessary. Three, the process loses a 
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great deal if the planning group is so large that one must break it into smaller 

groups. Four, for there to be leadership in the planning process, there must be a 

clear leader. The curtent structure of LCC makes this all but impossible, and it is 

to the credit of the curtent president that he exercised leadership at the crucial 

moment. 

The final value of the model and the process remains to be seen, since the 

process is still very much underway. Nonetheless, anecdotal responses have sug

gested that this was the best and most productive meeting of the council in its 

history, in spite of the inherent problems. A letter to the researcher from the 

Director of Communications makes clear his appreciation for the format (Adnams, 

1995d), as does a follow-up letter from the President (Lehman, 1995a). 

In retrospect, the planning structure of the LCC allows for the development of a 

strategic plan, but obstructs the planning process. Beyond the efforts of the Presi

dent to gather the specific steps to implement assigned goals and the anticipated 

results, there is no further way to monitor the implementation of the plan, and there 

are no buUt-in mechanisms to assess and/or revise it. In 1998, when the Planning 

Council meets again, it is likely diat the eariier steps of the process will simply be 

repeated. In qualitative terms, the Planning Council produced a strategic plan, but 

failed to implement a strategic-planning process. 

Board of Regents, Concordia Lutheran Seminary 

In the summer of 1995, shortiy after the researcher had served as Facilitator for 

the Planning Council of Lutheran Church-Canada, he received an invitation from 

Dean Hempelmann, President of Concordia Lutheran Seminary in Edmonton, to lead 

a planning retreat for its Board of Regents. In a preliminary meeting (Hempelmann, 

1995a), the two met on the seminary campus to discuss the planning model and to 

develop a schedule for the retreat. Both agreed that, if necessary, the Board would 
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devote the first day of the retreat to the planning process and additional time, as 

necessary, on die second day. 

The retreat was held at the Star of the North Retreat Centre, St. Albert, AB, on 

August 25-26, 1995. During the course of the first day, the Board moved through 

each of the nine steps of the planning model. While it may seem strange to have 

spent time on "Positioning the Architects" (Step 1), this reflected the developing 

awareness of the researcher that smaller institutions do not have the luxury of 

selecting the best individuals for the planning process. Membership on the Board of 

Regents, for example, is determined in other ways, and the President has to work 

with a fixed group. As a resuU, die purpose of the first hour was to orient the 

board members to the planning process and to direct their thinking to planning. 

The President and the researcher had agreed on a number of questions to assist in 

this "positioning" process. In his advance mailing, the President had asked each 

Board member to bring to the retreat both a short-term and a long-term goal for the 

seminary. The guiding questions were as follows: 

1. How can we improve as a Board? 

2. What do I bring to the Board? 

3. What do I expect from the Board? 

4. What have I contributed to the Board? 

5. What should I contribute to the Board? 

6. What short-term goal did I bring to this retreat? 

7. What long-term goal did I bring to this retreat? 

By the end of a long, but productive, day, the Board had reviewed die semi

nary's mission (Step 2), with a lUcely revision of a number of curtendy conflicting 

statements. It had scanned the environment (Step 3), with particular attention to the 

strengths and weaknesses of the seminary. It then worked through a number of 

possible strategic options (Step 4) and prioritized the final Ust. It then began to set 
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goals and objectives for each of the key options (Step 5); agreed as a Board that it 

was committed to implementing the objectives, goals and strategies developed (Step 

6); and assigned individual responsibiUty and timelines for specific objectives (Step 

7). It also discussed specific ways to implement the plan (Step 8), and reviewed 

ways to assess, evaluate and revise it (Step 9). 

Hempelmann and the researcher met later to review the retreat (Hempelmann, 

1995c). He shared with the researcher his summary of the planning retreat, which 

he had sent to Board members and faculty (Hempelmann, 1995b). The discussion 

focused on the planning process and model and their value for the seminary. Rela

tive to process, the President noted the following items: (1) its clarity as presented 

both to him and to the Board; (2) the specificity of each item in it; (3) its complete 

adequacy for the purpose of the retreat; and (4) its movement to completion by the 

end of the day. 

Relative to the model, he noted the following: (1) its "simUarities" with other 

models; (2) its usefulness for the process; (3) its strategic focus; and (4) the impor

tance of "positioning the architects," particularly in terms of people with optimism 

and vision. 

Relative to the value, he commented on these items: (1) the positive evaluation 

of the Board members, who found the day helpful and valuable; (2) the movement 

of the Board from an earlier lack of excitement to an entanglement with the process 

to a conclusion that it was good; (3) the relevancy of the day to the mission of the 

seminary; and (4) the need for more reflective time on some items, perhaps to be 

addressed in future meetings of the Board. 

The researcher also drew a number of conclusions from the retreat. One, flexi

bility in applying the model is important. Even a predetermined schedule needs to 

be modified to meet the specific interests and concerns of the planning group. 

Two, in smaller institutions, the most important aspect of "Positioning the 
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Architects" is training in the planning process. Three, the review of the mission 

needs to be lifted out of the environmental scan and treated as a crucial and earlier 

part of the plan. Four, group coherence is crucial. It is worth noting that the 

President and the Board of Regents followed through at each subsequent meeting of 

that academic year to review and assess progress in meeting the specific goals and 

objectives of the plan. 

Edmonton Chapter. Lutherans for Life 

On February 24, 1996, the researcher met with the Executive Committee of the 

Edmonton Area Chapter of Lutherans for Life in its annual retreat at Pax Natura 

Ranch in Clyde, Alberta. He had been invited by the chapter's President, who had 

received his name from the President of Concordia Lutheran Seminary, to help the 

group plan for its future. Much to his surprise, the committee turned out to be a 

total of three people-die President, the Secretary and the Pastoral Advisor-who also 

made up the effective number of active members. The key leaming experiences of 

this day for the researcher were (1) the need for a model flexible enough to address 

diverse situations and (2) the reaUty that planning is an art, rather than a science. 

One may analyze this event in terms of the planning model. In terms of Posi

tioning the Architects (Step 1), it was clear that the key members of the group were 

in attendance. It was not a matter of selecting those best qualified to plan, but of 

training diis group of people to think strategically. The members of the group first 

discussed their fmstration with the curtent results of their efforts, including the lack 

of pastoral involvement from the congregations in the area. The researcher's first 

question concerned the group's mission (Step 2). The committee acknowledged the 

existence of a mission statement in the resource manual for Lutherans For Life, 

which they had always felt was their own (Fehskens, p. 94): 

Lutherans For Life believes that the Church is compelled by God's 
Word to speak and act on behalf of those who are victims of 
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exploitation and are defenseless against the powers of this world. It 
therefore strives to develop a civilization which protects and cares for 
families, children, unwed mothers, retarded people, the poor, handi
capped, senile, and repressed. The crisis of this moment in history, 
however, demands that Lutherans For Life engage in educational 
efforts to protect the Uves of pre-bom and newborn children. 

On further reflection, the group began to move beyond this rather vague statement 

and to define what it was diat they were determined to do. What helped in this 

effort were additional statements in the resource manual, which stated that "our 

primary mission is to be a witness within and to Lutheran churches," and that "our 

secondary mission is to represent to the world and within the total pro-life move

ment a Lutheran perspective and response to life issues confronting our society" 

(Fehskens, p. 94). By the end of this segment of the discussion, the committee had 

agreed on the following mission statement: "to increase awareness of Ufe issues in 

the area Lutheran congregations," with a special emphasis on an educational role. 

Their previous discussion of frustrations had addressed a number of environ

mental issues (Step 3), including the internal issues of mission, purpose, membership 

and finances, and the external issues of pastoral involvement, congregational contacts 

and relationships with the church at large. Given their refined mission statement, 

the group reviewed the environmental issues and determined that the extemal factors 

were more critical than the internal, since even a smaU, "official" membership could 

accomplish a great deal if it channeled its energies in strategic dUections. After 

considering a number of strategic options (Step 4), the committee determined to ask 

for a contact person from the women's groups in each of die area congregations. 

This bypasses the pastor, who is bombarded with requests from numerous groups: 

identifies a specific contact person in each congregation; aUows for die dissemina

tion of materials in area churches; and-more indu-ectly-uses the personnel and the 

resources of existing groups to increase awareness of Lutherans for Life and its 

activities. There was no need to develop unit plans (Step 5) or to look for wider 
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acceptance of the agenda (Step 6). The plan's adoption (Step 7) is underway; archi

tecture and advocacy appear solid. 

In retrospect, the Jones-Hensley model proved flexible enough for use in an 

informal, unstructured, small-group setting. The committee may not have even real

ized that they were following a planning model, but its intemal consistency allowed 

them to move forward and to develop a positive attitude about theU future. One 

must also note, however, that strict adherence to any model may be counterpro

ductive. It was considerably more important for the committee to express its 

frustrations and to identify existing problems than it was for the researcher to 

announce die possibility of a solution using the model. Among other things, this 

established his credibility as a listener, and made later suggestions less threatening. 

Good planning remains an art. 

Alberta Council on Admissions and Transfer 

The Alberta Council on Admissions and Transfer (ACAT) is an independent 

body established by the Minister of Advanced Education and Career Development to 

develop "policies, guideUnes, and procedures designed to facUitate transfer artange-

ments among post-secondary institutions" (ACAT, 1996a, p. 1). On May 9, 1996, 

the researcher met with Terty Moore, Chair, and MarUyn Patton, Executive Officer, 

ACAT's two-member staff The researcher is the Private Colleges representative to 

this Council, having been appointed by die Minister for a diree-year term on August 

8, 1995. This meeting was die result of a series of earlier discussions. At the 

December 5, 1995 meeting of the CouncU, one major item of business addressed 

"New Directions for Adult Learning in Alberta," a governmental paper which raises 

a number of issues, including measures of accountability. The Council agreed on 

the need to develop a strategic plan, and identified a number of reasons for doing 

so: (1) to address provincial demands for accountabiUty, (2) to help set its own 
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agenda, (3) to set quantifiable goals and objectives, and (4) to operate in a proactive 

fashion (ACAT, 1996b, p. 11). 

In the context of this discussion, the researcher had indicated his own experi

ence with strategic planning and pointed as weU to the likely experience of others 

on the council, the majority of whom represent institutions of higher education. 

Subsequent to this meeting, the staff made several contacts about the possibility of 

meeting with the researcher to begin the strategic-planning process, leading to the 

May meeting. 

Following die Jones-Hensley model, the researcher fUst discussed Positioning the 

Architects (Step 1). Given the size of this staff, there was no possibUity of select

ing planning participants, but rather of training those who must do the planning. 

The agreement was that the researcher would answer any questions about planning, 

explain the elements of the structure, and help the staff work toward the develop

ment of a planning document to be submitted to Council at its May 30 meeting. 

The group next discussed ACAT's Mission (Step 2). The Council already 

worked with a pubUshed statement of its primary goal, which was "to provide 

leadership and direction in the improvement and enlargement of educational 

opportunities for Alberta students through inter-institutional transfer" (ACAT, 1996a, 

p. 202). The staff admitted, however, that it actually worked internally with a dif

ferent statement of mission which better described the CouncU's work. The group 

agreed to use this mission statement, which is "to be a catalyst for change and an 

advocate for aduU leamers in the areas of post-secondary admission and transfer" 

(ACAT, 1996e, p. 1). The researcher explained that everything the CouncU did 

should flow from this mission statement, and that activities which did not fit under 

it should not properly be the Council's responsibility. 

The group then turned to Scanning the Environment (Step 3). Because of 

the complex inter-relationships between the Council and other governmental and 
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educational agencies, this discussion focused more on the purpose of the scan than 

on the details of identifying all of the groups, which the staff agreed to address 

more fully in its drafting of the plan. The preliminary document identified as 

external factors students and their organizations; institutions and their policies; inter-

institutional bodies; Advanced Education and Career Development policies and 

activities; governmental and other agencies; and social, technological and demo

graphic trends. Internal factors included the CouncU's mandate, purpose, terms of 

reference and principal value: and the goodwill and cooperation of institutions. 

As the group tumed to Analyzing Strategic Options (Step 4), the researcher 

noted the existing statement of four key activities to fulfill the "role," which the 

staff now recognized as the mission. These four-leadership, publication, mediation, 

and applied research-had aUeady been augmented by a fifth, communication, and 

the five had been published in a brief explanation of Council activities. The staff 

agreed that these were the five crucial options. In later discussion, they also agreed 

that any reductions in the activities would require horizontal rather than vertical 

cuts, so that there was no clear priority among the five. 

The Designing of Unit Plans (Step 5) did not have to address subordinate units, 

so the key challenge-for later development by the staff-was to create goals and 

objectives for the five strategic options. Again, the existence of a publication 

describing the activities under each of these areas served as an excellent starting 

point to develop general goals and more specific objectives. Accepting the Agenda 

(Step 6) was relatively simple at this point, since die plan requUed no more than 

the agreement of die two-person staff In point of fact, however, the draft plan was 

submitted to the CouncU for discussion and approval at the May 30 meeting. 

The discussion of Adopting the Plan (Step 7) concemed the commitment of the 

Chair and the Executive Officer to articulating the vision for planning, to advocating 

the plan, to disseminating the approved plan to increase awareness of its existence. 
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to expressing the willingness to incorporate any higher-level mandates into the plan, 

and to committing the necessary financial and human resources to begin and to 

carty out the process. 

On May 21, the group spoke by phone about the status of the draft document 

and some minor questions the staff had about its development. Later that day, the 

Executive Officer faxed a copy of the draft plan to the researcher. The group 

spoke again on May 22, when the researcher was able to provide several cosmetic 

changes and several more substantive ones, particularly in the area of strategic 

options. The CouncU reviewed and adopted an amended draft document in its 

meeting of May 30. While it suggested a number of revisions in the details of the 

plan, none concerned the framework provided by the structural elements of the 

Jones-Hensley model. 

Implementing the Plan (Step 8) began almost immediately, as some of the 

objectives dealt with the 1996-1997 fiscal year. In July, copies of die plan were 

disseminated to key stakeholders: student associations, post-secondary institutions 

and other organizations. In addition, the Chau: reported in the Council's October 10 

meeting on a number of goals and objectives achieved to date (ACAT, 1996c). 

The staff is also committed to Assessing the Plan (Step 9) and to making what

ever revisions are necessary. The intent is to review the approved plan on an 

annual basis. Meanwhile, however, the staff has incorporated several new higher-

level mandates into the plan. The Chair has also asked the Committee of Contact 

Persons, representing each of thirty post-secondary institutions in the province, for 

suggested revisions in next year's edition of the plan (ACAT, 1996d). The Council 

devoted a substantial portion of its October 10 meeting to the development of a 

communications plan, both to address government mandates and to develop further 

the goals and objectives under the strategic option focusing on communication. 
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What is clear from the Council's efforts to date is the value of the Jones-

Hensley model both in terms of developing a planning document and-even more 

importantiy-in terms of creating a planning process. ACAT's Chau- (Moore, 1996) 

has provided the researcher with a letter of thanks for his advice on strategic plan

ning for the organization, along with the revised and published plan. Of note in the 

letter are the references to the focus and the framework which the Jones-Hensley 

model provided for the planning effort, and an acknowledgement of the fact that the 

"Council was immediately comfortable with both the framework and content of the 

draft plan." Follow-up conversations between the Chair and the researcher have 

underlined the staff's commitment to the process as well as to the document. 

Summary 

The use of the Jones-Hensley model in empirical settings has helped to address 

the issues identified in the disciplinary scan of Chapter IE. The importance of 

leadership, for example, is clear in the planning efforts of the LCC and of ACAT. 

The seminary's Board of Regents demonstrates the importance of collegiality. The 

necessary investment of time and money was an issue in all four settings; generally, 

human resources seems the more crucial of the two. The work with ACAT helped 

to deal with die misunderstanding of, and certainly apprehension about, "strategic." 

The Executive Committee of Lutherans for Life had to wrestle with a sense of 

being "marginalized" and with the need to find ways out of that dUemma. This 

committee also demonstrated diat a very smaU group can plan, as did the two-

member staff of ACAT. The importance of follow-through is clear with the Plan

ning Committee of the LCC, where diis is not stmcturally possible; with the semi

nary's Board of Regents, which reviewed progress-to-date at each quarterly meeting 

of the planning year; and with ACAT, which is committed to the planning process. 

All four experiences demonstrate the importance of planning; each, in its own way. 
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also demonstrates the importance of broad participation. The seminary President, 

for example, could not write a strategic plan for his board. ACAT's plan needed 

review and adoption by the fuU Council, and is now under review by other groups 

as well. 

Most importantiy, however, the use of the Jones-Hensley model in these settings 

has demonstrated that the model works, and works effectively. Each group followed 

the model as closely as possible, with any deviations from the sequence dictated by 

the circumstances of the group. All four groups began to realize that strategic 

planning is not a document, but a process. And the researcher grew ever more 

convinced that good planning is an art. 
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CHAPTER V 

PRESENTATION OF THE DISCIPLINARY RESEARCH RNDINGS 

The Survey and Document Analysis 

The "Student Services Planning Questionnau-e" (Appendix B) met two of the 

three purposes of this study. FUst, it surveyed the attitude toward strategic planning 

of the CSSO's in the research population. Second, it tested the vaUdity of the 

Jones-Hensley model for strategic planning in the Student Services areas. Specific 

questions asked about demographic characteristics of the CSSO's, including educa

tional information; the planning processes in their institutions; and dieU perceptions 

of the face validity of the Jones-Hensley model and its elements. The researcher 

sent die survey to the CSSO's of the 47 institutions in die research population. He 

received 30 completed questionnau-es, a response rate of 63.8%. 

The requests for planning documents addressed the third purpose, to evaluate 

the plans in use by the Student Services areas in the research population. The 

researcher sent a letter to the CSSO's of the 47 institutions and a foUow-up letter 

to those who had not responded to the fUst request, then made telephonic contact 

with those who had still not responded. He received 26 planning documents and 

eight letters indicating that these documents did not exist at given institutions, a 

total response rate of 72.3%. 

Testing the Research Questions and Hypotheses 

The study asked six research questions. Question A dealt with demographic 

characteristics of the CSSO's, data which this chapter presents in a series of 

frequency tables. Questions B and C dealt widi the relationship between (1) the 

practice and (2) the perceived value of strategic planning and a number of 

demographic characteristics: the chapter presents the results of X* testing to indicate 
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if any relationship exists. Question D dealt with the validity of the Jones-Hensley 

model and its elements; two additional tables present the results. Question E asked 

about the written plans submitted as part of this research; the chapter presents a 

document analysis, using the Jones-Hensley model as a template. Question F asked 

if any written comments provide useful guidance on strategic planning or on future 

research; the researcher wUl comment on diese, as appropriate. 

Demographic Characteristics of the CSSO's 

To answer the fu-st research question, the survey asked die CSSO's to describe 

themselves, their institutions and their planning processes. Table 4.1, for example, 

presents the 1996 FaU FTE enrollments at the colleges and universities represented 

by the respondents. The sizes ranged from a low of 345 to a high of 3500. More 

than half of the institutions fall below 1500 students, a reflection of the relatively 

small size of chiu-ch-related, liberal arts colleges and universities. 

Table 4.1: Size of Institution 

1996 Fall Enrollment Number of Institutions Percentage 

0-500 5 18.5 
501-1000 5 18.5 

1001-1500 6 22.2 
1501-2000 3 11.1 
2001-2500 4 14.8 
2501-3000 2 7.4 
3001-H 2 7.4 

Total Respondents 27 
Mean Size of Institution 1444.6 

Table 4.2 presents the total years the respondents have served as CSSO's. The 

range is from 1 to 24 years, with the mean experience level more than 8 years. 
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The 30 respondents, in total, have served as CSSO's for 248 years. The years of 

service are even more dramatic if one looks at the total number of years respon

dents have spent in Student Services administration (Table 4.3). The range here is 

from 1 to 33 years, with the mean level of experience at 15.1 years. Of note is 

that the respondents have more than half of their Student Services experience at the 

senior level. The 28 respondents have served a total of 422 years. 

Table 4.2: Total Years as CSSO 

Years Number of Respondents Percentage 

1-3 
4-6 
7-9 

10-12 
13-H 

Total Respondents 
Mean Years as CSSO 

8 
6 
6 
4 
6 

30 

26.7 
20.0 
20.0 
13.3 
20.0 

8.27 

Table 4.3: Total Years in Student Services Administration 

Years Number of Respondents Percentage 

1-5 
6-10 

11-15 
16-20 
21+ 

2 
7 
8 
7 
4 

Total Respondents 28 
Mean Years in Student Services Administration 

7.1 
25.0 
28.6 
25.0 
14.3 

15.1 
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Tables 4.4 and 4.5 present the age and gender of the respondents. Half are in 

their 50's, and 90% in theU 40's and 50's. The range in ages is from 31 to 62, 

with a mean age of 49.1. The percentage of female respondents (23.3%) is sUghtiy 

lower than that in the research population, in which 13 of the 47 CSSO's (27.6%) 

are known to be women. 

Table 4.4: Age by Category 

Age Range 

-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60+ 

Total Respondents 
Mean Age 

Number of Respondents Percentage 

0 
2 

12 
15 
1 

30 

0.0 
6.7 

40.0 
50.0 
3.3 

49.1 

Table 4.5: Gender by Category 

Gender Number of Respondents Percentage 

Female 
Male 

Total Respondents 

7 
23 

30 

23.3 
76.7 

Table 4.6 shows the highest degree earned by the CSSO's. More than half have 

master's degrees, while a substantial number have doctorates. The one CSSO who 

has a bachelor's degree serves in an institution which, faced with a series of enroll

ment shortfalls, cut two vice-presidential positions, including Student Services. The 
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former residence dkector now heads the area. Table 4.7 shows the year of degree 

completion. There is a relative balance among the 1970's, 1980's and 1990's, while 

four respondents received their degrees prior to 1970 (all in the 1960's). 

Table 4.6: Highest Degree Earned 

Degree 

Doctorate 
Master's 
Bachelor's 
Other 

Total Respondents 

Number of Respondents Percentage 

12 
17 
1 
0 

30 

40.0 
56.7 
3.3 
0.0 

Table 4.7: Year of Degree Completion 

Year Number of Respondents Percentage 

Before 1960 
1960-1969 
1970-1979 
1980-1989 
1990+ 

Total Respondents 

0 
4 

10 
8 
8 

30 

0.0 
13.3 
33.3 
26.7 
26.7 

Table 4.8 presents the responses to the question of whether or not a CSSO is 

curtently enrolled in a degree program. Assuming that a CSSO wUl take a program 

in a field related to the profession, this may increase the likelihood that one has 

been exposed to strategic planning in some way and, as a result, may practice it and 

value it more highly. Having taken a course in strategic planning (Table 4.9) 

addresses diis UkeUhood even more durectiy, as does-to a lesser degree-having 
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attended a seminar or session on strategic planning (Table 4.10). About one-fourth 

of the respondents are enrolled in a degree program at this time, suggesting that the 

number of doctorates in the population wiU increase and wiU become the primary 

degree. The post-secondary education of 307c of the respondents has included a 

course in strategic planning, while almost 85% have attended a seminar or session 

on strategic planning. 

Table 4.8: Curtent Enrollment in Degree Program 

Enrolled Number of Respondents Percentage 

Yes 7 23.3 
No 23 76.7 

Total Respondents 30 

Table 4.9: Course in Strategic Planning 

Course Number of Respondents Percentage 

Yes 9 30.0 
No 21 70.0 

Total Respondents 30 
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Table 4.10: Seminar/Session on Strategic Planning 

Seminar Number of Respondents Percentage 

Yes 
No 

25 83.3 
5 16.7 

Total Respondents 30 

Tables 4.11 and 4.12 show the types of planning practiced by the institution and 

by the Student Services area. What is intriguing about the institutional data is that 

one would have suspected the percentages to rise with the movement to lower levels 

of planning. Instead, respondents indicated that strategic planning was more prac

ticed than either operational or tactical planning. One explanation is that some 

respondents appear to have indicated only a single type of planning, instead of the 

one or more asked by the question. The data for the Student Services area foUow 

the expected pattem, with the percentages rising for lower-level planning types. 

Also of interest in this data set is that 30% of the Student Services areas do not 

practice strategic planning. In addition, only 12 institutions (40.0%) indicated all 

three types of planning at both the institutional and the area level. 

Table 4.11: Type of Planning Practiced by Institution 

Type Number of Respondents Percentage 

Strategic 24 80.0 
Operational 21 70.0 
Tactical 23 76.7 
None 0 0.0 

Total Respondents 30 
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Table 4.12: Type of Planning Practiced by Area 

Type of Planning Number of Respondents Percentage 

Strategic 21 70.0 
Operational 24 80.0 
Tactical 25 83.3 
None 0 0.0 

Total Respondents 30 

The questionnaUe asked the 10 CSSO's who are not practicing strategic plan

ning in dieU areas if they planned to use it in the future (Table 4.13). Four plan to 

use it; five do not. One indicated that the area was not using it, but then gave a 

date for when it had begun. This may be the date when the college began strategic 

planning, since the response noted this as one type of institutional planning. The 

survey also asked those who do practice strategic planning when they began to do 

so. Of 16 responses, 13 were in the 1990's; two, in the 1980's; and one, in the 

1970's. 

Table 4.13: Plans for Future Planning 

Plans Number of Respondents Percentage 

Yes 4 44.4 
No 5 55.5 

Total Respondents 

Table 4.14 presents the responses of the CSSO's to die question of the value 

they place on strategic planning. For more than three-fourths of the respondents 

(75.8%), the value is very high or high; for the remainder, it is moderate or low; no 
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one indicated a very low or no value for strategic planning. These data are impor

tant for the third research question, which uses the perceived value of strategic 

planning as a dependent variable and other factors as the independent variables. 

Table 4.14: Value of Strategic Planning 

Value Number of Respondents Percentage 

Very 
High 

High 

Moderate 
Low 
Very Low 
No Value 

Total Respondents 
Mean Value 

11 37.9 
11 37.9 
5 17.2 
2 6.9 
0 0.0 
0 0.0 

29 
4.07 

While the CSSO's value strategic planning highly, they do not or are unable to 

spend much time on the planning function (Table 4.15). Half of the respondents 

spend only 11-20% of their time planning, while four others spend less. 

Table 4.15: Percentage of Time Spent on Planning 

Time Number of Respondents Percentage 

0-10% 4 13.3 
11-20% 15 50.0 
21-30% 5 16.7 
31-40% 4 13.3 
41-50% 0 0.0 
51%+ 2 6.7 

Total Respondents 30 
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The respondents indicate that all of them participate in their area planning pro

cess and that aU of theU mimediate subordinates do as well (Table 4.16). Only 

about two-thirds, however, indicate the involvement of other staff Two questions 

asked for the specific numbers of immediate subordinates and other staff and for the 

number of each involved in the planning process. The numbers cortoborate the 

indications that immediate staff are always involved, while other staff members may 

or not be. The range of involvement of other staff members is from 0 to 1007c. 

Table 4.16: Area Planning Process Participants 

Participants 

CSSO 
Immediate Subordinates 
Staff 

Total Respondents 

Number of Respondents 

30 
30 
19 

30 

Percentage 

100.0 
100.0 
63.3 

Table 4.17 shows the results of the responses to the question about the elements 

of the Jones-Hensley model which are present in their planning processes. While 

seven of the nine elements appear in more than 70% of the responses, two appear 

significantiy less. Only 57.1% of the respondents indicate that their processes 

include Accepting the Agenda, while less than half indicate the inclusion of 

Positioning the Architects. Seven of the 28 respondents indicate that aU nine 

elements are present; one, only one element. 
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Table 4.17: Planning Elements 

Elements 

Total Respondents 

Number of Respondents Percentage 

Positioning the Architects 
Evaluating the Mission 
Scanning the Environment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Unit Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing/Revising the Plan 

13 
26 
20 
22 
23 
16 
20 
25 
24 

28 

46.4 
92.9 
71.4 
78.6 
82.1 
57.1 
71.4 
89.3 
85.7 

The responses were almost evenly split on the question about the existence of a 

written planning document for the Student Services areas (Table 4.18). This is 

consistent with the document analysis, which shows a wide variety and quality of 

planning documents, and with the additional letters which indicate that no written 

documents exist for some areas. 

Table 4.18: Written Planning Document for Area 

Existence 

Yes 
No 

Total Respondents 

Number of Respondents Percentage 

14 
15 

29 

48.3 
51.7 

Question S in the survey asks the CSSO's to indicate how much influence cer

tain factors have on the fact that they plan. Table 4.19 presents the results. It is 

interesting that two of the factors, internal mandates and self-initiated planning, are 
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substantially higher than the other two factors, extemal and crisis mandates. This 

suggests that planning is undertaken for more positive reasons, either in response to 

institutional leadership or out of a personal commitment to planning. 

Table 4.19: Reason for Planning 

Reason 

External 
Internal 
Crisis 
Self-initiated 

5 

5 
12 
5 
8 

4 

4 
12 
5 

13 

3 

7 
3 
5 
6 

2 

4 
1 

7 
1 

1 

4 
0 
3 
0 

0 

4 
1 

4 
1 

Mean 

2.64 
4.10 
2.66 
3.86 

Finally, more than three-fourths of the respondents indicate that planning is a 

criterion of an accrediting agency (Table 4.20). 

Table 4.20: Planning as Accrediting Agency Criterion 

Criterion Number of Respondents Percentage 

Yes 22 78.6 
No 6 21.4 

Total Respondents 28 

The next section wiU focus on the practice of strategic planning and on vari

ables which are either independent of or in some way related to it. The third 

section will focus in the same way on the perceived value of strategic planning. 
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The Practice of Strategic Planning 

The second research question deals with the relationship between the practice of 

strategic planning and selected characteristics of the CSSO's and their institutions. 

The survey asks about the use of strategic planning in the Student Services areas in 

Question J. The use or non-use is the dependent variable, and the other charac

teristics are the independent variables. Based on a series of X̂  tables, one can 

determine whether to accept or reject the null hypotheses, based on a significance of 

0.05 or less. If rejected, some relationship is indicated between the two variables; 

otherwise, they are independent. For ease of presentation, the data from the fre

quency tables are collapsed in Tables 4.21-4.23. 

In Table 4.21, for example, the data indicate that the relationship between the 

practice of strategic planning and the size of the institution is not significant. One 

therefore accepts the null hypothesis of independence. 

Table 4.21: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and the Size 
of Institution 

Practice 

Using 
Not Using 

Size 

-750 

8 
1 

of Institution 

751-1500 

3 
4 

1501-2250 

4 
1 

2251-3000 

3 
1 

3000+ 

2 
0 

Chi Square = 5.374 with 4 df 
Significance = 0.2510 

The data in Tables 4.22 and 4.23 indicate that there is no statistically significant 

relationship between the practice of strategic planning and (1) die total number of 

years one has served as a CSSO or (2) the total number of years one has served in 
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Student Services administration. In neither case can one reject the null hypothesis 

of independence. 

Table 4.22: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and Total 
Years as CSSO 

Years as CSSO 

Practice 1-4 5-8 9-12 13+ 

Using 5 8 4 4 
Not Usmg 3 3 1 2 

Chi Square = 0.523 with 3 df 
Significance = 0.9138 

Table 4.23: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and Total 
Years in Student Services Administration 

Years in Student Services Administration 

Practice 1-6 7-12 13-18 19+ 

Using 3 6 6 6 
Not Using 0 3 2 4 

Chi Square = 1.905 with 3 df 
Significance = 0.5924 

There is also no relationship between the practice of strategic planning and age 

or gender (Tables 4.24 and 4.25). The nuU hypodieses of independence stand. 
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Table 4.24: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and Age 

Age of Respondent 

Practice 31-40 41-50 51-60 60+ 

Using 1 9 10 1 
Not Using 1 3 5 0 

Chi Square = 1.032 with 3 df 
Significance = 0.7936 

Table 4.25: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and Gender 

Gender of Respondent 

Practice Male Female 

Using 17 4 
Not Using 6 3 

Chi Square = 0.719 with 1 df 
Significance = 0.3966 

The practice of strategic planning is unrelated to die highest degree and its year 

of completion (Tables 4.26 and 4.27). It is, however, related to another educational 

datum. Tables 4.28-4.30 address the relationship between the practice of strategic 

planning and (1) curtent enrollment in a degree program, (2) a post-secondary 

course in strategic planning, and (3) a seminar or session on it. Of the three inde

pendent variables, there is a highly significant relationship between the practice of 

strategic planning and having taken a post-secondary course in it. In fact, no 

respondent who has taken a course in strategic planning is not now practicing it. 
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Table 4.26: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and Highest 
Degree 

Highest Degree 

Practice Doctorate Master's Bachelor's 

Using 8 12 1 
Not Using 4 5 0 

Chi Square = 0.495 with 2 df 
Significance = 0.7808 

Table 4.27: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and Year of 
Completion of Highest Degree 

Practice 

Using 
Not Using 

Chi Square = 
Significance 

Year of Deg 

1960-1969 

4 
0 

= 5.000 with 3 df 
= 0.1718 

ree Completion 

1970-1979 

5 
5 

1980-1989 

7 
1 

1990+ 

5 
3 
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Table 4.28: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and Enroll
ment in a Degree Program 

Enrollment in Degree Program 

Practice Yes No 

Using 4 17 
Not Using 3 6 

Chi Square = 0.719 with 1 df 
Significance = 0.3966 

Table 4.29: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and a Post-
Secondary Course in Strategic Planning 

Post-Secondary Course 

Practice Yes No 

Using 9 12 
Not Using 0 9 

Chi Square = 5.510 with 1 df 
Significance = 0.0189 
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Table 4.30: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and a 
Seminar/Session on Strategic Planning 

Seminar/Session 

Practice Yes No 

Using 17 4 
Not Using 8 1 

Chi Square = 0.286 with 1 df 
Significance = 0.5930 

There is a significant relationship between the practice of strategic planning and 

its perceived value (Table 4.31). Only one of eleven respondents who place a very 

high value on strategic planning is not practicing U, and only four of 22 who place 

a high or very high value on it are not doing so. 

Table 4.31: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and Its Per
ceived Value 

Perceived Value 

Practice 

Using 10 8 3 0 
Not Using 1 3 2 2 

Chi Square = 7.520 with 3 df 
Significance = 0.0570 

There is a high, but not statistically significant, relationship between the prac

tice of strategic planning and the percentage of time spent on it (Table 4.32). Of 
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statistical significance is the relationship between the practice of strategic planning 

and the existence of a written planning document (Table 4.33). All fourteen of 

those who have written planning documents for their areas also practice strategic 

planning. 

Table 4.32: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and the Per
centage of Time Spent on Planning 

Practice 

Using 
Not Using 

Percentage of Time in 

0-10 

1 
3 

11-20 

13 
2 

21-30 

3 
2 

Planning 

31-40 

2 
2 

41-50 

0 
0 

51+ 

2 
0 

Chi Square = 7.698 with 4 df 
Significance = 0.1033 

Table 4.33: Relationship Between The Practice of Strategic Planning and the Exis
tence of a Written Planning Document 

Written Planning Document 

Practice Yes No 

Using 14 7 
Not Using 0 8 

Chi Square = 10.311 with 1 df 
Significance = 0.0013 
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Tables 4.34-4.37 indicate the relationships between the dependent variable and 

various reasons for using planning within an area. Three reasons are not significant: 

extemal, internal and crisis mandates. The fourth, however, self-initiated planning, 

shows a statistically significant relationship with the practice of strategic planning. 

Table 4.34: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and External 
Mandates 

Practice 

Using 
Not Using 

Influence of External Mandates 

Very High High Moderate Low Very Low None 

3 3 6 3 3 3 
2 1 1 1 1 1 

Chi Square = 1.029 with 5 df 
Significance = 0.9602 

Table 4.35: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and Internal 
Mandates 

Practice 

Using 
Not Using 

Influence of Internal Mandates 

Very High High Moderate Low Very Low 

10 9 1 0 0 
2 3 2 1 0 

None 

1 
0 

Chi Square = 6.056 with 4 df 
Significance = 0.1950 
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Table 4.36: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and Crisis 
Mandates 

Practice 

Using 
Not Using 

Chi Square = 
Significance 

Influence of Crisis Mandates 

Very High High Moderate Low 

3 4 3 5 
2 1 2 2 

: 2.075 with 5 df 
= 0.8387 

Very Low 

3 
0 

None 

3 
1 

Table 4.37: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and Self-
Initiated Planning 

Practice 

Using 
Not Using 

Influence of Self-Initiated Planning 

Very High High Moderate Low 

8 10 2 1 
0 3 4 0 

Very Low 

0 
0 

None 

0 
1 

Chi Square = 10.773 with 4 df 
Significance = 0.0292 
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Finally, there is no significant relationship between the practice of strategic plan

ning and the existence of an accrediting agency criterion (Table 4.38). 

Table 4.38: Relationship Between the Practice of Strategic Planning and an 
Accrediting Agency Criterion 

Accrediting Agency Criterion 

Practice Yes No 

Using 17 4 
Not Using 5 2 

Chi Square = 0.283 with 1 df 
Significance = 0.5949 

In summary, four characteristics showed a relationship with the practice of stra

tegic planning at the 57o level of significance: having taken a course in strategic 

planning, the perceived value of strategic planning, the existence of a written plan

ning document, and self-initiated planning. 

The Perceived Value of Strategic Planning 

The third research question deals with die relationship between the perceived 

value of strategic planning and selected characteristics of the CSSO's and thek insti

tutions. The survey asks about the perceived value of strategic planning in Question 

L. Because of the clustering of the responses to this question, the researcher has 

collapsed from six to diree the categories of the dependent variable: Very High, 

High and Other. The tests will use the same independent variables as the previous 

section, but with one exception. Since data in the previous section indicated a rela

tionship between the practice and the perceived value of strategic planning, this test 
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will not be repeated. In this series of tests, as in the second section, the researcher 

has collapsed the categories for die size of the institution, the number of years as 

CSSO, and the number of years in Student Services administration. 

As was true regarding the practice of strategic planning, diere are also very few 

variables which show a significant relationship to its perceived value. The size of 

the institution (Table 4.39), for example, is not significantiy related. Nor are years 

of service as a CSSO or in Student Services administration (Tables 4.40 and 4.41). 

Nor, furdier, is the age or gender of the CSSO (Tables 4.42 and 4.43). 

Table 4.39: Relationship Between the Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and 
the Size of Institution 

Value 

Very High 
High 
Other 

Size 

-750 

5 
3 
1 

of Institution 

751-1500 

1 
4 
2 

1501-2250 

1 
2 
2 

2251-3000 

1 
2 
0 

3000+ 

2 
0 
0 

Chi Square = 8.698 with 8 df 
Significance = 0.3684 
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Table 4.40: Relationship Between the Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and 
Total Years as CSSO 

Years as CSSO 

Value 1-4 5-8 9-12 13+ 

Very High 3 3 2 3 
High 3 5 1 2 
Other 2 3 1 1 

Chi Square = 1.275 with 6 df 
Significance = 0.9730 

Table 4.41: Relationship Between the Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and 
Total Years in Student Services Administration 

Years in Student Services Administration 

Value 1-6 7-12 13-18 19+ 

Very High 
High 
Other 

2 
0 
1 

2 
4 
3 

3 
4 
1 

4 
3 
2 

Chi Square = 3.819 with 6 df 
Significance = 0.7012 
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Table 4.42: Relationship Between the Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and 
Age 

Age of Respondent 

Value 31-40 41-50 51-60 60+ 

Very High 
High 
Other 

0 
2 
0 

3 
5 
3 

7 
4 
4 

I 
0 
0 

Chi Square = 6.291 with 6 df 
Significance = 0.3914 

Table 4.43: Relationship Between the Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and 
Gender 

Gender of Respondent 

Value Male Female 

Very High 9 2 
High 9 2 
Other 4 3 

Chi Square = 1.766 with 2 df 
Significance = 0.4136 

Tables 4.44 and 4.45 indicate the relationship between the perceived value of 

strategic planing and two other independent variables: the highest degree eamed 

and its year of completion. Because there is no significant relationship in either 

case, one cannot reject the null hypotheses of independence. 
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Table 4.44: Relationship Between the Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and 
Highest Degree 

Highest Degree 

Value Doctorate Master's Bachelor's 

Very High 
High 
Other 

3 
6 
3 

8 
5 
3 

0 
0 
1 

Chi Square = 5.131 with 4 df 
Significance = 0.2741 

Table 4.45: Relationship Between the Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and 
Year of Completion of Highest Degree 

Value 

Very High 
High 
Other 

Year of Deg 

1960-1969 

2 
1 
1 

ree Completion 

1970-1979 

5 
2 
2 

1980-1989 

2 
5 
1 

1990+ 

2 
3 
3 

Chi Square = 4.687 with 6 df 
Significance = 0.5846 

The next three tables (Tables 4.46, 4.47 and 4.48) present the data used to 

determine if there is any relationship between the perceived value of strategic plan

ning and (1) curtent enrollment in a degree program, (2) whether one has ever taken 

a strategic planning course, and (3) whether one has ever attended a seminar or 

session on strategic planning. There is no significant relationship in any of the 
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three cases. While one's having taken a strategic planning course was related to its 

practice (cf Table 4.29), it is not related to its perceived value. This suggests that, 

at least in some cases, even those who have not taken a specific course in strategic 

planning recognize its value. 

Table 4.46: Relationship Between the Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and 
Enrollment in a Degree Program 

Enrollment in Degree Program 

Value Yes No 

Very High 
High 
Other 

3 
2 
2 

8 
9 
5 

Chi Square = 0.347 with 2 df 
Significance = 0.8406 

Table 4.47: Relationship Between the Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and a 
Post-Secondary Course in Strategic Planning 

Post-Secondary Course 

Value Yes No 

Very High 4 7 
High 4 7 
Other 1 6 

Chi Square = 1.209 with 2 df 
Significance = 0.5462 
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Table 4.48: Relationship Between the Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and a 
Seminar/Session on Strategic Planning 

Value 

Very High 
High 
Other 

Seminar/Session 

Yes No 

10 1 
8 3 
6 1 

Chi Square = 1.331 with 2 df 
Significance = 0.5141 

In looking at the percentage of time spent on planning in relationship both to 

the practice (cf Table 4.32) and to the perceived value of strategic planning (Table 

4.49), there is a high level of significance, but in neither case is it sufficient for 

statistical purposes. One should note, however, that before the categories of the 

Table 4.49: Relationship Between the Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and 
the Percentage of Time Spent on Planning 

Value 

Very High 
High 
Other 

Percentage of Time in 

0-10 

0 
1 
2 

11-20 

5 
9 
1 

21-30 

4 
0 
1 

Planning 

31-40 

1 
1 
2 

41-50 

0 
0 
0 

51+ 

1 
0 
1 

Chi Square = 14.425 with 8 df 
Significance - 0.0713 
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dependent variable are collapsed from six to three, die significance of this relation

ship IS 0.0389. The consistentiy high numbers suggest some relationship; what is 

intriguing, however, is that it may be a negative relationship. That is, those who 

value strategic planning highly and even practice it do not necessarily spend much 

time on it. 

The one independent variable which showed a statistically significant relationship 

with both die practice and the perceived value of strategic planning is the existence 

of a written planning document (Table 4.50; cf Table 4.33). One may note the fact 

that nine respondents have a written planning document and rank the value of 

strategic planning as very high; only two without a planning document give it a 

similar ranking. 

Table 4.50: Relationship Between The Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and 
the Existence of a Written Planning Document 

Written Planning Document 

Value Yes No 

Very High 
High 
Other 

9 
4 
1 

2 
7 
5 

Chi Square = 7.939 with 2 df 
Significance = 0.0189 

Of the four factors which may influence a CSSO's decision to use planning, 

(Tables 4.51-4.54), only one-Internal Mandates-showed a statistically significant 

relationship to the perceived value of strategic planning. Self-initiation was statis

tically significant in relationship to the practice of strategic planning (cf Table 
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Table 4.51: Relationship Between the Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and 
External Mandates 

Influence of Extemal Mandates 

Value Very High High Moderate Low Very Low None 

Very High 
High 
Other 

2 
1 
2 

3 
1 
0 

3 
3 
1 

1 
2 
1 

0 
4 
0 

2 
0 
1 

Chi Square = 12.303 with 10 df 
Significance = 0.2653 

Table 4.52: Relationship Between the Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and 
Internal Mandates 

Influence of Internal Mandates 

Value Very High High Moderate Low Very Low None 

Very High 
High 
Other 

10 
2 
0 

1 
9 
2 

0 
0 
2 

0 
0 
1 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
1 

Chi Square = 31.677 with 8 df 
Significance = 0.0001 
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Table 4.53: Relationship Between the Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and 
Crisis Mandates 

Influence of Crisis Mandates 

Value Very High High Moderate Low Very Low None 

Very High 
High 
Other 

2 
1 
2 

2 
3 
0 

2 
2 
1 

2 
3 
2 

2 
1 
0 

1 
1 
1 

Chi Square = 4.792 with 10 df 
Significance = 0.9046 

Table 4.54: Relationship Between the Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and 
Self-Initiated Planning 

Value 

Very High 
High 
Other 

Influence of Self-Initiated Planning 

Very High High Moderate Low Very Low 

5 6 0 0 0 
1 6 3 1 0 
2 1 3 0 0 

None 

0 
0 
0 

Chi Square = 10.427 with 6 df 
Significance = 0.1078 

4.37), but is not in relationship to its perceived value. One rejects the null hypoth

esis of independence, then, only in the case of internal mandates. 

Finally, there was no significant relationship between the perceived value of 

strategic planning and an accrediting agency criterion (Table 4.55), so that the null 

hypothesis stands. 
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Table 4.55: Relationship Between the Perceived Value of Strategic Planning and 
an Accrediting Agency Criterion 

Accrediting Agency Criterion 

Value Yes No 

Very High 10 1 
High 8 3 
Other 4 1 

Chi Square = 1.214 with 2 df 
Significance = 0.5450 

In summary, only two independent variables were related to the perceived value 

of strategic planning at a statisticaUy significant level: the existence of a written 

planning document, which was also related to the practice of strategic planning, and 

internal mandates. 

The Jones-Hensley Model for Strategic Planning 

Research Question D asks whether the CSSO's consider the Jones-Hensley 

model to be valid, based on the average face validity of its elements and of the 

overall model. Table 4.56 gives the data for the face validity of the model's 

elements, including both raw, mean and grand mean scores. To reject the null 

hypothesis, a majority of the means for the elements had to exceed 3.00. Since all 

nine of die elements have mean scores greater than 3.00-in fact, greater than 4.00-

the nuU hypothesis is rejected, and this portion of the research question receives a 

positive answer. The grand mean for the elements was 4.33; since this also exceeds 

3 00 the second portion of the research question is answered in the affirmative. 
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Table 4.56: Face Validity of the Jones-Hensley Model (Elements) 

Element 

Positioning the Architects 
Evaluating the Mission 
Scanning the Environment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Unit Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing/Revising the Plan 

Total Responses 
Grand Mean 

5 

12 
21 
15 
15 
14 
14 
17 
20 
20 

148 

4 

7 
5 
6 
8 
9 
5 
8 
8 
4 

60 

3 

6 
2 
6 
6 
5 

10 
4 
1 
4 

44 

2 

1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

4 

I 

1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

1 

0 

0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 

2 

Mean 

4.04 
4.59 
4.10 
4.31 
4.17 
4.14 
4.45 
4.66 
4.48 

4.33 

What remains is the question of the overall mean score for the model (Table 

4.57). Since the mean rating for the face validity of the overaU model exceeds 3.00 

—and in fact, once again, exceeds 4.00-the nuU hypothesis is rejected. In summary, 

the CSSO's consider the Jones-Hensley model and its elements as valid. 

Table 4.57: Face Validity of the Jones-Hensley Model (Overall) 

Validity Rating Number of Respondents Percentage 

Very High 
High 
Moderate 
Somewhat Low 
Low 
None 

Total Respondents 
Mean Face Validity 

8 
18 
3 
0 
0 
0 

29 

27.6 
62.1 
10.3 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

4.17 
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Planning Document Evaluation 

Question E deals with the planning documents submitted earlier in this research. 

The detailed analysis of these documents, based on the Jones-Hensley model for 

strategic planning, appears in Appendix C. This section of the study will present 

some summary statistics. 

Table 4.58 indicates the number of plans in which the six planning and three 

process elements of the Jones-Hensley model appear. The design of unit plans, 

perhaps the easiest step in the planning process, appears in all but one of the docu

ments. By contrast, the adoption of the agenda, the assessment of the plan and the 

implementation of the plan appear in half of the documents or less. 

Table 4.58: Planning and Process Elements 

Element Number of Respondents Percentage 

Reviewing the Mission 20 76.9 
Scanning the Environment 15 57.7 
Analyzing Strategic Options 21 80.7 
Designing Unit Plans 25 96.2 
Accepting the Agenda 14 53.8 
Adopting the Agenda 13 50.0 
Positioning the Architects 15 57.7 
Implementing die Plan 12 46.2 
Assessing the Plan 13 50.0 

In Tables 4.59 and 4.60, one sees how many plans contain what numbers of 

planning and process elements. Ten of the plans (38.57o) contain all of the plan

ning elements, while there are no plans with none at all. Based on the mean num

ber of planning elements (4.12), die documents qualify as strategic plans; a later 

table will show the actual number and percentage of qualified plans. In the second 

table, 38.5% of the plans have all three of the process elements, but an almost 
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Table 4.59: Number of Planning Elements 

Number of Elements Number of Plans Percentage 

Six 
Five 
Four 
Three 
Two 
One 

Total Number of Plans 
Mean Number of Planning Elements 

Table 4.60: Number of Process Elements 

10 
1 
5 
5 
2 
3 

38.5 
3.8 

19.2 
19.2 
7.7 

11.5 

26 
4.12 

Number of Elements Number of Plans Percentage 

Three 
Two 
One 
None 

Total Number of Plans 
Mean Number of Process Elements 

10 
3 
4 
9 

38.5 
11.5 
15.4 
34.6 

26 
1.54 

equal number (34.6%) have no process elements at aU. The mean number of 

process elements (1.54) does not qualify. 

Table 4.61 provides the data for the combined number of planning and process 

elements. More than a thu-d of the documents contained all nine elements of the 

model, whUe three had only one, the design of unit plans in each case. The mean 

number of total elements does not provide overall qualification of the documents, 

since six are required. 
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Table 4.61: Total Number of Elements 

Number of Elements 

Nine 
Eight 
Seven 
Six 
Five 
Four 
Three 
Two 
One 

Total Number of Plans 
Mean Number of Elements 

Number of Plans 

9 
2 
0 
2 
3 
0 
6 
1 
3 

26 

Percentage 

34.6 
7.7 
0.0 
7.7 

11.5 
0.0 

23.1 
3.8 

11.5 

5.65 

The final table (4.62) indicates the number of documents which qualified as 

plans, as planning processes, and overall. A qualified plan required four of six 

elements; a qualified process, two of three; and an overall qualification, six of nine. 

Table 4.62: QuaUfied Plans, Processes, Overall 

Plans 
Planning Processes 
OveraU 

QuaUfied Percentage UnquaUfied Percentage 

16 
13 
13 

61.5 
50.0 
50.0 

10 
13 
13 

38.5 
50.0 
38.5 

including qualification both as a plan and as a process. Three documents qualified 

as plans but did not demonstrate a qualified process; no documents which showed a 

qualified process did not also qualify as plans. 
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Additional Comments 

The sixth research question asks, "Do written comments provide additional 

guidance regarding strategic planning?" Question W in the survey offered respon

dents the chance to comment on the Jones-Hensley model, on strategic planning in 

general, or on the research project. Ignoring the isolated comments throughout the 

surveys, there were nine more specific responses which faU, with one exception, 

under the three categories. 

The Jones-Hensley Model 

Regarding the question on the overall validity of the planning model, for exam

ple, one respondent wrote, "I really don't diink I can rate the validity, but I will 

offer my opinion on the overall usefulness of this model in my position at my 

institution." Fortunately, the research expected that he would do exactly that, give 

an informed opinion about the model. 

Another respondent, who did not rate either the elements or the model itself, 

highlighted the difficulty in small institutions of addressing both immediate crises 

and the longer-term future: "I appreciate the model but find most of our efforts are 

more tuned to immediate situations. About five years ago we cartied out a very 

detailed strategic program for the whole institution. Due to major changes in 

administration and financial crises, little of the work was ever implemented. We 

have aU become somewhat jaded about strategic planning." 

A third respondent was quite positive about the model: "Excellent format! 

Makes a good checkUst! Necessary foundation in order to achieve any degree of 

effectiveness/success in getting from point A to point B - idea to implementation 

and assessment! ExceUent as a reality check for where we want to/ought to be and 

how to get there!" 
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Strategic Planning 

The three comments dealing with strategic planning address the marginality of 

Student Services on many campuses, the challenge of creating widespread partici

pation in the planning process, and the value of strategic planning. The fUst 

respondent shared how her area has been cut out of the planning process: "The 

student life staff used to be instmmental in strategic planning. However, new 

paradigms have provided a different view. Student Ufe is no longer an active 

partner in the overall strategic plan of the college. Therefore, budget doUars are 

decreasing in the area of deferted maintenance for residence life, security positions, 

i.e., budget needs in general." And she added in a follow-up comment, 'Although 

we have a strategic plan linked to the budgeting process, the student life division 

which was originally part of the plan, now is not. However, we are continuing with 

assessment, a five-year plan, etc." 

The second respondent indicated how planning often takes place at the higher 

levels of an institution, but does not always involve lower-level staff members: "On 

small campuses such as ours, I think the Senior Staff of the College have a higher 

priority for strategic planning and for evaluating the mission than we do in a small 

student affairs unit. Since I'm on the senior staff. I'm involved in some planning 

that does not apply to my staff" 

The third respondent offered positive words about strategic planning: "Strategic 

planning is essential to giving a vision substance and for helping people participate 

in defining their contributions." 

The Project 

Two respondents commented on the project, one in terms of responding to the 

survey, and the odier in support of the work. The first is from an institution which 

has undergone considerable downsizing both in terms of student enrollments and in 
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terms of staffing over the past several years. The CSSO says, "Please note: As 

I'm sure you're aware, has, and is, undergoing many changes. I've answered 

these to the best of my ability. Most of my experiences are from the residence life 

perspective." The second writes simply, "I would lUce to have a copy of your 

results. Great project!' 

Other 

A final respondent understands the need for humor in an effective CSSO. 

Responding to his number of years as CSSO, he added, "Requested to take this 

position by Search Committee. Nobody in his right mind would apply for U!!" On 

the amount of time spent in planning, he commented, "Committees galore! And it 

gets worse every year!" On the elements which are part of this institution's plan

ning process, he observed, "Been following this process for 30 years, whether in the 

classroom or residential life. However, I've never heard it presented in this jargon." 

He also affirmed the model and its elements: "You can't do one without the 

other." Finally, as he comes to the opportunity to make additional comments, he 

observed, "I believe I made them as I went along! This was fun - Thanks. Ignore 

the scattered sarcasm - I really enjoy my job." 

Conclusions 

The additional comments highlight both the challenges facing the Student 

Services areas and the potential usefulness of the Jones-Hensley model in helping 

them strengthen theu- planning functions. Where there are what one might read 

as negative comments, diey are from contexts where major crises have seriously 

affected the institution and its future. Overall, those who wrote were supportive of 

the model, of the project, and of strategic planning. That one respondent could add 

a bit of humor is simply a bonus. 
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Summary 

This chapter has presented the discipUnary research findings of this study, based 

on the analysis both of the "Student Services Planning Questionnaire" and of plan

ning documents or letters from the CSSO's about the state of planning on their 

campuses. A series of frequency tables presented the demographic data about the 

CSSO's and their attitudes toward planning. A series of chi-square tables indicated 

where a significant relationship existed between the practice of strategic planning or 

its perceived value and other variables. Additional tables presented the disciplinary 

validation of the Jones-Hensley model for strategic planning. A document analysis 

showed how well institutional plans conformed to this model. Written comments 

provided additional support for the model, for this project, and for strategic planning 

in general. 

What remains in Chapter VI is to summarize the study and to give the answers 

to the research questions. In this process, die researcher draws a number of con

clusions and makes recommendations about future research. Finally, he indicates 

both the personal and professional value and contributions of this work. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Research 

In addition to tracing strategic planning back to its military roots, this research 

has evaluated the planning documents submitted by the CSSO's, surveyed their atti

tudes toward strategic planning, determined the relationship of a number of factors 

to the practice and the perceived value of strategic planning, and tested the validity 

of the Jones-Hensley model. In so doing, it has met its specific purposes: 

1. To determine the status of strategic planning in the Student Services areas of 

Lutheran colleges and universities in North America; 

2. To survey the attitudes of the CSSO's toward strategic planning; and 

3. To validate the Jones-Hensley model for strategic planning. 

The research addressed the problem of how a Student Services area can meet 

the many challenges faced by colleges and universities today. If it is on the periph

ery of an academic institution, or viewed as marginal to what higher education is all 

about, it becomes a likely candidate for the bmnt of institutional cutbacks. The 

challenge, then, is to make a strategic case for what it does, consistent with the 

institution's mission and strategic options. 

The thesis was that Student Services needs a model for strategic planning, 

ideaUy as part of an institutional effort, but as an independent effort if necessary. 

Respondents recognized both factors, often indicating their involvement with broader 

planning efforts, but also supporting the need for more focused work in their own 

areas. In addition, they validated both the elements of the Jones-Hensley Model for 

Strategic Planning and the model itself 
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Research Findings and Conclusions 

This research included both empirical and disciplinary components. Chapter IV 

presented empirical validation for the Jones-Hensley model, based on Us application 

in four different settings. Those who invited the researcher to assist in their 

planning efforts are universally supportive of the model and of its appUcabUity in 

the planning process. The value of these experiences for the researcher is twofold. 

One, they helped him gain a better understanding of the art of planning and of the 

need for flexibUity in dealing with different groups of people. Two, they enabled 

him to present to the discipUnary research population a tested and effective model. 

The crucial question in Chapter V, then, was whether the model would also work 

for the CSSO's in this population. The six research questions address this issue. 

Demographics 

The first research question asked, "What are the demographic characteristics of 

the CSSO's in the Lutheran colleges and universities of North America?" It is not 

necessary to repeat the frequency data from Chapter V, but one can produce some

thing of a profile. In summary, the CSSO serves in an institution of about 1450 

students. S/he has served for about 15 years in Student Services administration, 

more than half in a senior position. About 49 years old, he (in three-fourths of the 

cases) most likely holds a master's degree, although the doctorate will become 

normative. S/he is not curtently enrolled in a degree program and has not taken a 

course in strategic planning, but has attended a seminar or session on it. The 

institution and the Student Services area practice strategic and other types of 

planning. S/he values strategic planning highly, but spends Utde time on it, and 

involves immediate subordinates in the process more often than other staff mem

bers. Most of the elements of the Jones-Hensley model are in use, although there is 

only about a 50-50 chance of there being a written planning document. Intemal 
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mandates and self-initiation are the most important reasons for planning, which is a 

criterion of an accrediting agency. 

The Practice of Strategic Planning 

The second research question asked, "What is the relationship between the prac

tice of strategic planning and selected characteristics of the CSSO's and thefr 

institutions?" The data have indicated that little relationship exists. There is, in 

fact, a statistically significant relationship between the practice of strategic planning 

and only four independent variables: 

1. having taken a course in it, 

2. its perceived value, 

3. the existence of a written planning document, and 

4. self-initiated planning. 

What this also means, however, is that the CSSO's practice strategic planning 

apart from the other independent variables. Its practice is not related to the size of 

institution, the years of services as a CSSO or in Student Services administration, 

age or gender. Nor is it related to the highest degree, its year of completion, cur

rent enrollment in a degree program or having taken a strategic-planning seminar. 

It is unrelated to the amount of time one spends in planning; to extemal, intemal or 

crisis mandates; or to an accrediting agency criterion. 

The research question required the rejection of over half of the null hypotheses 

for there to be a positive relationship between the practice of sttategic planning and 

the various characteristics. Of 18 hypotheses, only four were rejected. Overall, the 

practice of strategic planning is independent of the selected characteristics. 

The Perceived Value of Strategic Planning 

The thUd research question asked, "What is the relationship between the per

ceived value of strategic planning and selected characteristics of the CSSO's and 
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their institutions?" Once again, the data have indicated that little relationship exists. 

In fact, there is a statisticaUy significant relationship between the perceived value of 

strategic planning and only three independent variables: 

1. its practice (repeated from the previous question), 

2. the existence of a written planning document, and 

3. planning in response to internal mandates. 

To these three one could add die percentage of time spent on planning, based on 

the uncoUapsed categories for the dependent variable. 

This means that there is no overall relationship between the perceived value of 

strategic planning and the other independent variables. These include, for example, 

the size of institution, the years of services as a CSSO and in Student Services 

administration, age and gender. The value is not related to the highest degree, its 

year of completion, ciurent enrollment in a degree program, having taken a post-

secondary course in or having attended a seminar on strategic planning. Depending 

on the data, it is unrelated to the amount of time one spends in planning. In any 

case, it is not related to extemal or crisis mandates, to self-initiation or to an 

accrediting agency criterion. 

The research question required the rejection of over half of the null hypotheses 

for there to be a positive relationship between the perceived value of strategic plan

ning and the various characteristics. Of 17 new hypotheses, only two were rejected, 

or three if one uses the uncoUapsed categories in reference to time spent on plan

ning. Regardless of the count, on an overall basis the perceived value of strategic 

planning is independent of the characteristics of the CSSO's and theU institutions. 

The Jones-Hensley Model 

The fourth research question asked, "Do die CSSO's consider the Jones-Hensley 

Model for Strategic Planning to be valid?" The two nuU hypotheses addressed the 
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elements of the model and the model itself Rejection of the null hypothesis on the 

elements of the model required a majority of mean scores greater than 3.00. The 

range of these scores was from 4.04 to 4.66, so that all nine of the elements had 

scores greater than 3.00. The grand mean for the elements was 4.33, again greater 

than 3.00. Since both individual element and grand mean scores exceeded 3.00, one 

rejects the first null hypothesis. Rejection of the null hypothesis on the overall 

model also requu-ed a mean score greater than three. The mean score was 4.17, 

more than sufficient to reject the null hypothesis. Since one rejects both null 

hypotheses, the conclusion is that the CSSO's consider the Jones-Hensley model to 

be valid. It is also noteworthy that no respondent made any suggestions about 

modifications to the model. 

Written Plan Documents 

The fifth research question asked, "Do written planning documents meet the 

criteria to be considered strategic?" The CSSO's submitted 26 documents. Specific 

elements of the Jones-Hensley model were found in from 46.2%-96.2%. On aver

age, the documents had the necessary number of planning elements (mean = 4.12, 

with 4.00 required). They did not have the necessary number of process elements 

(mean = 1.54, with 2.00 requUed). Overall, they did not have the total number of 

elements necessary to qualify as strategic (mean = 5.65, with 6.00 required). Of the 

individual documents, 61.5% qualified under the planning elements, one half quaU-

fied under the process elements, and one half qualified overall. 

Written Comments 

The sixth and final research question asked, "Do written comments provide 

additional guidance regarding strategic planning?" Chapter V has considered these 

comments in detail. They address the Jones-Hensley model, strategic planning in 

general, and the overall research project. Additional issues-apart from some words 
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of humor-include the challenge for small institutions to address both immediate 

crises and the longer-term future, the marginality of some Student Services areas, 

the challenge of creating widespread participation in the planning process, and the 

value of strategic planning. 

Recommendations 

The recommendations which foUow are based on both the empirical and the 

disciplinary research findings. What is clear is that the responsibility for cartying 

them out remains with the researcher. 

1. That the researcher promptiy write an executive summary of the research in 

order to disseminate his findings throughout the research population and to offer the 

Jones-Hensley model as a tool with disciplinary validation for use in the Student 

Services areas. 

2. That he continue to make himself available as a planning consultant for 

groups interested in the strategic-planning process, particularly—but not limited to— 

the church-related sector of higher education, using the Jones-Hensley model as a 

tool with empirical validation for multiple applications. 

3. That he continue to examine the data from the survey to determine if other 

relationships exist between and among variables. 

4. That he develop at least one article based on this research for publication in 

a journal devoted to Student Services specifically or to higher education in general. 

5. That, in whatever ways possible, he encourage Student Services professionals 

to practice strategic planning either in conjunction with institutional efforts or 

independendy in order to demonstrate the importance of theU areas to an institu

tion's mission and strategy. 

6. SimUarly, since there is a relationship between having taken a course in 

strategic planning and its practice, that he encourage those CSSO's with no training 
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in strategic planning to take an appropriate course, and that he stress the value of 

this training for theU work. 

7. That he encourage those CSSO's without written planning documents to 

begin their development, since diis is the one factor tied both to the practice of 

strategic planning and to its perceived value. 

8. That other researchers consider the application of the Hensley-Schoppmeyer 

and successor models for strategic planning to their particular areas of expertise. 

Value and Contributions 

This study has focused on Lutheran higher education and discussed the chal

lenges facing Student Services areas today. It proposed as a thesis that these areas 

need to plan in order to meet these challenges in something other than a reactive 

fashion, and it has suggested that strategic planning is a valuable tool to assist in 

this process. Based on the researcher's background, the study looked closely at the 

military, the primary source for any serious discussion of strategic planning. It also 

presented both empirical and disciplinary validation of the Jones-Hensley Model for 

Strategic Planning and considered a number of factors possibly related to its practice 

and its perceived value. 

Apart from some of the implications suggested in the previous section, the 

researcher acknowledges the professional and personal value of this study. At a 

later date, for example, there may be a chance to think more about the work which 

has been done. This may be the most important benefit, but as yet there has been 

littie time for reflection on it. There is akeady some sense of accomplishment in 

having completed a major project which has been underway and for which data 

have been gathered for a number of years. 

Beyond die more personal implications, however, the researcher also knows 

more about die miUtary background of strategic planning, about his peer group in 
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the Student Services areas of the Lutheran colleges and universities in North 

America, and about the value and the practice of strategic planning. This suggests 

some of the further contributions of this study. While others have looked closely at 

the busmess roots for strategic planning in higher education, this research has 

looked at a more primary source, the military, and considered its impact on plan

ning theory and practice. The study has also offered a profile of the CSSO's in the 

Lutheran colleges and universities of North America, based on the demographic data 

obtained in the surveys, and has presented a summary of existing plans and pro

cesses, based on an analysis of the planning documents submitted by the CSSO's. 

At the conclusion of the study, the researcher has a planning model validated by the 

disciplme for use in the Student Services areas, and he will present it to the 

research population for theu- furdier consideration. That this model has wider appli-

cabiUty is clear from its empirical use and validation; the researcher wiU also offer 

himself as a planner to a broader spectmm of groups within higher education and 

within the church. 

Finally, the researcher has become even more mission-focused. He has a clear 

sense of the importance of both the external and internal environments, and he 

understands the need to select those options which are consistent with the mission 

and the environment. He appreciates the role of goals and objectives and the neces

sity of their integration into campus-wide planning efforts. He recognizes the need 

to commit human and financial resoiu-ces to the objectives, goals and strategies 

selected, and appreciates that an area or an institution must implement and con

tinuously assess and revise its plan. In short, he remains a planner, committed to 

the value of strategic planning, and he is convinced that good planning is an art. 
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APPENDIX A 

REVIEW OF FIELD-TEST RESPONSES 

On December 20, 1996 the researcher sent the proposed "Definitions for Use in 

Survey Completion," a copy of the Jones-Hensley Model for Strategic Planning, and 

the proposed "Student Services Planning Questionnaire" to twelve CSSO's from the 

research population. The cover letter asked this select group to review the mate

rials, complete the questionnaire, and answer the following questions: 

1. Do you believe the questionnaire will serve as a valid tool to obtain 

information on the status of strategic planning in the Student Services areas of 

Lutheran colleges and universities in North America? 

2. What are its strengths? 

3. What are its weaknesses? 

4. What will improve the questionnaUe or the supporting materials? 

Eight CSSO's (67%) responded in full or in part to the three actions requested. 

Their responses and the researcher's analysis foUow. 

Response A 

The first respondent has served as a CSSO for three years and has worked in 

Student Services administration for 27 years. He was impressed with the model, 

which gave a framework for the planning process, and with the questionnaire, which 

was simple, easy to follow, direct, and likely to be tabulated easUy. He did suggest 

that it gives little opportunity for those not curtentiy involved in strategic planning 

to express thefr ideas about what they think of planning and how they would do it, 

and further suggested the addition of one or more questions to address this issue. 

On the supporting materials, he liked the distinctions, since people often have trou

ble knowing what is strategic. He was not sure diat "Positioning the Architects" is 

the first step, although he recognized the need to estabUsh a group to begin the 
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process. He questioned why an area cannot have a mission if it is consistent with 

the institutional mission. FinaUy, he noted that "It's obvious a lot of careful 

thought has gone into this model and survey." 

This first response alerted the researcher to a serious flaw in the proposed 

survey; it did not require aU participants to answer all questions, a necessity given 

the proposed statistical tests. Therefore, he deleted the instruction moving some 

respondents from Question K to Question U. He also made a number of editorial 

changes to aUow for more input from those who are not doing strategic planning. 

He revised the definition of "Reviewing the Mission" to allow for an area mission 

statement, although it is his preference that there be only one, institutional mission. 

Response B 

The second response consisted only of brief answers to the four questions, with 

one follow-up comment on the questionnaire itself The respondent agreed that the 

questionnaire would serve as a valid tool, and saw its comprehensive approach and 

relative brevity as strengths. He was not sure, however, that "crisis mandates" mer

ited a separate category in the reasons for planning, and he suggested including 

these under internal mandates. 

The reason for the separation, however, is that the case studies in the literature 

almost universally reflect the decision to engage in strategic planning as a response 

to a crisis. The respondent may be fortunate enough to be at an institution where 

planning has taken place for more positive reasons, but he and his institution would 

be in the minority. 

Response C 

The third respondent has worked for 10 years as a CSSO and for 20 in Student 

Services administration. For him, the model and process are sound and the defini

tions clear. He observed, however, that he did not know how to discriminate the 
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importance of the various elements in Question U, and he added the following 

comments: 

As a college that utiUzes a strategic planning system (not well, how
ever) and only tactical planning at the divisional level, the survey was 
difficult to respond to. If you have a small number of schools, you 
might want to add a section for open-ended "descriptions of the plan
ning processes" at the institutional, divisional, and departmental levels 
of the colleges surveyed...Designing questions for respondents who have 
a "mixed bag" of planning processes on their campuses would be helpful. 

The researcher changed the descriptors in Question U to match those in Ques

tions L, S and V. The editorial changes to a number of the questions (cf Response 

A) may address the further comments to some degree; beyond that, however, the 

intent of this study is not to compare institutional models, but to validate a specific 

model. 

Response D 

The fourth respondent, who has worked as a CSSO for 13 years and in Student 

Services administration for 21, believed that the "questionnau-e wiU be very effective 

in assessing the status of planning. Certainly with the private, church-related 

schools that we are associated with but also with all institutions of higher educa

tion." He identified as strengths its length (less then 10 minutes to complete), the 

two sheets containing definitions and model, and the opportunity for self-reflection 

related to professional development. He did suggest that the reference to SWOT be 

explained in greater detail, but found the questionnaire user friendly and was pleased 

to ponder over the questions and the model. He noted, in conclusion, that "The 

model is extremely dependent (and rightly so) on completion/focus on one step or 

phase before moving on to the next." He also indicated his interest in reading more 

about the work and asked for a copy of the final document. 
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The researcher chose not to explain SWOT analysis beyond the brief description 

already in place under "Scanning the Environment." He did, however, place the 

definitions and model on a single page, as this respondent suggested. 

Response E 

The fifth respondent, who has served as a CSSO for 18 years, returned a fully 

completed questionnaire with no further comment. 

Response F 

The sixth respondent has served as a CSSO for eight years and for 20 in 

Student Services administration. She found that the materials provided a "good 

description of a strategic plan, in general," and a "good tool to assess strategic 

planning." She did ask for careful definitions of immediate subordinates and staff 

in Questions O and P, since some areas have both administrative and support staff. 

She also added the following reflections: "I wonder how many student services 

units are past the bare beginning stages of such planning! Most institutions have 

institution-wide planning, but expect the units to concentrate more efforts on unit 

plans, and accepting, adopting, and implementing the institutional plan. Will be an 

interesting dissertation!" 

The researcher revised Questions O and P sUghtly to reflect staff who report 

dfrectiy to the CSSO and all other staff 

Response G 

The sevendi respondent, who has served as a CSSO for six years, indicated diat 

the materials looked good and offered her best wishes on the work. She also sug

gested the addition of an "Information Gathering" stage, by which she meant the 

process of calling other colleges to obtain theU mission statements, or asking 
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colleagues outside the environment how they plan. She thought that this might be 

part of the third or fourth stage in the existing model. 

On reflection, the researcher added an information-gathering component to the 

definition of the fu-st stage, "Positioning the Architects," since it will prove impor

tant both here and in later stages. 

Response H 

The eighth and final respondent offered a number of comments about the mate

rials and about the planning process. For her, the materials were strong and should 

provide important information regarding strategic planning for Student Services. She 

asked about ethnicity under Administrator Information, and wondered whedier this 

planning was done by Student Services as part of a campus activity, a process 

which might lead to questions about inter-area involvement and interaction and the 

incorporation of the area plan. She identified a number of critical points: "timely 

and accurate information about external forces that impact the campus, involvement 

of faculty, staff and students in the process, and a recognition that this is a fluid 

process and will look different at each campus because of the culture of each insti

tution." In the questionnaire itself, she noted that this is "a model that should be 

modified to fit individual campus cultures and resources," and that one needs to "be 

somewhat flexible, be inclusive, keep others informed, be realistic." 

The researcher had considered a question about ethnicity, but did not include it 

because he is aware that the research population is almost completely Anglo. Many 

of the other comments are paralleled in the text of the dissertation, including the 

integration of unit and area plans with institutional efforts, the scan of external 

forces, the dissemination of information, widespread and inclusive participation in 

the planning process, and the flexible nature of a model. 
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APPENDIX B 

SURVEY AND SUPPORTING MATERIALS 

On the foUowing pages are copies of the following documents: 

1. "Definitions for Use in Survey Completion," 

2. the "Student Services Planning Questionnaire." 

Each participant also received a copy of the Jones-Hensley Model for Strategic 

Planning (Figure 1.1). 
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Dl£[-l\rriO\S FOR USE IN SURVEY' COMPLETION 

TACTICAL PLANNING: Day-to-day or short-term planning, extending: out as tar as one \ear; 
often oriented on the details of a project: focused on the means to achieve the specific 
objecdves of an area plan. 

OPERATIONAL PLANNING: A longer-term form of planning, extending out as far as tuo 
to three years: focused on those activities to achieve the goals of an area plan. 

STRATEGIC PLANNING: A long-term form of planning, extending out as far as fi\e \ears. 
which incorporates both tactical and operadonal planning: focused on activities to achieve an 
area's strategic options and the institution's mission. 

THE STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS (Model on reverse side) 

Positioning the Architects: Selecting those best qualified to caiTy out the planning 
process or training staff u ithin the area in the necessary planning skills, and beginning 
to gather whatever information is necessary to assist in their efforts. 

Evaluadng the Mission: Reviewing the insdtuUon's mission, determining the area's 
place within it, and ensuring that any area mission is congruent with the institutional 
mission. 

Scanning the Environment: Often carried out in a SWOT-analysis (Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats), examining those internal and extemal factors 
which will directly affect the operations of the area. 

Analyzing Strategic Options: Considering ways to carry out the mission in view of the 
environment and selecting those relevant to the mission, of highest priority, and possible 
given limits on human and fiscal resources. 

Designing Unit Plans: Developing individual unit plans consistent with the strategic 
options and the insdtudonal mission, including decisions about what to do, how to do 
it and how to fund it. 

Accepdng the Agenda: Coordinating unit plans and integrating goals and objectives, 
financial resources and area commitment. 

Adopting the Plan: Ensuring the necessary leadership, delegation, dissemination, 
incorporation and resource commitment to put the planning process into place. 

Implementing the Plan: Actually carrying out the plan. 

Assessing and Revising the Plan: Evaluadng the implementation of the plan in view 
of both internal and external mandates, and making revisions at whatever previous 
step is necessary. 
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STUDENT SERVICES PLANNING QUESTIONNAIRE 

Name: 

Title: 

Telephone: 

Fax and/or E-Mail 

Institution: 

Fall 1996 Enrollment (FTE): 

ADMINISTRATOR INFORMATION 

A. How many total years have you served as a Chief Student Services Officer? . 

B. How many total years have you worked in Student Services administration? . 

C. Your age? . 

D. Your gender? 1. Female. 2. Male. 

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION 

E. Please list the highest degree you have earned and its year of completion. 

Degree: . 

Year: . 

F. Are you currently enrolled, or have you been enrolled within the last 12 months, in a 
program leading to an academic degree? 

1. Yes. 2. No. 

G. Did your post-secondary education at any point include a course in strategic planning? 

1. Yes. 2. No. 

H. Have you ever attended a seminar/session on strategic planning? 

1. Yes. 2. No. 
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THE PLANNING PROCESS 

1. Given the definitions previously provided, circle the number(s) for the t>pe(s) of 
planning in which your institution is engaged: 

1. Strategic 
2. Operational 
3. Tactical 
4. None. 

J. 

K. 

L. 

M. 

Using the same definitions, circle the number(s) for the type(s) of planning in which 
your Student Services area is engaged: 

1. Strategic 
2. Operadonal 
3. Tacdcal 
4. None. 

a. If your area is not using strategic planning, do you plan to do so in the future.' 

1. Yes. 2. No. 

b. If your area is using strategic planning, in approximately what year did you begin 
to use it? 

Regardless of your response in Quesdon K, what value do you place on strategic 
planning? 

5. Very high. 4. High. 3. Moderate. 2. Low. 1. Very Low. 0. None. 

What percentage of your time do you spend in planning? 

1. 0-10%. 2. 11-20%. 3. 21-30%. 4. 31-40%. 5. 41-50%. 
6. More than 50%. 

N. Circle aU who participate in your area's planning process: 

1. Chief Student Services Officer 
2. Immediate Subordinates 
3. Staff 

O. How many staff members report direcdy to you? 
are involved in your area's planning process? 

How many other staff members do you have? 
involved in your area's planning process? 

_. How many of them 

How many of them are 
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0- Given the definitions previously provided, circle the number of those elements which 
are part of your planning process: 

1. Positioning the Architects 
2. Evaluating the Mission 
3. Scanning the Environment 
4. Analyzing Strategic Options 
5. Designing Unit Plans 
6. Accepting the Agenda 
7. Adopting the Plan 
8. Implementing the Plan 
9. Assessing and Revising the Plan. 

R. Is there a written planning document for your area? 

1. Yes No. 

Using the following scale, plea,se indicate how much influence each of the following 
has on the fact that you use planning in your area. 

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 

5 
5 
5 
5 

- Very high 
- High 
- Moderate 
- Low 
- Very Low 
- None at all 

4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 

0 
0 
0 
0 

External mandates (govemment, accrediting agency, other) 
Internal mandates (President, planning officer, other) 
Crisis mandates 
Self-inidated 

T. Is planning a criterion of any of your accrediting agencies? 

1. Yes. 2. No. 

(condnued on other side) 
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This suivey includes a model for the strategic planning process and definitions for its 
elements. Using the following scale, please rate the importance of each element n 
th( 

5 
4 

0 

1 
0 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

; model. 

- Very High Importance 
- High Importance 
- Moderate Importance 
- Low Im iportance 
- Verv Low 
- No Import; 

4 3 
4 3 
4 3 
4 3 
4 3 
4 3 
4 3 
4 3 
4 3 

T 

T 

1 

1 

O 

2 
9 

o 
1 

1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 

Importance 
ince 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Posidoning the Architects 
Evaluadng the Vlission 
Scanning the Environment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Unit Plans 
Accepting the .Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing and Revising the Plan 

V. Overall, how do you rate the validity of this planning model.' 

5. Very High Validity 
4. High Validity 
3. Moderate Validity 
2. Low Validity 
1. Very Low Validity 
0. No Validity 

W. Do you have any additional comments about the model, about strategic planning in 
general, or about this research project? 

Return by mail to: Ronald Jones 
Concordia University College 
712X Ada Blvd. 
Edmonton. AB T5B 4E4 

or by fax to: 403-474-1933 
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APPENDIX C 

DOCUMENT ANALYSIS 

CSSO's from the population submitted 26 planning documents. The researcher 

has analyzed these materials using the Jones-Hensley model as a template. Six 

items in this model deal specifically with a strategic plan, while the remaining three 

deal with a planning process. The following is a more detailed analysis of each of 

the responses. Chapter V provides a summary. 

Response A 

The document submitted is a series of specific goals and objectives for the Student 
Services area for a given academic year, indicating only one of the following ele
ments: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Reviewing the Mission 
Scanning the Environment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Unit Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 

Positioning the Architects 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing the Plan 

No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No 

The document does not qualify as a strategic plan, nor is there further evidence to 
indicate a strategic-planning process. 

Response B 

The CSSO submitted diree area and institutional planning documents, widi the fol
lowing elements present: 

1. Reviewing the Mission Yes 
2. Scanning the Envu-onment Yes 
3. Analyzing Strategic Options Yes 
4. Designing Unit Plans Yes 
5. Accepting the Agenda Yes 
6. Adopting the Plan Yes 
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1. Positioning the Architects No 
2. Implementing the Plan Yes 
3. Assessing the Plan Yes 

The documents qualify as a strategic plan, and there is further evidence to indicate a 
strategic-planning process. 

Response C 

A strategic-planning document and the draft of an update from this CSSO reflect aU 
nine of die elements in the Jones-Hensley model: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Reviewing the Mission 
Scanning the Environment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing UnU Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 

Positioning the Architects 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing the Plan 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

The documents qualify as strategic plans, and further evidence indicates a strategic-
planning process. What is noteworthy about this particular institution, however, is 
that more recent crises may have led to a loss of the strategic-planning process. 

Response D 

The strategic-planning document from this CSSO contamed the following elements 
of the Jones-Hensley model: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Reviewing the Mission 
Scanning the Envuronment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Unit Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 

Positioning the Architects 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing the Plan 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
7 

No 

Yes 
No 
No 

The document quaUfies as a strategic plan. There is not enough additional informa
tion to confirm a strategic-planning process. 
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Response E 

The CSSO submitted a draft document which is clearly part of a larger planning 
effort. In these pages, however, only two elements are present: 

1. 
-) 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
0 

3. 

Reviewing the Mission 
Scanning the Environment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Umt Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 

Positioning the Architects 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing the Plan 

No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No 

The document does not qualify as a strategic plan. There is evidence to suggest 
that other elements, including a sttategic-planning process, may be present at the 
institutional lev el, but the materials submitted do not confu-m it. 

Response F 

The institutional planning document submitted by this CSSO reflects all the ele
ments of the development of a plan and of a planning process, including the 
specific involvement of Student Services at all levels. 

1. 
2 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Reviewing the Mission 
Scanning the Environment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Unit Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 

Positioning the Architects 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing the Plan 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

The document qualifies as a strategic plan, and there is sufficient additional infor
mation to mdicate a strategic-planning process. 

Response G 

This CSSO submitted a summary statement of institutional objectives and plans, 
which includes a brief but inadequate glance at the envu-onment. It reflects the 
following elements of the Jones-Hensley model: 
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1. 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
2 
3. 

Reviewing the Mission 
Scanning the Environment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Unit Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 

Positioning the Architects 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing the Plan 

Yes 
'? 

Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No 

The document does not qualify as a strategic plan, nor is there any additional indi
cation of a strategic-planning process. 

Response H 

This institutional planning document reflects all nine stages of the Jones-Hensley 
model, including a recognition of the dynamic, flexible nature of planning and a 
strong commitment to on-going assessment and revision of goals and objectives. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Reviewing the Mission 
Scanning the Environment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Unit Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 

Positioning the Architects 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing the Plan 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

The document qualifies as a strategic plan and shows clear evidence of a strategic-
planning process. 

Response I 

This CSSO submitted an appendix on strategic planning from a larger institutional 
planning document. Included in the major divisions on assumptions and imple
mentation are clear philosophical statements covering each of the nine elements in 
the Jones-Hensley model, with a strong emphasis on the process elements of the 
model. 

1. Reviewing the Mission Yes 
2. Scanning the EnyUonment Yes 
3. Analyzing Strategic Options Yes 
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4. Designing Unit Plans Yes 
5. Accepting the Agenda Yes 
6. Adopting the Plan Yes 

1. Positioning the Architects Yes 
2. Implementing the Plan Yes 
3. Assessing the Plan Yes 

While the document may not technically quaUfy as a strategic plan, there is clear 
evidence both of a strategic plan and of a strategic-planning process. 

Response J 

This document includes the mission statement, goals, and key development goals for 
the student affairs area. Relative to the six items in the Jones-Hensley model which 
reflect a strategic plan, three are present, and there is no indication of the planning 
process or even of the possibUity of this being part of a larger document. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Reviewing the Mission 
Scanning the Environment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Unit Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 

Positioning the Architects 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing the Plan 

Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No 

The document does not qualify as a strategic plan, nor is there further evidence to 
indicate a strategic-planning process. 

Response K 

This document was developed by the president as a vision statement for this cam
pus. In its curtent format, it suffers from being a "top-down" plan with little 
indication of the wider involvement of the campus community. Only three of the 
planning stages are present. 

1. Reviewing the Mission Yes 
2. Scanning the Environment Yes 
3. Analyzing Strategic Options Yes 
4. Designing Umt Plans No 
5. Accepting the Agenda No 
6. Adopting the Plan No 
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1. Positioning the Architects No 
2. Implementing the Plan No 
3. As.sessing the Plan No 

The document does not qualify as a strategic plan, nor is there further evidence to 
indicate a strategic-planning process. 

Response L 

These materials included more visionary objectives, specific goals and objectives, 
and indications of who is responsible, by when, and with what poUcy implications. 
There are no references to the institution's mission or environment, nor to any 
implementation or assessment of the plan. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Reviewing the Mission 
Scanning the EnyUonment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Unit Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 

Positioning the Architects 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing the Plan 

No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
No 
No 

The document qualifies as a strategic plan. There is not sufficient evidence to indi
cate a strategic-planning process. 

Response M 

This is an exceptional document in many ways, in part because what it does it does 
so well. It analyzes the environment in depth, proposes five key strategic options, 
culls from a number of recommendations in order to focus on those related to the 
options, and defines necessary activity (rather than specific responsibiUty). The 
document, approved only the previous month, does not refer to the mission, 
although it does stress institutional identity. 

1. Reviewing the Mission No 
2. Scanning the Envuronment Yes 
3. Analyzing Strategic Options Yes 
4. Designing Unit Plans Yes 
5. Accepting the Agenda Yes 
6. Adopting the Plan No 
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1. Positioning the Architects Yes 
2. Implementing the Plan Yes 
3. Assessing the Plan No 

The document qualifies as a strategic plan, and there is further evidence to indicate 
a Stratepic-nlanninp nrorpv;*; a Strategic-planning process 

Response N 

This CSSO submitted selected pages from a much larger document on strategic 
planning along with some area-specific goals and an assessment report to the Board 
of Regents. From a research perspective, the larger, three-volume document would 
be of great interest. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Reviewing the Mission 
Scanning the Environment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Unit Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 

Positioning the Architects 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing the Plan 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

The document qualifies as a strategic plan, and there is substantial further evidence 
to indicate a strategic-planning process. 

Response O 

These documents reflect the first strategic-planning efforts of this institution, includ
ing the use of a consultant to guide the process. The results are impressive: 

1. Reviewing the Mission Yes 
2. Scanning the Environment Yes 
3. Analyzing Strategic Options Yes 
4. Designing Unit Plans Yes 
5. Accepting the Agenda Yes 
6. Adopting the Plan Yes 

1. Positioning the Architects Yes 
2. Implementing the Plan Yes 
3. Assessing the Plan Yes 
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The documents qualify as a strategic plan, and there is further evidence to indicate 
a strategic-planning process, including a strong commitment to implementation and 
assessment. 

Response P 

This is a preUminary planning document which reveals an institution on its way to 
some serious planning. Its purpose, in fact, is to gain faculty and staff input into 
the planning process. The elements which are missing may well become part of a 
more finished document, later in the process. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
2_ 
3. 

Reviewing the Mission 
Scanning the Envu-onment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Unit Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 

Positioning the Architects 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing the Plan 

Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 

Yes 
No 
Yes 

The document qualifies as a strategic plan, and there is further evidence to suggest 
a strategic-planning process. 

Response Q 

This CSSO submitted both an institutional plan and a report on annual goals for the 
Student Services area. The plan is excellent, although it focuses only on the inter
nal environment, and both documents indicate a commitment to planning, to its 
implementation, and to on-going assessment of planning measures. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Reviewing the Mission 
Scanning the Environment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Unit Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 

Positioning the Architects 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing the Plan 

Yes 
In Part 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

The documents qualify as strategic plans, and there is substantial further evidence of 
an on-going strategic-planning process. 
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Response R 

This is a rather interesting plan specific to the Student Services area. It is based on 
Arthur Checkering's seven "vectors of development," which the area has used "to 
further the targets and education goals of the institution." Within it, however, one 
finds almost all of the elements of the Jones-Hensley model, with the exception of 
any environmental scan. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Reviewing the Mission 
Scanning the Environment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Unit Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 

Positioning the Architects 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing the Plan 

Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

The document qualifies as a strategic plan, and there is further evidence to indicate 
a strategic-planning process. 

Response S 

This is a brief institutional planning document which includes an expanded mission 
statement, long-range goals or options, and specific area goals and objectives. 
While a useful beginning to a strategic plan or to the planning process, it requUes 
significant expansion from its curtent form to qualify on either count. 

1. Reviewing the Mission Yes 
2. Scanning the EnvUonment No 
3. Analyzing Strategic Options Yes 
4. Designing Unit Plans Yes 
5. Accepting the Agenda No 
6. Adopting the Plan No 

1. Positioning the Architects No 
2. Implementing die Plan No 
3. Assessing the Plan No 

The document does not qualify as a strategic plan, nor is there further evidence to 
indicate a strategic-planning process. 
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Response T 

This is a preliminary planning document which indicates a commitment to more for
malized planning, including the retention of a consultant to facUitate die process, 
data gathering, the development of a one-document institutional plan, the continua
tion of the planning process, and annual assessment. In its curtent form, however, 
only three elements are present. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Reviewing the Mission 
Scanning the Environment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Unit Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 

Positioning the Architects 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing the Plan 

Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 

No 
No 
No 

The document does not qualify as a strategic plan, nor is there further evidence to 
indicate a strategic-planning process. 

Response U 

This CSSO submitted a collection of individual area planning efforts. While most 
of the plan elements are present, there is no indication of a coordinated acceptance 
of the planning agenda. Process elements are also lacking, other than a reference to 
updating the plan for the next two years. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Reviewing the Mission 
Scanning the Envu-onment 
Analyzing Strategic Options 
Designing Unit Plans 
Accepting the Agenda 
Adopting the Plan 

Positioning the Architects 
Implementing the Plan 
Assessing the Plan 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 

No 
No 
Yes 

The document qualifies as a strategic plan, but there is not sufficient evidence to 
indicate a strategic-planning process. 
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Response V 

This document is the Student Services area's goals and objectives for the academic 
year. Although a cover letter refers to a larger, institution-wide strategic planning 
process, and to the possibUity of additional documents which the CSSO could not 
share, the only element which is deafly present is the designing of unit plans. 

1. Reviewing the Mission No 
2. Scanning the Environment No 
3. Analyzing Strategic Options No 
4. Designing Unit Plans Yes 
5. Accepting the Agenda No 
6. Adopting the Plan No 

1. Positioning the Architects No 
2. Implementing the Plan No 
3. Assessing the Plan No 

The document does not qualify as a strategic plan, nor is there further evidence in it 
to indicate a strategic-planning process. 

Response W 

This document is the unit plan of diis Student Services area, with no references to 
other elements of the model. 

1. Reviewing the Mission No 
2. Scanning the Environment No 
3. Analyzing Strategic Options No 
4. Designing Unit Plans Yes 
5. Accepting the Agenda No 
6. Adopting the Plan No 

1. Positioning the Architects No 
2. Implementing the Plan No 
3. Assessing the Plan No 

The document does not qualify as a strategic plan, nor is there further evidence to 
indicate a strategic-planning process. 

Response X 

While theoretically a draft document, this is a fine planning effort which reflects aU 
of the elements of the Jones-Hensley model. Included is a useful definition of stra
tegic planning: "Strategic planning is a disciplined effort to produce fundamental 
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decisions and actions that shape and guide generally and the budget process 
specifically." 

1. Reviewing the Mission Yes 
2. Scanning the Environment Yes 
3. Analyzing Strategic Options Yes 
4. Designing Unit Plans Yes 
5. Accepting the Agenda Yes 
6. Adopting the Plan Yes 

1. Positioning the Architects Yes 
2. Implementing die Plan Yes 
3. Assessing the Plan Yes 

The document qualifies as a strategic plan, and there is further evidence of a 
strategic-planning process. 

Response Y 

This is an integrated planning document with an emphasis on the process elements. 

1. Reviewing the Mission Yes 
2. Scanning the Environment Yes 
3. Analyzing Strategic Options Yes 
4. Designing Unit Plans Yes 
5. Accepting the Agenda Yes 
6. Adopting the Plan Yes 

1. Positioning the Architects Yes 
2. Implementing die Plan Yes 
3. Assessing the Plan Yes 

The document qualifies as a strategic plan, and there is clear evidence of a 
strategic-planning process. 

Response Z 

The first formal planning effort of this institution, there is potential for development 
into a more complete document and for better indications of the planning process. 

1. Reviewing the Mission Yes 
2. Scanning the EnyUonment No 
3. Analyzing Strategic Options No 
4. Designing Unit Plans Yes 
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5. Accepting the Agenda No 
6. Adopting the Plan No 

1. Positioning the Architects Yes 
2. Implementing the Plan No 
3. Assessing the Plan No 

The document does not qualify as a strategic plan, nor is there further evidence to 
indicate a strategic-planning process. 
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APPENDIX D 

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS 

A. The CSSO's at die following 26 institutions submitted plannmg documents for 
analysis and evaluation by the researcher: 

Augsburg CoUege; MinneapoUs, MN 
Augustana University College: Camrose, AB 
Bethany College; Lindsborg, KS 
Bethany Lutheran College; Mankato, MN 
California Lutheran University: Thousand Oaks, CA 
Concordia College; Ann Arbor, MI 
Concordia College: Austin, TX 
Concordia College; BronxvUle, NY 
Concordia University College: Edmonton, AB 
Concordia University; Irvine, CA 
Concordia College; Moorhead, MN 
Concordia University; River Forest, IL 
Concordia College; St. Paul, MN 
Concordia College; Selma, AL 
Concordia University; Mequon, WI 
Gettysburg CoUege; Gettysburg, PA 
Grand View College; Des Moines, IA 
Luther College; Regina, SK 
Luther College; Decorah, lA 
Lutheran Bible Institute; Seattie, WA 
Midland Lutheran College; Freemont, NE 
Pacific Lutheran University: Tacoma, WA 
Roanoke College; Salem, VA 
Suomi College; Hancock, MI 
Texas Lutheran College; Seguin, TX 
Thiel College; Greenville, PA. 

B. In response to the researcher's request for planning documents, the CSSO's at 
the following eight institutions sent letters indicating that the plans either did not 
exist or, for various reasons, were unavailable: 

Augustana College; Rock Island, IL 
Augustana CoUege; Sioux FaUs, SD 
Capital University; Columbus, OH 
Carthage College; Kenosha, WI 
Dana College; Blak, NE 
Gustavus Adolphus College; St. Peter, MN 
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St. Olaf College; Northfield, MN 
Waldorf College; Forest City, lA. 

C. The CSSO's at the following 30 institutions returned the "Student Services 
Planning Questionnaire": 

Augsburg CoUege; Minneapolis, MN 
Augustana University College; Camrose, AB 
Augustana College; Rock Island, IL 
Bethany College; Lindsborg, KS 
Bethany Lutheran College; Mankato, MN 
California Lutheran University; Thousand Oaks, CA 
Capital University; Columbus, OH 
Concordia College; Ann Arbor, MI 
Concordia College; Austin, TX 
Concordia University College; Edmonton, AB 
Concordia College; Moorhead, MN 
Concordia College; Selma, AL 
Concordia University; Mequon, WI 
Dana College; BlaU, NE 
Gettysburg CoUege; Gettysburg, PA 
Grand View College; Des Moines, IA 
Gustavus Adolphus College; St. Peter, MN 
Lenoir-Rhyne College; Hickory, NC 
Luther College; Regina, SK 
Luther College; Decorah, lA 
Midland Lutheran College; Freemont, NE 
Muhlenberg College; Allentown, PA 
Newberty College; Newberty, SC 
Pacific Lutheran University; Tacoma, WA 
Roanoke College; Salem, VA 
Suomi College; Hancock, MI 
Texas Lutheran College; Seguin, TX 
Thiel College; Greenville, PA 
Wartburg College; Waveriy, lA 
Wisconsin Lutheran College; Milwaukee, WI. 
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